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Preface

Although the night sky may look static on a regular night, apart from the rising
moon and the occasional shooting star, a closer look and different timescales reveal
that this is certainly not the case. Similar to daily life around us, stars, galaxies and
the universe have life cycles of their own.

13.7 Billion years ago the universe started to expand after the Big Bang. Initially
it consisted of mostly hydrogen and helium. Contraction of gas clouds to stars made
fusion of hydrogen and helium into heavier elements possible. In stars subsequent
fusion processes take place until maximally the element iron is formed and the fuel
in the stellar core runs out, marking the end of the stellar life. Stars that are more
massive than about eight times our Sun end their lives as a supernova: the explosion of
the star, which expels the outer layers of the star into its surroundings with velocities
of tens of thousands of kilometres per second. The expanding ejecta shocks the
surrounding gas, thereby heating it to millions of degrees. What is left of the star is
a compact core, taking the form of a neutron star or a black hole, and the expelled
material, called the supernova remnant.

The explosion of the star releases the elements that are produced during its life.
Part of the heavier elements, such as iron, first disintegrate, and form anew during
the explosion. Additionally, a supernova exclusively creates the elements that are
heavier than iron. The supernova remnant continues to expand and mix with the
surrounding gas. Renewed contraction of the gas forms the basis for new stars and
planets. If it were not for supernova remnants, the matter of which planets, and our
Earth, are constituted, would not be there. The iron in our blood once was produced
in a supernova. Supernova remnants are also the sources of e.g. oxygen and silicon.
The combination of those elements (SiO2) is illustrated on the cover and is commonly
known under the name ‘sand’.

Apart from being the source of heavy elements necessary for life on Earth, super-
nova remnants are also the location of physical processes which involve sizes, energies
and densities that we will never be able to reproduce in terrestrial experiments.

As this thesis revolves around the theory of particle acceleration in supernova rem-
nants, where the interaction of magnetic fields and charged particles are key ingredi-
ents, I will introduce some more familiar sources where magnetic fields and charged
particles play the lead.

The Aurora, or northern light, is a nice demonstration of the interplay between
charged particles and magnetic fields. Magnetic reconnection events on the solar
surface (solar flares) induce currents that accelerate charged particles to high energies
(∼ 109 eV). These particles are highly relativistic (i.e. they travel with the speed
of light) and are called cosmic rays. These – for cosmic rays relatively low energy
– particles from the Sun can become trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field. The
magnetic field guides the cosmic rays towards the magnetic poles, during which they
collide with atoms in the air, giving rise to the typical northern light. Very hefty
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solar flares cause cosmic ray storms that can damage satellites and inflict power
outages. Knowledge of cosmic rays is necessary to find solutions to protect ourselves
and minimise damage.

In CERN’s large hadron collider (LHC) charged particles are accelerated in an
orbit by guidance and confinement through large magnets. The energy that can be
reached by protons is of the order of 1012 eV. Collisions between these highly energetic
proton beams is hoped to provide insight into the fundamental particles that make up
the atoms. On smaller scales, charged particles are sent around in an orbit in devices
called ‘tokamaks’, with the aim of inducing nuclear fusion, a possible future energy
source. ITER is an up-scaled tokamak that is currently being built in France as a
test-device to investigate the feasibility of power plants that run on fusion energy, the
much cleaner counterpart of nuclear energy.

In supernova remnants particles are accelerated to even higher energies than can
be reached in CERN: both electrons and protons are accelerated to energies of at
least 1015 eV. The process by which they are accelerated is different from that in
the sun or the LHC and will be described in Section 1.2. The key to accelerating
particles to such high energies is the high shock velocity of the supernova remnant,
created by the high speed with which layers of the star are expelled in the explosion.
Even higher energies can be obtained – the so-called ultra high energy cosmic rays –
in shocks that are larger and / or have a larger velocity. These systems have to be
sought outside our own Galaxy. Their sources are unknown, but possible candidates
are for example gamma ray bursts and active galactic nuclei. Gamma ray bursts are
the asymmetric counterparts of supernova remnants that bundle all their energy to
the polar areas because of which the shock velocities can be much higher (close to
the speed of light). Active galactic nuclei are black holes in the centres of galaxies
that devour their surroundings and expel energetic jets that create enormous shock
waves. Detections have been made of single cosmic ray particles that have energies
up to 1020 eV. This energy is comparable to the energy of a tennis ball that travels
with a speed of 70 km h−1. Imagine all of this energy bundled in one single proton
that is about 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 times smaller!

Supernova remnants are good places to study the process of particle acceleration.
The reason is that there are a few relatively close by: in our own Milky Way Galaxy.
This makes them a great source of data that can be used to be compared with theory
and help us to advance our understanding of cosmic ray acceleration.

Klara Schure
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Voorwoord

Op een gewone avond lijkt de nachthemel, op de rijzende maan en de sporadische
vallende ster na, statisch en onveranderlijk. Een nadere beschouwing en andere tijd-
schalen laten zien dat het tegendeel waar is. Net als het dagelijks leven direct om ons
heen hebben sterren, melkwegstelsels en het universum een eigen levensloop.

13.7 Miljard jaar geleden begon ons universum zich uit te dijen na de Oerknal. In
het begin bestond ons heelal slechts uit waterstof en helium. Het samentrekken van
gaswolken tot sterren maakte fusie van waterstof en helium tot zwaardere elementen
mogelijk. In sterren vinden opeenvolgende fusieprocessen plaats, tot maximaal het
element ijzer bereikt wordt, net zolang tot de brandstof in de kern op is en de ster
het einde van zijn leven bereikt. Sterren die zwaarder zijn dan acht maal onze Zon
eindigen hun leven als een supernova: de explosie van de ster waardoor de buitenlagen
van de ster weg worden geslingerd met snelheden van tienduizenden kilometer per
seconde. De expanderende lagen schokken het omringende gas waardoor het verhit
wordt tot miljoenen graden. Wat er overblijft van de ster is slechts een compacte kern
in de vorm van een neutronenster of een zwart gat, en de geëxplodeerde lagen: de
supernovarest.

Tijdens de explosie van de ster komen de elementen die in de ster gevormd zijn vrij.
Een deel van de zwaardere elementen, waaronder ijzer, valt uiteen. Erna worden in
de schokgolven na de explosie opnieuw ijzer, en ook zwaardere elementen die nergens
anders kunnen ontstaan, gecreëerd. Langzaam vermengt de supernovarest zich met
zijn omgeving. Het mengsel van gas kan opnieuw samentrekken en sterren en planeten
vormen. Zonder supernovaresten zou de materie die deel uitmaakt van planeten,
waaronder onze Aarde, niet bestaan. Stel je voor: het ijzer in ons bloed is ooit
geproduceerd tijdens zo’n supernova. Ook zijn supernovaresten een belangrijke bron
voor verspreiding en productie van bijvoorbeeld zuurstof en silicium. De combinatie
daarvan (SiO2) wordt gëıllustreerd op het plaatje op de kaft en is beter bekend onder
de naam ‘zand’.

Behalve dat supernovaresten de bakermat vormen voor alle zware elementen die
uiteindelijk nodig zijn voor leven op Aarde, vinden er ook extreme fysische processen
plaats waarvan schaal, energie, en dichtheid alles overtreffen wat we ooit in aardse
experimenten zouden kunnen nabootsen.

Omdat in dit proefschrift de theorie van deeltjesversnelling in supernovaresten
centraal staat, waarin de interactie van magneetvelden met geladen deeltjes van belang
is, wil ik graag wat bekendere situaties aanhalen waarin magneetvelden en geladen
deeltjes de hoofdrol spelen.

De Aurora, beter bekend als het noorderlicht, is een mooi voorbeeld van de inter-
actie tussen geladen deeltjes en het magneetveld van de aarde. Deze geladen deeltjes
zijn afkomstig van het oppervlak van de Zon. Herschikking van het magnetische veld
(zonnevlammen) zorgt daar voor elektrische stroom waardoor geladen deeltjes tot
hoge energie (∼ 109 eV) versneld worden. Deze deeltjes zijn zeer relativistisch, wat
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betekent dat ze een snelheid hebben van praktisch de lichtsnelheid, en worden kosmi-
sche straling genoemd. Deze – voor kosmische straling laag energetische – deeltjes van
de zon kunnen worden ingevangen in het magneetveld van de aarde. Het magnetische
veld leidt de deeltjes in de richting van de magnetische polen en het aardoppervlak.
In de atmosfeer gekomen botsen de deeltjes met atomen in de lucht, waardoor het
karakteristieke noorderlicht ontstaat. Zeer heftige zonnevlammen kunnen een storm
van kosmische straling veroorzaken die schade aan satellieten kan toebrengen en de
oorzaak kan zijn van stroomuitval. Betere kennis van kosmische straling is nodig
om oplossingen te vinden om onszelf te kunnen beschermen en de schade te kunnen
beperken.

In CERNs ‘Large Hadron Collider’ (LHC) worden geladen deeltjes gebundeld en
in een baan versneld door grote magneten. De energie die door protonen kan worden
gehaald ligt rond de 1012 eV. Botsingen van de protonen zou inzicht kunnen geven in
de fundamentele bouwstenen van atomen. Op kleinere schaal worden geladen deeltjes
in tokamaks in banen rondgeleid met als doel kernfusie te laten plaatsvinden waarmee
energie kan worden gewonnen. ITER is een opgeschaalde tokamak die momenteel
wordt gebouwd in Frankrijk als testopstelling waarmee gehoopt wordt een prototype
te ontwikkelen van energiecentrales die draaien op fusie-energie, de veel schonere
variant van huidige kernenergie.

In supernovaresten is de energie tot welke deeltjes worden versneld nog vele malen
hoger dan wat in CERN bereikt kan worden. Zowel elektronen als protonen worden
er versneld tot energiën boven de 1015 eV. Het proces werkt anders dan dat in de
zon of in de LHC en wordt beschreven in Hoofdstuk 1.2. De sleutel tot het versnellen
van deeltjes tot dit soort hoge energiën is de hoge schoksnelheid van de supernova-
rest, afkomstig van de enorme snelheid waarmee de buitenlagen van de ster worden
weggeslingerd in de explosie. Nog hogere energiën worden bereikt – de zogenaamde
ultra-hoge energie kosmische straling – als de schok een grotere afmeting heeft of een
hogere snelheid. Dit soort bronnen liggen buiten ons eigen melkwegstelsel en zijn tot
op heden niet goed bekend. Mogelijke kandidaten zijn gammaflitsen en actieve melk-
wegstelsels. Gammaflitsen zijn de asymmetrische variant van supernovaresten die alle
energie bundelen in de polen waardoor veel hogere schoksnelheden worden gehaald.
Actieve melkwegstelsels hebben een groot zwart gat in de kern dat materie aanzuigt
en wegslingert waarbij zich ook grootschalige schokgolven vormen. Deeltjes met ener-
gie hoger dan 1020 eV worden wel eens gemeten. Deze energie is vergelijkbaar met
de totale energie van een tennisbal als deze een snelheid heeft van 70 kilometer per
uur. Stel je voor dat al deze energie gebundeld zit in slechts 1 proton, die ongeveer
10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 maal lichter is!

Supernovaresten zijn locaties waar het proces van deeltjesversnelling goed bestu-
deerd kan worden. De reden daarvan is dat er een paar relatief dichtbij zijn: in
ons eigen melkwegstelsel. Daardoor kunnen ze gedetailleerd bestudeerd worden en
worden vergeleken met theorie waardoor we deeltjesversnelling en kosmische straling
beter kunnen leren begrijpen.

Klara Schure
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cosmic rays (CRs) are highly energetic charged particles that arrive on Earth from
outer space. They span an enormous range in energies, and curiously enough have a
power-law energy distribution with an extraordinarily homogeneous power-law index
over many decades of energy, see Fig. 1.1. The lowest-energy particles (< GeV) are
known to originate from explosions (solar flares) on the surface of the Sun. Extra-solar
cosmic rays with these energies are shielded from the solar system by the magnetic field
in the solar wind. At higher energies, up to at least 1015−1018 eV, they are generally
considered to be of Galactic origin. Above a certain point in energy (∼ 1018 eV), the
magnetic field of the Galaxy is not strong enough to retain the particles and they are
probably of extragalactic origin. The Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are believed to
originate mainly from particle acceleration in supernova remnant (SNR) blast waves,
an idea that originally was based on the amount of energy required to sustain the
cosmic ray population in the Galaxy (Baade & Zwicky 1934). Around 1015 eV a
slight steepening takes place in the spectrum, this point is often referred to as the
“knee”. It is generally believed that the highest energy cosmic rays, the Ultra High
Energy Cosmic Rays above 1018 eV, are of extra-galactic origin. Their production
mechanism, however, is likely to be similar to that operating in supernova remnants:
acceleration near shocks.

The acceleration mechanism that is believed to be responsible for most of the
cosmic rays is the first-order Fermi mechanism, also referred to as diffusive shock
acceleration (DSA) (for a review see e.g. Malkov & O’C Drury 2001). The main
principle is that if particles are trapped in the region of a convergent flow, for instance
by irregularities in the magnetic field around a shock, every time they cross the shock
they experience a Lorentz boost in their energies. The increase in energy is dependent
on the shock velocity and the number of times the particles cross the shock. The
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2 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The cosmic ray spectrum as measured by various experiments (based on data
compiled by S. Swordy, University of Chicago (Cronin et al. 1997)).

more efficiently they are scattered, i.e. the smaller their diffusion mean free path, the
quicker they isotropise and the more often they can cross the shock and gain energy.
It is believed that this efficiency increases with magnetic field strength, since the
diffusive mean free path is expected to decrease in the presence of stronger magnetic
fields. Bohm diffusion is considered to be the lower limit, where the mean free path
is equal to the gyro-radius1 of the particle.

The maximum energy that cosmic rays can attain in this process is proportional
to the product of the magnetic field, the shock velocity, and the size of the accelerator.

1The gyro-radius is the radius of the spiralling orbit a charged particle follows in the presence of
a uniform magnetic field.
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Figure 1.2: Candidate sources for cosmic rays as a function of size and magnetic field
strength (Hillas 1984). Only sources above the diagonal line can produce CRs with energies
higher than 1020 eV.

An overview of different astrophysical sources and their corresponding sizes and field
strengths is shown in Fig. 1.2 (Hillas 1984), along with an indication for which sizes
and field strengths protons can be accelerated to 1020 eV.

In supernova remnants, the size and magnetic field are such that the maximum
energy that can be reached is around the location of the ‘knee’ in the spectrum at
E ∼ 1015 eV. In an expanding shock wave, such as the case in a supernova remnant,
the size is obviously related to the velocity of the blast wave. Also the strength of
the magnetic field may be related to the velocity of the blast wave. Magnetic field
amplification models predict that, as a result of the accelerated cosmic rays, the energy
in the magnetic field scales with the shock velocity Vs as B2/8π ∝ V 2

s (Bell & Lucek
2001) or B2/8π ∝ V 3

s (Bell 2004). Despite all the effort and progress in theory and
observations, it remains inconclusive whether SNRs really are the prime acceleration
sites. Electrons accelerated to GeV energies can be directly observed in SNRs through
the synchrotron radiation they produce. For protons, the evidence is circumstantial:
it takes the form of TeV gamma rays (emitted by decaying neutral pions produced in
proton-nucleon collisions, see below) for some SNRs.

Synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons spiralling in a magnetic field has
been detected from radio- to X-ray wavebands (Reynolds & Ellison 1992, Koyama et al.
1995). Fig. 1.3 shows the image of a supernova remnant in which the electron-
synchrotron radiation can be seen (blue). The fact that the radiation coming from the
highest-energy electrons is confined to a narrow region around the shock, indicates
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Figure 1.3: Composite image of the Tycho supernova remnant. The blue rim reveals the
presence of relativistic electrons by their synchrotron emission of non-thermal X-rays. The
green and yellow show X-rays of lower energies, corresponding to the debris of the star that
has been ejected during the explosion and has been shock-heated to millions of degrees. The
red shows the infrared emission from dust. The white dots are background and foreground
stars. Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO, Infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech; Optical: MPIA,
Calar Alto, O.Krause et al.

that they lose their energy rather quickly. This can only be explained if the magnetic
field is much stronger than the field expected from compression of the swept up gas,
which amounts to a maximum field amplification of a factor four in a strong shock.
The derived field strengths are a few hundreds of microgauss, whereas that of the
surrounding plasma is typically of the order of only a few microgauss.
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This picture (Fig. 1.3) also shows that the ejecta, visible in thermal X-rays (green
and yellow), are very close to the forward shock (indicated by the presence of the
relativistic electrons). This implies that a substantial amount of energy is removed
from the compressed circumstellar plasma between the forward shock and the ejecta.
This is indirect evidence that protons are also accelerated. If a substantial amount
of the thermal energy is transferred into cosmic rays, the equation of state effectively
softens, which creates a higher overall compression, but possibly a smaller compression
at the shock itself (Decourchelle et al. 2000, Warren et al. 2005a) due to a pressure
gradient of the cosmic rays which create a precursor ahead of the shock. Consequently,
the temperature of the plasma drops (Ellison et al. 2004, Helder et al. 2009). This
non-linearity causes the cosmic ray spectrum to be flatter in the upper decades in
energy (Malkov & O’C Drury 2001), something which oddly enough is not reflected
in the cosmic ray spectrum as measured ‘on’ Earth.

Protons can reveal themselves by collisions with background protons. The col-
lisions produce, amongst other particles, π0 particles, which decay into two gamma
rays, each carrying typically around 1/20th of the original proton energy. These
γ-rays can be observed. The γ-ray signature obviously becomes stronger when the
density of background protons for targeted collisions is higher. The density of the
environment will therefore leave its imprint on this radiation mechanism. Gamma
rays with similar energies can arise from electron collisions with background photons,
by the inverse Compton mechanism. A comparison of the spectrum of γ-rays with the
spectrum of synchrotron X-rays from electrons can determine if the same population
of relativistic electrons is responsible for both, or if TeV and KeV photons have a
different source population (protons by way of pions and electrons respectively). In
Fig. 1.4 this is illustrated with images from the supernova remnant of SN1006, the
supernova that exploded in 1006 AD. The electrons radiate in non-thermal X-rays
and, for the lower-energy electrons and/or after substantial energy losses, in radio
wavelengths. The emission from the high-energy electrons is only observed close to
the forward shock, whereas that from lower-energy electrons can be seen in a much
broader region. The γ-ray map seems to closely correspond to that of the high-energy
X-rays. However, whether the electrons are responsible for all the γ-ray emission or
whether protons also contribute is an ongoing debate, not only for SN1006 (Berezhko
1999, Petruk et al. 2009), but also for various other remnants in which γ-ray emission
is detected (such as e.g. RX J1713, Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2010)

The isotropy of the γ-ray diffuse background in our Galaxy (Fig. 1.5) raises the
question of whether individual SNRs can really be responsible for the majority of the
GCRs (Butt 2009). Other possible sources of cosmic rays are superbubbles. Super-
bubbles arise when multiple massive stars collectively act to drive matter outward
by their winds and explosions, creating a bubble around them. The outer shock has
large proportions and provides another candidate for the origin of cosmic rays.

The propagation of CRs through the Galaxy is a major source of uncertainty, as
is the density distribution of gas with which the CRs collide to create the γ-rays.
Additionally, since the rate of escape of cosmic rays from the Galaxy increases with
energy, the spectrum of cosmic rays detected on Earth is consistently steeper than
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Figure 1.4: The supernova remnant of SN1006 in X-ray, Radio and γ-rays. The X-ray and
radio emission origins from cosmic-ray electrons. Whether the source of the γ-rays are the
cosmic ray electrons or protons, or a combination of them, remains unclear. Credit: X-ray:
NASA/CXC/Rutgers/J.Hughes et al.; Radio: VLA/GBT/Dyer; γ-rays: HESS.

that measured at the acceleration site (derived from the radiative signature of cosmic
ray electrons). It is also conceivable that cosmic rays are reaccelerated in different
portions of the Galaxy, making the picture even more complex.

Ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs, E > 1018 eV) are also thought to origi-
nate from the shock acceleration mechanism. The current favourite candidate acceler-
ation sites are the jets of and / or shocks around active galactic nuclei (Norman et al.
1995, Hillas 2009). Active galactic nuclei (AGNs), are actively-accreting black holes
in the cores of spiral galaxies. These black holes weigh literally over millions of so-
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Figure 1.5: Gamma-ray emission in the Galaxy. Rather than showing individual sources,
the γ-ray emission is diffuse. The intensity of this emission is a combination of the cosmic-ray
density and that of the plasma with which the cosmic rays interact to produce π0, decaying
into γ-rays. Credit: EGRET Team.

lar masses and create enormous outflows from their vicinity, resulting in enormous
shocks propagating outwards well beyond their own galaxy. These sources contain
ample power to accelerate UHECRs. However, the observational correlation of the
sources of UHECRs with AGNs is not compelling. Whereas a correlation exists with
Centaurus A, one of the closest AGNs, other relatively close AGNs in the Virgo clus-
ter do not show up as prominent cosmic ray sources (Abraham et al. 2008). This
gives rise to many doubts concerning the origin of UHECRs. Above an energy of
6× 1019 eV, the so-called GZK cut-off (Greisen 1966, Zatsepin & Kuz’min 1966), the
source should be within a distance of about 200 Mpc (our local group has a size of
a few Mpc). Cosmic ray protons lose energy in interactions with cosmic microwave
background photons and cannot maintain energies above this limit for larger distances.
This implies that the highest-energy cosmic rays originate in the Local Group, or are
coming from galaxies in the Local Supercluster, which includes the Virgo Cluster.

On the other end of the size-magnetic field strength relation in Fig. 1.2, another
possible source is gamma ray bursts (located at the end of the arrow marked with
β = 1). A gamma-ray burst is thought to be in many cases the product of an exploding
star, similar to a supernova remnant but possibly with even higher energies involved.
Rather than distributing the explosion energy homogeneously, a gamma-ray burst
supposedly confines the explosion energy to two opposing jets that propagate with
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the speed of light. If particles can be confined to the region around the shock long
enough, they could be accelerated to become UHECRs. The total amount of cosmic
rays they can produce, however, seems to be much lower than that of AGN (Hillas
2005).

All in all, it is clear that the source of CRs is far from understood, both in the
Galactic variety, let alone the extragalactic component. The interpretation of the
data relies heavily on models to disentangle the effects of the magnetic field, shock
velocity, the equation of state, and other physical effects. It is therefore important to
improve the understanding of the integral picture.

Since a number of Galactic supernova remnants are relatively close by and detailed
observations exist, they are ideal locations to study the process of particle acceleration
and to constrain theory. Analytically, the cosmic ray spectrum can be calculated by
assuming a steady-state situation. This is mostly done for a plane parallel shock,
i.e. not taking into account the spherical expansion of the supernova remnant. In
order to get a more quantitative understanding, the time-dependence of the cosmic
ray acceleration and geometry of the SNR should be taken into account, which is done
in this thesis.

In order to interpret the radiative signatures of cosmic ray acceleration, it is not
only important to understand the details of the shock acceleration process and the
proton/electron fraction, but also the density structure around the remnant and the
magnetic field in the SNR. The density of the environment has an influence on both
the shock velocity and on the radiation signature expected from the hadronic cosmic
ray component. DSA in supernova remnants is therefore intrinsically linked to the
evolution of the SNRs. Magnetic fields in young supernova remnants show a preferred
radial polarisation (Dickel & Milne 1976), contrary to what is expected from compres-
sion of a magnetic field that is just compressed by the blast wave. It is important
to evaluate the relative importance of two processes that drive the evolution of SNR
magnetic fields: the interaction with the SNR blast wave and the post-shock flow,
and the amplification of magnetic fields by a cosmic-ray driven instability.

Almost no SNR is spherically symmetric. Additionally, even for the spherical
ones, many seem to be more strongly decelerated on one side, making it likely that
the asymmetry increases with age. It is rather curious that most supernova remnants
are in fact so spherical, but this may well be a selection effect. The explosion can
be intrinsically asymmetric, but also the surroundings of a supernova remnant have
a major impact on the shock velocity. The shock decelerates the more surrounding
gas it sweeps up, and directly probes the environment. The progenitor, which shapes
the explosion environment, therefore defines to a great extent the morphology of the
resulting supernova remnant. This makes supernova remnants excellent probes for
the circumstellar medium and the progenitor system.

Research question

In this thesis I will address the integral question of SNR evolution and cosmic ray
acceleration. We investigate the influence of the progenitor-shaped environment on
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the morphology of the SNR, and follow the evolution of magnetic fields in the ideal
MHD approach. Cosmic ray acceleration is treated in a time-dependent manner.

In Sect. 1.1 I introduce the theory behind the evolution of supernova remnants,
the deceleration of their blast wave, and the dependence on the assumption for the
ejecta morphology and the explosion environment. In Sect. 1.2 I discuss the theory
of diffusive shock acceleration and derive the expected power law for a steady state
shock. Section 1.3 briefly discusses the contents of the upcoming chapters.

1.1 Evolution of supernova remnants

Supernovae are explosions that determine the final stage of a star’s evolution. They
come in various kinds: core-collapse, pair instability, and thermonuclear (Ia).

A core-collapse supernova results from the explosion of a massive star, meaning
it starts its life more massive than about 8 M⊙. After nuclear burning in the core
reaches the most stable element: iron, no more energy can be gained from nuclear
fusion. After reaching a critical mass, the electron degeneracy pressure can no longer
counteract gravity and the core contracts. As a result, the temperatures become so
high that heavy nuclei, such as iron, disintegrate and electrons and protons combine
to form neutrons. Without the pressure from electrons the core can further collapse,
creating a stellar core with nuclear densities. The outer layers bounce off this dense
core, and, probably aided by the intense neutrino flux from the proto-neutron star,
explode away the envelope of the star. Most of the released gravitational energy
(∼ 1053 erg) is carried away by the neutrinos that are produced during the electron
capture. A fraction (∼ 1051 erg) is transferred to kinetic energy as the outer layers
bounce off the dense core, exploding the envelope of the star. Depending on whether
the outer layers still contain hydrogen or whether hydrogen has been lost due to a
strong stellar wind from the progenitor, the supernova is classified as a Type II or a
Type Ib/c supernova.

A white dwarf in itself is the final stage of a star that starts its life less massive
than ∼ 8 M⊙. Its core is sustained by degenerate electron pressure that is indepen-
dent of temperature. This is sufficient as long as the core is less massive than the
Chandrasekhar mass: ∼ 1.4 M⊙. When the white dwarf is in a binary system mass
accretion from its companion can drive its mass close to this limit. As a result nuclear
burning in the core is revived, which causes a thermonuclear runaway that disrupts
the entire star and causes a Type Ia supernova.

Stars that are initially more massive than about 100 − 200 M⊙ are believed to
explode due to pair instability in the core. Due to its high mass, the temperature in
the core can become so high that photons have more energy than the rest-mass energy
of two electrons, such that they can spontaneously form electron-positron pairs. The
thermal energy is converted into rest-mass energy, causing the pressure in the core to
drop. Core collapse results in the explosion of the star as a pair instability supernova.
Pair instability SNe are rare in the present day Universe, but may have been important
for the first generation of stars.
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For all types of explosion, the stellar material is ejected into outer space with very
high velocities, typically ∼ 20, 000 km s−1, possibly even higher. This drives a shock
wave into the circumstellar medium, usually called the blast wave of the supernova
remnant. A reverse shock propagates into the ejecta and heats it to millions of Kelvin,
making young supernova remnants visible in X-ray wavelengths.

The evolution of young supernova remnants is initially dominated by the kinetic
energy. An estimate of the expansion of the blast wave can be obtained by applying
the equations of energy conservation and treating the supernova as a point explo-
sion. Initially the expansion is dominated by the freely expanding ejecta: the ejecta
dominated phase. The typical velocity is then just:

v =

√

2Eej

Mej
, (1.1)

with Eej and Mej respectively the energy and mass of the supernova ejecta.
The kinetic energy of the explosion is then transferred from the ejecta onto the

shocked circumstellar medium, and when the swept-up mass dominates the dynamics,
the supernova remnant is said to be in the Sedov–Taylor phase. At that stage the
typical expansion of the remnant as a function of time can be calculated as follows.
The mass of shocked circumstellar gas is given by:

M =
4π

3
Rs(t)

3ρ0, (1.2)

for a surrounding medium that has a homogeneous density profile with a density ρ0,
and Rs the radius of the forward shock. The total energy consists of a kinetic and a
thermal part and roughly satisfies:

E =
1

2
Mv2 +

4π

3(γ − 1)
R3

sP, (1.3)

where we assume the pressure interior of the supernova remnant (P ) to be in equi-
librium with the post-shock interstellar medium. From the canonical shock jump
conditions, the post-shock plasma velocity and pressure are given by:

v =
r − 1

r

(

dRs

dt

)

(1.4)

P =
r − 1

r
ρ0

(

dRs

dt

)2

,

with r the compression ratio of the plasma, which depends on the adiabatic index as:

r =
γ + 1

γ − 1
. (1.5)

Substituting Eq. 1.4 into Eq. 1.3 gives:

E =
(r + 1)(r − 1)2

2r2

(

4π

3
Rsρ0

)(

dR

dt

)2

, (1.6)
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giving the following scaling between the size of the remnant and its age:

Rs = ξ0

(

Et2

ρ0

)1/5

, (1.7)

with

ξ0 =

(

75r2

8π(r + 1)(r − 1)2

)1/5

≈ 1.01, (1.8)

When the structure of the ejecta is taken into account, this numerical factor is closer
to ξ0 ≈ 1.15 (Sedov 1959).

In the above calculation, we treated the supernova as a point explosion. However,
the propagation of the supernova shock through the star will give the ejecta a density
profile that depends on the density structure within the star. This determines the
fraction of kinetic energy per mass element as a function of radius in the ejecta. A
better assumption than a constant density ejecta profile is generally considered a con-
stant density core with a power-law density envelope. The slope of the power-law and
the location of the break determines the evolution of the ejecta (Truelove & McKee
1999).

Figure 1.6 shows the influence the different ejecta profiles have on the evolution of
the blast wave for two different slopes for the power-law ejecta envelope (ρenv ∝ R−n):
n = 5 and n = 9. We also plot the blast wave radius associated with these profiles
for expansion into a circumstellar medium that is shaped by the stellar wind of the
progenitor, where the density decreases with radius as ρ ∝ r−2. The above calculation
can be repeated for this case, and predicts Rs ∝ t2/3. We compare this case to the
case where the blast wav expands into a constant-density interstellar medium.

In late stages of the evolution of a SNR radiative losses start to become a significant
sink of energy and the energy-conserving solution for the remnant in the Sedov–Taylor
phase no longer applies. We return to consider the case of the expansion of the blast
wave into a constant-density interstellar medium. The shell of swept-up interstellar
material becomes much denser and is driven outwards by the pressure of the adia-
batically expanding ejecta. This phase is called the pressure-driven snowplow phase.
The pressure in the bubble scales with P ∝ ργ and therefore can be approximated
by:

P ∝
(

3Mej

4πR3
s

)γ

. (1.9)

For γ = 5/3 the pressure scales as P ∝ R−5. Neglecting the pressure from the
interstellar medium, the expansion of the shell can be found using:

d

dt

(

Msnr
dRs

dt

)

= 4πR2
sP. (1.10)

The evolution of the radius then goes as:

Rs ∝ t2/7. (1.11)
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Figure 1.6: Evolution of the velocity and radius of the supernova blast wave for different
environments (s=0 and s=2) and different ejecta profiles (n=5, n=9). The environment has
a strong influence on the evolution of the blast wave velocity.

When the pressure in the SNR becomes comparable to the pressure of the inter-
stellar medium, the evolution of the SNR is only driven by momentum conservation
and the equation of motion is given by:

d

dt

(

Msnr
dRs

dt

)

= 0. (1.12)

Before dissolving in its surrounding, the evolution of the radius scales as:

R ∝ t1/4. (1.13)

1.2 Particle acceleration

In this section I will treat the theory of diffusive shock acceleration (DSA), or first
order Fermi acceleration. The theory was developed at the end of the seventies
(Krymskii 1977, Axford et al. 1977, Blandford & Ostriker 1978, Bell 1978a,b, Longair
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1994). The key assumption is that the velocity distribution of the particles is isotropic
in the frames of reference in which the fluid is at rest on either side of the shock. This
is believed to occur when the particles are efficiently scattered by magnetic field fluc-
tuations. The velocity of the particles is much higher than that of the shock, so they
hardly notice the shock at all. For a strong shock and γ = 5/3 the compression ratio
at the shock is r = 4 and V2 = Vs/4. Here γ is the ratio of specific heats, Vs the speed
with which the shock propagates into the upstream medium, and V2 the downstream
plasma velocity in the frame of the shock.

When a particle crosses the shock it gains energy of the order ∆E/E ∼ Vs/c.
It is subsequently scattered by turbulence behind the shock front and the velocity
distribution isotropised. If it crosses the shock again, in its new reference frame, the
gas it encounters again has a velocity 3Vs/4 and the particle undergoes exactly the
same process crossing the shock from downstream to upstream. The first collisions are
always head on, resulting in a net energy gain upon shock crossing and making this
a very efficient acceleration mechanism. A similar process is stochastic acceleration,
in which the plasma flows are not converging. Still head-on collisions are slightly
more frequent, resulting in an acceleration that proceeds slower and proportional to
(Vs/c)2. This is called second order Fermi acceleration, or stochastic acceleration, and
was Fermi’s origin explanation for particle acceleration Fermi (1949). It will not be
considered in this thesis because it proceeds much slower in SNRs.

In somewhat more detail: let V be the velocity with which the downstream gas
approaches a particle in the upstream plasma, so V = Vs − V2 = 3Vs/4. Lorentz
transforming the particles energy to its new reference frame gives a new energy in the
downstream region of:

E′ = γV (E + pxV ) (1.14)

where x is the direction normal to the shock front and γV = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2. For
the assumption that the shock is non-relativistic, V << c, γV = 1, and the particles
are relativistic: E = pc, px = (E/c) cos θ, the typical energy change in a single shock
crossing, ∆E = E′ − E, equals

∆E = pV cos θ ;
∆E

E
=

V

c
cos θ. (1.15)

The number of particles within an angle θ to θ+dθ is proportional to sin θdθ, and the
rate at which they approach the shock is proportional to the x-component of their
velocity: cos θ. The probability of the particle crossing the shock then is sin θ cos θdθ.
Normalised to the integral of the probability distribution over all the particles ap-
proaching the shock, that is with θ in the range 0 to π/2, we find

p(θ) = 2 sin θ cos θdθ. (1.16)

The average gain in energy on crossing the shock once is:

〈

∆E

E

〉

=
V

c

∫ π/2

0

2 cos2 θ sin θdθ =
2V

3c
. (1.17)
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A similar calculation can be done for the return trip, which results in an equal increase
in the particle energy, such that after a round trip this becomes:

〈

∆E

E

〉

=
4V

3c
(1.18)

We define the ratio of the new energy of the initial energy as:

β ≡ E

E0
= 1 +

4V

3c
. (1.19)

Because the shock is collisionless and does not form a distinct barrier, the number
of particles crossing the shock in either direction is Nc/4, where N is the number
density of particles. Particles are removed from the shock region at a rate NV =
NVs/4 by advection. The fraction of particles lost is (NVs/4)/(Nc/4) = Vs/c). Only
a very small fraction of particles is lost per cycle: P = 1 − (Vs/c) where P is the
probability that a particle remains in the acceleration region after one collision. After
k collisions there remain N = N0P

k particles with energies E = E0β
k:

ln(N/N0)

ln(E/E0)
=

lnP

lnβ
(1.20)

N

N0
=

(

E

E0

)lnP/ ln β

.

The differential energy spectrum is:

N(E) =
dN

dE
∝ E−1+ln P/ lnβ . (1.21)

Substituting lnP and lnβ:

lnP = ln(1 − Vs/c) = −Vs/c (1.22)

lnβ = ln(1 + 4V/3c) = 4V/3c = Vs/c

lnP/ lnβ = −1

N(E)dE ∝ E−2dE.

For an arbitrary compression ratio r the calculation again results in a power-law
energy spectrum that takes the form:

N(E)dE ∝ E−(r+2)/(r−1)dE. (1.23)

1.3 Outline of this thesis

The first three chapters of this thesis focus on the circumstellar medium and interac-
tion with the supernova remnant. The density structure of the CSM has implications
for both the velocity of the shock wave and its evolution, and for the possible radia-
tion signatures of cosmic rays. Since the CSM is created by the progenitor star, the
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evolution of the SNR is actually determined by the characteristics of its progenitor
star at the latest stages of its life.

In Chapter 2, we show how the asymmetry in the SNR puts severe restrictions
on what the progenitor might have looked like. A long standing debate about whether
Cassiopeia A exploded as a red supergiant or a Wolf-Rayet star was solved using the
constraints the progenitor imposes on its supernova: A Wolf-Rayet phase would have
created a dense shell. The presence of such a shell significantly reduces the asymmetry
of the explosion. Its existence can therefore be ruled out, or rather be constrained in
its mass such that the Wolf-Rayet phase must have been shorter than a few thousand
years (which is very short in stellar evolution timescales). Incidentally, around the
same time the same conclusion was reached based on observations of the light echo
of the original supernova explosion (Krause et al. 2008).

While starting to work with a different code, and considering the poor documen-
tation of most radiative cooling curves, we calculated our own cooling curve, based
on the assumption of collisional ionisation equilibrium, as presented in Chapter 3.
The cooling curve we derive using the SPEX package leads to higher cooling rates,
mostly due to the presence of more line transitions. The importance of cooling was
already seen in Chapter 2, where the cooled shell caused the impenetrable wall that
destroys the asymmetry in an explosion under certain circumstances. A cooling shell
becomes unstable to a thin shell instability, which would otherwise be absent. Dif-
ferences in the development of the shell are investigated for different – including our
own – cooling curves.

In Chapter 4 we regard the mystery of Type Ia explosions in light of Kepler’s
supernova remnant. Observers detect many more Type Ia SNe than modellers can
predict based on assumptions for the initial mass function and binary fractions. The
importance of Type Ia SNe is enormous, considering the faith cosmologists have put
in them to answer questions about expansion, age, and baryonic mass fraction of the
Universe. The abundances in Kepler and its distance from the Galactic plane suggest
that this remnant is the result of Type Ia explosion, rather than a core-collapse of
a massive star. In Chapter 4 we investigate what kind of progenitor system could
create a Type Ia explosion with all the features currently observed in Kepler, such
as the asymmetry, the odd abundances, and the expansion rate, which is different in
different parts of the remnant.

As mentioned before, the radiation signature of the relativistic electrons depends
partly on the magnetic field strength. Polarisation measurements of young super-
nova remnants reveal a magnetic field that is mostly radially oriented, contrary to
what one might expect from a circumstellar magnetic field that would be compressed
tangentially at the shock front. Additionally, from the X-ray filaments, much higher
magnetic field strengths are inferred than could arise from simple compression. In
Chapter 5, differences in the evolution of the magnetic field are investigated for dif-
ferent initial magnetic field orientations. A radial field that reaches out to the forward
shock can, in the assumption of ideal MHD, only be obtained when the equation of
state is significantly softened, and a radial seed field is present. Softening of the EOS
can be expected when cosmic rays make up a significant contribution to the pressure.
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In Chapter 6 we finally come to calculate time-dependent particle acceleration
in young supernova remnants. An interesting feature is that the maximum energy the
particles can attain seems much higher for SNRs evolving in a ρ ∝ r−2 medium due
to the higher average shock velocity. The age distribution of the particles, where the
particles are on average longer in the acceleration process in ρ ∝ r−2 environments,
enhances this effect.



Chapter 2

Jets as diagnostics of the circumstellar

medium and the explosion energetics of

supernovae: the case of Cassiopeia A

K.M. Schure, J. Vink, G. Garćıa-Segura and A. Achterberg

Astrophysical Journal 686, p. 399–407 (2008)

Abstract We present hydrodynamical models for the Cassiopeia A (Cas A) su-
pernova remnant and its observed jet/counter-jet system. We include the evolution
of the progenitor’s circumstellar medium, which is shaped by a slow red supergiant
wind that is followed by a fast Wolf-Rayet (WR) wind. The main parameters of
the simulations are the duration of the WR phase and the jet energy. We find that
the jet is destroyed if the WR phase is sufficiently long and a massive circumstellar
shell has formed. We therefore conclude that the WR phase must have been short
(a few thousand years), if present at all. Since the actual jet length of Cas A is not
known, we derive a lower limit for the jet energy, which is ∼ 1048 erg. We discuss the
implications for the progenitor of Cas A and the nature of its explosion.
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2.1 Introduction

Over the last decade evidence has emerged that suggests that at least some core-
collapse supernovae are intrinsically non-spherically symmetric explosions. The evi-
dence is strongest for supernovae of stars that have lost most of their outer (hydrogen-
rich) envelopes, i.e., the Type Ib/c supernovae (Wang et al. 2001). For those explo-
sions, the inner layers are exposed early on, and asymmetries in the core more easily
survive the interactions with the outer layers. This implies that departures from
spherical symmetry originate from deep inside the explosion.

A better understanding of the explosion geometries is needed to provide further
insights into what powers core-collapse supernovae. In the canonical explosion model
the explosion is driven by deposition of neutrino energy into the region just outside
the proto-neutron star. However, up to now, computer simulations of this core col-
lapse do not self-consistently predict supernova explosions (Janka et al. 2007). In
those simulations the role of magnetic fields and stellar rotation is usually neglected.
According to Khokhlov et al. (1999) and Wheeler et al. (2000), magnetic fields and
rotation may play a crucial role in the explosion mechanism, and may lead to bipolar
explosions. In addition, other explosion mechanisms that are based on acoustic and
hydrodynamic instabilities can result in asymmetric, albeit not necessarily bipolar
explosions (e.g. Blondin & Shaw 2007, Burrows et al. 2007). However, if one consid-
ers the most energetic supernova explosions; those associated with the long duration
gamma-ray bursts (LGRBs), it is very likely that these explosions are truly bipolar.
The associated supernovae are of Type Ic (see Della Valle 2006, for a review).

The engines that drive the explosions associated with LGRBs may or may not be
related to those of “normal” core-collapse supernovae. In the collapsar model, LGRBs
are the result of black hole formation (MacFadyen & Woosley 1999) and thus have a
distinctly different engine from that producing normal supernovae. Alternative mod-
els that consider LGRBs to be powered by highly magnetic, rapidly rotating neutron
stars (e.g. Thompson et al. 2004) or by trans-relativistic blast waves in supernovae
(Tan et al. 2001) allow for a continuum of bipolarity and explosion energies. In those
cases, the amount of rotation and magnetic field strength, and the line of sight, deter-
mine whether we observe a normal supernova or one associated with an LGRB. This
study aims to shed some light on the intermediate case of a supernova that shows
distinct bipolarity, but is energetically in the range of regular supernovae and does
not have relativistic ejecta. We try to provide some insight in the requirements on
the energy in the asymmetric part of the supernova, i.e. its “jets,” and on the type
of progenitor that was responsible for the circumstellar medium (CSM) at the time
of explosion.

Two likely examples of bipolar supernovae are known in the local neighbourhood:
SN1987A (Wang et al. 2002) and the supernova remnant (SNR) Cassiopeia A, the
subject of this paper. The bipolarity of Cas A has only recently been established
from optical (Fesen 2001, Fesen et al. 2006), X-ray (Vink 2004, Hwang et al. 2004,
Laming et al. 2006), and infrared (Hines et al. 2004) observations. These observations
show that, apart from the long known jet region in the north-east, a somewhat less
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Figure 2.1: Three colour image showing the location of the jets (red, see Vink 2004,
Hwang et al. 2004) with respect to the bright X-ray shell of ejecta (green, X-ray Si XIII
emission) and radio synchrotron emission (VLA archival data). The jet image is ob-
tained by taking the ratio of Si XIII over Mg XI X-ray line emission. (Public do-
main image based on the 1 Ms Chandra observation of Cas A (Hwang et al. 2004)
[http://www.astro.uu.nl/∼vinkj/casa jet si radio.jpg]).

prominent protrusion is located in the south-west (Fig. 2.1). In Figure 1 we show in
red the image of the jet as shown in Hwang et al. (2004). In order to show the jet in
the context of the overall emission it is combined with images in silicon (green) and
radio (blue). For details and a discussion on the jet and its abundances, we refer to
Vink (2004), Hwang et al. (2004), and Fesen et al. (2006).

The jets extend out to a radius of at least 3.8 pc, for a distance of 3.4 kpc
(Reed et al. 1995). The reason to believe that these jets are the results of a bipolar
explosion, rather than being caused by a bipolar structure in the CSM (Blondin et al.
1996), is the distinct elemental abundance patterns in both jet regions, with the jet
material coming from deeper layers inside the star. The X-ray and optical data indi-
cate that the jet material is rich in oxygen-burning products (Si, S, Ar, Ca), while it
lacks carbon- and neon-burning products (O, Ne, Mg). This is the reason why the jet,
of which the emissivity is weak compared to the rest of Cas A, stands out by taking
the ratio of the Si/Mg line emission.
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Interestingly, the supernova that caused Cas A seems to have some shared char-
acteristics with the supernovae associated with LGRBs and X-ray flashes. Cas A’s
progenitor probably had lost most of its hydrogen envelope, given the lack of hydrogen-
rich, optically identified ejecta. Although we are not claiming that Cas A was an
LGRB or even an X-ray flash, the two non-relativistic jets suggest that it may be re-
lated and there may be a continuum of bipolarity in the explosion of supernovae, thus
providing a possible link between LGRBs and normal supernovae. The total mass of
shocked ejecta is 2-4 M⊙ (Vink et al. 1996), and the explosion energy is about a factor
of 2 more than the canonical explosion energy of 1051 erg (Hwang & Laming 2003).
The total oxygen ejecta mass of 1-2 M⊙ suggests a main sequence mass of 18−22 M⊙

(Vink 2004). These properties are reminiscent of the parameters derived for SN2006aj,
the supernova associated with the X-ray flash XRF 060218 (Mazzali et al. 2006), and
similar to SN2003jd, the one suggested to relate to an LGRB (Valenti et al. 2008).

The large amount of swept-up mass in Cas A and the dynamic properties of the
blast wave suggest that the blast wave is currently moving through the high-density
red supergiant (RSG) wind (Chevalier & Oishi 2003, Vink 2004). However, the lack
of H-rich ejecta suggests that Cas A exploded as a Wolf-Rayet (WR) star. Moreover,
the presence of slow-moving N-rich knots has been explained as originating from the
hydrodynamical instabilities between the fast WR wind and the dense, slow-moving,
RSG wind (Garćıa-Segura et al. 1996).

In this paper we present hydrodynamical simulations of the jets in the context
of the progenitor’s mass loss history, which we take to be an RSG phase, possibly
followed by a WR phase. There are two main reasons for pursuing this problem.
First of all, the energetics of the jets can be better estimated using a realistic mass-
loss history in the hydro-simulations. Second, the survival of the jets depends strongly
on the mass-loss history of the progenitor. Therefore, the jets in Cas A can be used
as a diagnostic on both the properties of the bipolar explosion, and on the progenitor-
shaped circumstellar medium (CSM) at the time of explosion.

2.2 Methods

The simulations of the supernova explosion and the progenitor winds are done using
the code ZEUS-3D, version 3.4 (Clarke 1996), an extended version of the ZEUS-2D
code by Stone & Norman (1992). This code solves the ideal non-relativistic fluid
equations in three dimensions by finite differencing on an Eulerian mesh. Von-
Neumann Richtmyer artificial viscosity is used to deal with shocks. Energy losses
by radiative cooling are calculated according to the cooling curve as described by
MacDonald & Bailey (1981). Photoionisation is used as implemented by Garćıa-
Segura et al. (1999), where matter within the Strömgren radius is fully ionised,
whereas all the rest is considered neutral.

In our case the code is set up in spherical (rθφ) coordinates with the assumption
of symmetry around the polar φ-axis. Since the supernova remnant does not reach
beyond the radius where the RSG wind meets the main-sequence bubble, the initial
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grid is filled with an RSG wind. This part of the simulation is done in 1D in order
to save on computational time. Once the RSG wind occupies the whole grid, the
resulting CSM is transferred onto a 2D grid with 900 cells in the radial direction and
225 cells in the angular direction. The equidistant grid cells are distributed over a
radial extent of 6 pc and an angular extent of π/4 measured from the pole, meaning
an effective resolution of 2.1× 1016 cm by 0.2◦. The applied resolution appears to be
adequate for our purposes; doubling the resolution did not affect the hydrodynamical
evolution of the structure and development of the instabilities.

Into this grid, we release a WR wind that lasts for a period of 5.5 × 1011 s
(∼ 17, 000 yr). During the simulation of this evolutionary stage of the supernova
progenitor, every 5.5× 109 s a snapshot is taken of the CSM. These snapshots, repre-
senting the CSM for different durations of the WR phase of the progenitor, serve as
the initial conditions in which we subsequently add the supernova ejecta and follow
the evolution of the SNR. In other words, the age of the WR phase at the time of
the explosion is a variable in the different simulations of the SNR, depending on the
snapshot we take of the progenitor evolution to serve as the initial condition. The
maximum duration of the Wolf-Rayet phase is restricted by the high amount of mass
in the Cas A remnant and the high density the blast wave is currently running into,
indicating that the swept-up shell, hereafter called the WR shell, is within the border
of the remnant (i.e. 2.5 pc).

The parameters for the RSG and WR winds are taken from van Veelen et al.
(2009). The properties of the RSG wind are determined by the amount of mass lost
by the progenitor star and the typical RSG lifetime, as in the model by Hirschi et al.
(2004). This gives a mass-loss rate and terminal wind velocity of Ṁ = 1.54 ×
10−5 M⊙yr−1 and vRSG = 4.7 km s−1. The temperature of the RSG wind is set
to the typical value for this type of wind: T = 103 K. The properties of the WR
wind, Ṁ = 9.7 × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1, v = 1.7 × 103 km s−1, and T = 104 K, were
calculated in accordance with Nugis & Lamers (2000). Note that qualitatively our
results do not depend on the exact parameter chosen here, as will be discussed in
Section 2.3.3. Observational constraints for the shocks are taken from several authors
(DeLaney & Rudnick 2003, Vink et al. 1998, Morse et al. 2004, Koralesky et al. 1998)
to be the following: vforward ≈ 5000 km s−1, rforward ≈ 2.5 pc, and the reverse shock:
vreverse ≈ 3000 km s−1, rreverse ≈ 1.4 pc.

The explosion parameters are taken from Hwang & Laming (2003) and Vink (2004)
to be Eej = 2×1051, Mej = 2−4 M⊙, where we adopt an ejecta mass of Mej = 2.5 M⊙.
The initial ejecta density profile covers 0.1 pc in radius and consists of a constant-
density core, with an envelope for which the density decreases as ρ ∝ r−9, which is the
typical density profile of the ejecta in explosion models (c.f. Truelove & McKee 1999).
In order to match the observationally determined ejecta mass and energy, we itera-
tively determine the value for the density in the ejecta core and the velocity at which
the core ends and the power-law envelope begins. For the parameters adopted in our
simulations, this happens for a central density of the ejecta core of 1.1×10−19 g cm−3,
and the power-law envelope begins where the velocity of the ejecta is 9.8×108 cm s−1.
The velocity linearly increases from zero at the core to 15,000 km s−1 at the outer
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part of the envelope.
Since the details of the jet-forming mechanism are poorly understood, we try to

explore the relevant parameter space in density and velocity by adjusting them in the
jet region and thus locally enhancing the kinetic energy. Since it is not to be expected
that the pre-supernova density will be much higher in the jet region, we focus on the
velocity, although we do explore a factor of 2 in density decrease and enhancement.
The shapes of the density and velocity profiles are expected to be the same as in
the rest of the ejecta, since these are determined by the propagation of the explosion
through the progenitor star (Matzner & McKee 1999).

2.3 Results

During the progenitor’s evolution, the CSM is shaped by an RSG wind that may
be followed by a WR wind. The WR wind sweeps up a shell, whose radius and
mass depend on the duration of the WR phase. In Figure 2.2 the result of a 2D
simulation of this evolution is plotted in 1D and 2D. The swept-up shell is irregular
due to hydrodynamic instabilities. Since both winds are steady, the shell moves with
constant velocity and is not Rayleigh–Taylor unstable. However, because of the large
velocity difference between the WR wind and the RSG wind, and because cooling
is implemented in the code and effective in the shell, the shell becomes sufficiently
thin to be susceptible to the Vishniac “thin shell” instability (Vishniac 1983). This
instability arises when the shell is thin enough and a compression ratio of over ∼ 21 is
reached, which is the case in our simulations. At late times in the WR shell evolution,
the shell becomes more and more fragmented. However, this only occurs beyond the
point we consider here, which is limited by the requirement that the SNR is currently
running into the RSG wind and the shell therefore must be within a radius of 2.5 pc.
For a more detailed description of the instabilities and when they occur, we refer
to Garcia-Segura & Mac Low (1995) and Garćıa-Segura et al. (1996). We find that
doubling the resolution in both r and θ, reaching an effective resolution of 1.0×1016 cm
by 0.1◦, does not make a qualitative difference in the appearance of the instabilities
and the overall dynamics.

Figure 2.2a shows an average over all angles, which smoothes out the density and
pressure jumps. The free streaming RSG and WR wind follow the density profiles
(

ρ = Ṁ/(4πr2vwind)
)

that depend on their respective mass-loss rate and velocity.

In the swept-up shell the pressure is much higher than that outside the shocked
region. The shell consists, farthest from the star, of shocked, compressed RSG wind
material. Farther inward, the contact discontinuity, characterised by a jump in the
density but with a constant pressure, separates the shocked RSG wind from the
shocked WR wind. Figure 2.2b shows the density of the CSM in 2D. The Vishniac
thin shell instability causes irregularities in the swept-up shell. The three panels
in Figure 2.2b correspond to the last three evolutionary stages that were plotted in
Figure 2.2a. Some accumulation of mass in the shell near the polar axis is due to the
boundary conditions. This, however, does not qualitatively influence the outcome of
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the subsequent supernova simulation, as we tested with a simulation of the winds in
the rφ-plane.

The CSM that is created in this manner provides the background in which we
implement the asymmetric supernova ejecta. The main parameters that we vary are
the duration of the WR phase of our background and the energy in the jet. In the
following part we focus on the results of different jet energies and use the background
of a plain RSG wind.

2.3.1 Jet Evolution in a RSG Wind

With the explosion parameters as given in Section 2.2, we find for the equato-
rial forward and reverse shock the following properties: vforward = 5430 km s−1,
rforward = 2.43 pc, and vreverse = 3160 km s−1, rreverse = 1.63 pc, for an age of the
remnant of 330 yr. The jet is collimated by the high pressure cocoon that results
from its bow shock. The initial opening angle is taken to be very small (half opening
angle of about 1◦). Variations of this opening angle have been tried and we find that
as long as it is not too large (< 4◦), the half opening angle of the jet after 330 years
is always about 10◦ (similar to what is observed in Cas A; Laming et al. 2006). In
numerous low-resolution simulations we have explored the effect of different jet den-
sities and velocities on the resulting jet length. These results are shown in Figure 2.3.
Differences in jet length for the same jet energy derive from the relative contribution
of mass and velocity. For a given energy, a higher density gives rise to a longer jet.

In order to see how the length of the jet scales with its energy, we have derived
analytical solutions for both a cone-shaped jet with constant opening angle and for
a cylindrically shaped jet (see the Appendix). These give the following relations
between the length of a jet and its energy, for a cone

R = 1.15

(

Et2

θ2
j A

)1/3

, (2.1)

where θj is the opening angle, E is the jet energy, R is the length of the jet at time
t, and A is a density normalisation constant. For a cylinder the relation is

R =

√

Et2R0

CγAπr2
, (2.2)

where r is the radius of the cone and Cγ = (4γ)/[(γ − 1)(γ + 1)2] = 45/32 for a
polytropic index of γ = 5/3. Neither of these relations gives a satisfactory fit to the
simulated jet length. Clearly, the approximations used are too simple to encompass
all the relevant physics. For example, the assumptions are based on a point explosion
and neglect the presence of a reverse shock, lateral spreading of the jet and interaction
with the rest of the supernova, which are also important for the propagation of the
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Figure 2.2: a) CSM density (solid lines) and pressure (dotted) due to the RSG and WR winds are shown, for different stages in
the evolution. The black solid line shows only the free-streaming RSG wind. For longer WR phases the WR shell broadens and the
density contrast increases. The shocks appear smooth due to averaging over the π/4-angle we used in the 2D simulation. b) CSM
density evolution is plotted in 2D, which exemplifies the irregularities in the shell due to the Vishniac thin shell instability. The
three panels show the CSM for different durations of the WR phase and correspond to the last three profiles in a). The forward
shock is marked by the sudden increase in density and corresponds to the outer boundary of the shell, at a radius of approximately
0.35, 0.5, and 0.9 pc. The contact discontinuity corresponds to the sudden drop in density, and the inner boundary of the thin shell.
The wind-termination shock is located at around 0.15, 0.25 and 0.45 in the three panels respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Data from simulations (black dots), representing the length of the jet for
different jet energies. We have varied the initial opening angle, density and, mostly, the
velocity, thus sometimes getting different jet lengths for similar energies. If the mass in
the jet is relatively high, the jet protrudes further. The horizontal line indicates where the
outermost observed ejecta are located.

jet. However, it gives us an estimate of how the propagation of the jet may scale with
energy and the order of magnitude we can expect.

In the jet region, optical knots have been observed out to a distance of 3.8 pc
from the center of the SNR (Fesen 2001). As mentioned by Laming et al. (2006) this
may not be the actual tip of the jet, which may be invisible due to cooling. The
actual blast wave may be outside of the field of view of available X-ray observations.
The same authors estimate the tip to be at a distance of 5.66 pc, with an equivalent
isotropic energy for the jet of 2.3×1052 erg. Our findings concur with these estimates.
For a jet length of 3.8 − 6 pc, our simulations show that the energy of the jet should
be in between 6.0 × 1047 and 5.0 × 1048 erg, which is equivalent to 8.0 × 1051 and
6.6 × 1052 erg isotropic energy.

2.3.2 The Evolution of a Jet in the Presence of a WR Shell

The presence of a WR shell severely alters the morphology of the SNR and limits the
survival of a jet. From low-resolution simulations we find that for WR shells farther
out than ∼ 1 pc the forward shock of the SNR extends beyond the observed 2.5 pc.
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We therefore focus our higher resolution simulations on the earliest stages of the WR
phase.

In Figure 2.4a the logarithm of the density is plotted in 2D. The three panels show
the evolution of the same, axisymmetric, supernova ejecta into different CSMs. The
CSMs vary only in the duration of the WR phase. The left plot shows the density after
explosion into a plain RSG wind. In the middle and right plots, the progenitor star
model did include a WR phase with a duration of 2265 and 3480 years, respectively.
The average density profiles of the different CSMs were shown in Figure 2.2a. We find
that the jet does not protrude through the shell if the CSM contains a thick, high-
density, and therefore massive shell. This is the case in the right panel of Figure 2.4a.
The jet can punch through a less massive shell, but it will be shorter than in the case
where the CSM was shaped solely by a RSG wind. The forward shock of the main
remnant initially is perturbed when it collides with the circumstellar shell, but the
shock smoothens within about 100 years due to the high sound speed (in the earliest
phase of the remnant cs ≈ 108 − 109 cm s−1).

The thermal emission due to bremsstrahlung is plotted in Figure 2.4b. Note that
the thermal bremsstrahlung emissivity is only an approximation. In reality, the X-
ray emissivity is determined not only by the temperature and the density, but also by
the composition of ejecta and CSM, equilibration of electron- and ion-temperatures,
and non-equilibrium ionisation, all of which are not taken into account. However,
Figure 2.4b shows that the jet emissivity is small compared to that of the high density
parts of the shell, as is indeed what we see in Cas A. In the left and middle panels,
most of the thermal emission of the jet is concentrated in the lower first half of the jet.
Likely the outer part of the jet would not be bright enough to see in the observations.
Therefore, the observations will probably not show the maximal extent of the jet
but rather only a part of it. The shock at the tip of the jet may be seen in non-
thermal X-ray emission, but currently there are no detailed X-ray observations of this
region. Because of the high temperature near the forward shock, the high-density
material in the outer part of the remnant stands out compared to the pure-density
plot. What appears as a bright shell in the observations and is often cited as the
reverse shock may therefore rather be closer to the contact discontinuity, around the
higher-density fingers. Tracking of the different fluids would be required to determine
exactly where the ejecta and the CSM meet. For a short WR phase (middle and
right panels) the clumpiness appears that could be responsible for the observed bright
nitrogen-rich knots in Cas A. This is in contrast with what happens for a smooth
circumstellar medium shaped solely by a RSG wind, as shown in the left panels.
In fact, the contact discontinuity in this case is Rayleigh–Taylor unstable, which,
because of limited resolution, does not show up unless we initially add 1% density
perturbations in the RSG wind.

2.3.3 Shell Density and Jet Survival

In the previous section, we showed that the jet remains present in the SNR only if
the progenitor has a very short WR phase, while it is stalled for a progenitor with a
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Figure 2.4: a) Density and b) approximate X-ray bremsstrahlung emissivity of the supernova remnant at a time of 330 yr after
explosion. The left panels of the density and X-ray figures show the remnant that results from the evolution of asymmetric ejecta in
a CSM without a Wolf-Rayet phase, i.e. a pure RSG wind. The middle plots show the case where the Wolf-Rayet phase has lasted
2265 yr, and the right panels show the remnant of an explosion into a CSM with a Wolf-Rayet phase of 3480 yr. In all of these cases
the density of the jet is equal to the density in the rest of the SN, and the velocity is enhanced with a factor 6, giving a jet energy
of 5.5× 1048 erg with a maximal velocity of 90 Mm s−1. The forward shock of the remnant in all three cases is located at a distance
of ∼ 2.4 pc. The reverse shock, however, is located increasingly farther inward for longer WR phases, due to the extra pressure
created by collision with the shell. In the left panel the reverse shock is at a distance of ∼ 1.6 pc, whereas for the middle and right
panels it is located at around 1.0 and 0.8 pc. The contact discontinuity of the main remnant for the left-most plots is located at a
distance of 1.8 pc, right in front of the high density shell. The contact discontinuity in the middle and right-hand panels is rugged
due to the presence of the shell, but is on average located near the high-density fingers. For calculating the X-ray emissivity, the
electron temperature is set to be equal to the plasma temperature. Note that the emissivity is not integrated over the line of sight
but represents a slice through the meridional plane.
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longer WR phase. To understand the physics behind this, we compare the energy of
the jet with the energy that is required to accelerate the part of the shell within the
opening angle of the jet to typical post-shock velocities. The jet does not significantly
slow down before it reaches the shell, so for the post-shock velocity we take 3

4 of the
initial jet velocity vj. The mass in the shell is calculated by evaluating the density
and the volume of each grid cell that lies within the forward and the reverse shock of
the shell and within the opening angle of the jet θj, and correct it for the solid angle.
The energy that is needed to accelerate that portion of the shell to 3

4vj should then
be:

Eacc =
1

2
Mshell(Ωj)

(

3

4
vj

)2

, (2.3)

where Mshell(Ωj) represents the mass of the shell within the solid opening angle of the
jet.

The “required acceleration energy” is plotted in Figure 2.5 for three simulations of
the earliest phase of the WR shell and compared to the energy in the jet. It appears
that this gives a good measure for determining whether the jet will remain collimated
after the encounter with the shell or not. When the energy in the jet is higher than
the energy that is required to accelerate the portion of the shell, it protrudes, whereas
when the acceleration energy needed is much higher, the jet will disperse into the rest
of the remnant. It is not a perfect indication; the jet can survive when the energy
needed to accelerate the shell is up to a few times higher, although the length of the
protruding jet will be limited.

The dotted portions of the curves indicate the situation where the jet does not
protrude, whereas the solid and dashed curves indicate the region where the jet is
larger than ∼ 3.8 pc. In order to rule out a coincidental correlation, we did three
different simulations of the shell in the WR phase. We varied the initial density
perturbations in the different runs. As a result, the density fluctuations in the shell,
and hence the mass accumulation, differ for the three cases. On average, the mass
in the shell should be approximately equal to the mass of the RSG wind out to a
radius equal to the outer edge of the shell; since the velocity of the WR wind is
much higher than that of the RSG wind, the density of the WR wind is lower and its
mass contribution negligible compared to the mass of the RSG that is swept up by
it. Therefore, on average, the total energy required to accelerate the shell increases
with time as the WR shell is allowed to develop. The dotted parts of the curves
indicate the time where the jet does not have enough energy to break through the
shell. The curve that starts as a solid line represents the WR shell simulation that was
plotted in Figure 2.2 and was used for the SNR/jet simulations that were depicted
in Figure 2.4. The horizontal dashed line indicates the energy of the jet used in the
simulations. The vertical patch of line indicates the analytical solution where the
mass, were it to accumulate homogeneously, i.e. without instabilities and equal for
each unit angle, multiplied by 1

2 (3
4vj)

2 equals the jet energy. More explicitly
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Ejet =
1

2
Mrsg(Rshell, Ωj)

(

3

4
vj

)2

(2.4)

=
ΩjṀRSGRshell

4πvRSG
. (2.5)

We can see that for a WR phase of about 2000 years, a jet energy of less than
1049 erg (∼ 1.3 × 1053 erg isotropic energy) is not sufficient. The exact time varies
with each simulation, due to small random differences in the development of the WR
shell. However, in all three cases, the turning point lies close to the analytical value of
about 1800 yr, the result of the jet development we have seen in Figure 2.4. Indeed,
the jet protrudes in the case of a very short WR phase progenitor and is stalled when
the progenitor’s WR phase is longer than about 2000 yr.

Note that the critical duration of the WR phase for which a shell forms that is
massive enough to block the jet depends on the exact properties of the progenitor
winds. Although in our model the properties of the RSG wind are well constraint by
the observations, the properties of the WR wind are more uncertain. The physically
important factor is the mass contained in the swept-up shell. For a higher mass-loss
rate or higher velocity of the WR wind, the critical duration of the WR phase may be
found to be somewhat shorter. A lower mass-loss rate or lower velocity will result in
later accumulation of the required mass and induce a longer critical duration of the
WR phase. We simulated jets with energies in excess of 1049 erg but find that when
the jet energy becomes comparable to the explosion energy, the jet and the SNR shell
broaden and no longer resemble the morphology of Cas A.

In the simulations, the assumption of polar symmetry requires us to use a re-
flective boundary condition on the symmetry axis, which causes material to slowly
accumulate in the polar regions. This makes it more difficult for the jet to blast
through. However, in our earlier low-resolution simulations, we have also simulated
the progenitor evolution in the equatorial plane, thus avoiding the boundary condi-
tion problem. Although the details are underresolved, the jet still does not survive
a massive WR shell. In this case the duration of the WR phase after which the jet
stalled was about 5000 yr, which may be an over-estimate due to the low resolution
and therefore slower development of the shell.

The duration of the WR phase cannot be determined exactly, because it is depen-
dent on the development of the instabilities. This could explain the difference in the
observed morphology of the two jet regions in Cas A (Fig. 2.1). The north-east jet
may have encountered a less massive portion of the shell, whereas the south-west jet
may have been blocked by a density enhancement in the shell, thus creating a less
distinct jet with a more dispersed morphology. In fact, it is found that the velocity
of the shock in the west of Cas A is indeed lower than in the east (e.g., Vink et al.
1998).

The presence of a circumstellar shell also influences the properties of the blast wave
and reverse shock. For a longer WR phase the equatorial blast wave reaches farther
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Figure 2.5: Energy required to accelerate the shell in the jet-region to velocities of 3vjet/4,
compared to the jet-energy (horizontal dashed line), for different implementations of the
progenitor’s mass loss history. Curve ‘b’ represents the simulation of the WR shell that
was plotted in Figure 2.2 and used for the subsequent supernova simulations as plotted
in Figure 2.4. Curve ‘c’ represents a simulation of the WR shell without initial density
perturbations. Curve ‘a’ represents a simulation of WR shell with different initial density
perturbations from the solid-line simulation. The dotted part of the line indicates where the
jet starts to be effectively dispersed into the rest of the remnant. Starting from a WR phase
of about 1000–3000 years a jet with this energy does not protrude anymore. The vertical
patch of line marks the time where analytically the mass in the shell should be high enough
to match the energy in the jet.

while the radius of the reverse shock decreases. This is summarised in Table 2.1 for
an explosion with jet mass and energy of 3.8× 1029 g and 5.5× 1048 erg, respectively.
Because of the uncertainty in the observational constraints on the properties of the
reverse shock, for all the scenarios in Table 2.1 the properties of the forward and
reverse shocks are within reasonable boundaries. It seems that the presence of a
non-relativistic jet constrains the maximal duration of the WR phase more strictly.

2.4 Conclusions and Discussion

We have simulated the evolution of axisymmetric ejecta, such as may result from a
bipolar supernova explosion, in the context of Cas A and the presence of a jet/counter-
jet in this SNR. For the initial conditions we used a realistic progenitor evolution for
a ∼ 20 M⊙ star, consisting of a RSG wind, followed by a WR wind. We find that the
presence of a WR shell limits the survival of the jets. The survival depends critically
on the energy available in the jet region and on the mass contained in the WR shell.
The latter is determined by the duration of the WR phase and the properties of the
progenitor winds. For the parameters chosen for the Cas A progenitor, we find that
if the WR phase is longer than 2000–5000 yr, the jets do not protrude through the
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Table 2.1: Properties of WR shell and forward (f) and reverse (r) shock and the blast wave
of the jet after t = 330 yr and for Ejet = 5.5 × 1048 erg.

WR phase Rshell Rf vf Rr vr Rjet vjet

(yr) (pc) (pc) (cm s−1) (pc) (cm s−1) (pc) (cm s−1)

0 0 2.43 5.43 × 108 1.63 3.16 × 108 > 6 1.40 × 109

1569 0.26 2.44 5.3 × 108 1.28 2.57 × 108 4.25 1.03 × 109

1743 0.28 2.45 5.33 × 108 1.24 2.27 × 108 5.54 1.24 × 109

2091 0.33 2.49 5.53 × 108 1.07 2.45 × 108 > 6 1.45 × 109

2266 0.35 2.50 5.93 × 108 0.93 9.90 × 107 4.57 9.90 × 108

2440 0.37 2.47 4.94 × 108 0.90 1.98 × 108 3.58 7.93 × 108

2614 0.40 2.47 5.24 × 108 0.96 1.88 × 108 3.17 7.56 × 108

3486 0.50 2.49 5.33 × 108 0.95 1.28 × 108 2.73 5.73 × 108

From observations: 2.5 5.0 × 108 1.4 3.0 × 108 > 3.8 . . .

Table 2.2: Properties of the SNR and the jet depend on the CSM the blastwave runs into.
The extent of the WR shell before the explosion is given in the second column. The amount
of mass swept up in the shell is essentially the mass of the RSG wind within this radius.
The WR wind does not contribute much mass. The bottom row shows the preferred value
of the SNR parameter, from observational constraints. The jet puts tighter restrictions on
the duration of the WR phase than the properties of the blast wave and reverse shock alone.

shell, in which case the situation does not correspond to the presence of jets in Cas
A. Therefore, either the progenitor went through a very short WR phase, or it did
not have one and exploded as a RSG. In general, however, this means that, even if an
SNR appears spherically symmetric, the explosion may still have been accompanied
by jets.

In order to match the length of the observed jets of Cas A, an energy of at least
2.0 × 1048 erg per jet is required. In case a WR shell is formed, higher energies are
needed. However, for a WR duration in excess of maximally 5000 yr, the properties
of the remnant and the jet do not match the observations. The upper limit we
find corresponds to the findings of (van Veelen et al. 2009), where they find that the
properties of the forward and reverse shocks do not agree with observations for a WR
phase that lasts more than 5000 years.

The question now arises if a scenario involving a very short WR phase is realistic.
If the progenitor was not in a binary, the chance of having a very short WR phase
is very low. The main reason for invoking a WR phase at all is that it explains
the clumpiness in the remnant, the lack of hydrogen in the ejecta, the presence of
metal clumps far out in the ejecta, and the high N/H ratio in the CSM. A single
star at the end of the RSG phase with a clumpy mass-loss history (Chevalier & Oishi
2003) may also be able to partly explain the above, but requires equally coincidental
circumstances. Laming & Hwang (2007) favour a short WR phase because, based
on the temperature and ionisation age of the X-ray–emitting gas, they find that the
ejecta expanded in a bubble of ∼ 0.2 pc., in our case corresponding to a WR phase
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of about 1000 yr. They do not take into account, however, the presence of a shell
around the bubble.

As an alternative to the single star model, a model with a binary companion has
been proposed (Young et al. 2006). A common envelope (CE) phase in a close binary
solves a number of problems. It explains the low ejecta mass in conjunction with a
MS mass of ∼ 20 M⊙ and provides a natural explanation for a very short WR phase
of the primary star (P. Podsiadlowski 2007, private communication). However, the
details of CE evolution are not well understood, and no companion star has currently
been found.

The simulated jets resemble the observed jet of Cas A in opening angle for a variety
of parameters. This reinforces the idea that the explosion itself was intrinsically
bipolar. It remains an interesting question what mechanism is responsible for such an
asymmetric explosion, and whether it is related to other bipolar explosion phenomena
such as X-ray flashes or LGRBs. Although our case does not resemble the relativistic
scenarios as are invoked in models for gamma-ray bursts (Piran 2005), it does not
seem unreasonable that once again rotation is involved in creating the asymmetry in
a low-energy explosion like this. Unless the rotation was created during the explosion
(Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007), rotation may have also left an imprint on the CSM,
and a combination of asymmetric CSM and an asymmetric explosion could have been
responsible for the Cas A morphology. The observed point source near the center of
the remnant is likely to be a neutron star. However, the absence of a bright pulsar
wind nebula suggests that the present rotation period of the neutron star is relatively
low (> 160 − 330 ms Seward & Wang 1988, Vink 2008a). This seems at odds with
a rapid rotation of the stellar core as a mechanism to create a bipolar explosion.
However, this discrepancy may be solved if the point source is a magnetar that has
considerably slowed down.

In conclusion, we would like to emphasise that the presence of jets in Cas A,
together with considerable knowledge about nucleosynthesis yields, explosion energy,
and compact object, makes this SNR a unique object to investigate the mechanism
behind bipolar explosions, and the type of progenitors that produce bipolar explosions.
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2.5 Appendix: Length-energy relation for a conical

and cylindrical Jet

The length-energy relation for a jet has been derived in the approximation of a conical
and cylindrical morphology for the jet. We use assumptions similar to those that
lead to the well-known Sedov–Taylor solution for a spherical blast wave, i.e. a jet
interior that is significantly over-pressured with respect to the surrounding medium
and no significant radiative losses. For a jet with a constant opening angle, energy
conservation gives

E =
1

2
Mv2 +

Ω

4π

4πR3

3

P

γ − 1
. (2.6)

We assume pressure equilibrium between the SNR interior and the shell, and take for
the velocity the post-shock velocity, thus getting:

E = Cγ
Ω

3
R3ρ

(

dR

dt

)2

(2.7)

R1/2dR =

(

3E

CγΩA

)1/2

dt, Ω ≈ πθ2
j (2.8)

R ≈
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27Et2

4Cγπθj2A

)1/3

(2.9)

R ≈ 1.15

(

Et2

θ2
j A

)1/3

, (2.10)

where θj is the jet’s opening angle, E is the jet-energy, R the length of the jet at
time t, r the radius of the cone, ρ = A/R2 with A a normalisation constant, and
Cγ = (4γ)/[(γ − 1)(γ + 1)2] = 45/32 for a polytropic index of γ = 5/3.

For a cylinder we use the same approach, but because of the different volume we
get a different relation between the length and energy:

E = CγM

(

dR

dt

)2

. (2.11)

The mass of a cylinder-like jet is:

M =

∫ R1

R0

πr2ρ0dR (2.12)

=

∫ R1

R0

πr2 A

R2
dR (2.13)

= πr2A

(

1

R0
− 1

R1

)

. (2.14)
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Energy conservation is then given by

E = CγAπr2 R − R0

RR0

(

dR

dt

)2
E

CγAπr2
= ǫ (2.15)

ǫ =
R − R0

RR0

(

dR

dt

)2

. (2.16)

Substitution of x = R/R0 with changing the boundaries from (R0, R) accordingly to
(1, R/R0) leads to

ǫ =
x − 1

x
R0

(

dx

dt

)2

ǫ̃ =
ǫ

R0
(2.17)

√
ǫ̃ =

√

x − 1

x

dx

dt
. (2.18)

This can be reduced to quadrature by substituting x = y2:

∫

√
R/R0

1

√

y2 − 1dy =
1

2

√
ǫ̃ t. (2.19)

The left side is a standard integral:

∫

√
R/R0

1

√

y2 − 1dy =
1

2
y
√

y2 − 1 − 1

2
ln
(

y +
√

y2 − 1
)

]

√
R/R0

1

. (2.20)

Thus, the solution becomes

y
√

y2 − 1 − ln
(

y +
√

y2 − 1
)]

√
R/R0

1
=

√

Et2

CγAπr2R0
. (2.21)

Restoring the original variables gives

√

R

R0

√

R

R0
− 1 − ln

(

√

R

R0
+

√

R

R0
− 1

)]R

R0

=

√

Et2

CγAπr2R0
, (2.22)

For R ≫ R0 this can be approximated by:

R

R0
− ln[2

√

R

R0
] =

√

Et2

CγAπr2R0
, (2.23)

R =

√

Et2R0

CγAπr2
+ R0 ln

(

2

√

R

R0

)

. (2.24)

The second term on the right-hand side has only a very weak dependence on R,
and in the limit R ≫ R0 it is negligible compared to the first term on the right-hand
side.
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Abstract This work presents a new plasma cooling curve that is calculated using
the SPEX package. We compare our cooling rates to those in previous works, and
implement the new cooling function in the grid-adaptive framework ‘AMRVAC’. Con-
tributions to the cooling rate by the individual elements are given, to allow for the
creation of cooling curves tailored to specific abundance requirements. In some situa-
tions, it is important to be able to include radiative losses in the hydrodynamics. The
enhanced compression ratio can trigger instabilities (such as the Vishniac thin-shell
instability) that would otherwise be absent. For gas with temperatures below 104 K,
the cooling time becomes very long and does not affect the gas on the timescales that
are generally of interest for hydrodynamical simulations of circumstellar plasmas.
However, above this temperature, a significant fraction of the elements is ionised, and
the cooling rate increases by a factor 1000 relative to lower temperature plasmas.
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3.1 Introduction

Optically thin plasmas can cool very efficiently, especially on timescales relevant to
circumstellar evolution. A correct description of cooling is therefore important for
simulations of e.g., stellar winds. The dominant cooling mode for plasmas within the
temperature range of 104 − 107 K is by metal line transitions. In many cases, the
plasma can be assumed to be in collisional ionisation equilibrium (CIE). A predefined
cooling curve can then be used to account for radiative losses, where cooling rates
depend only on the temperature of the plasma. In the calculation of the cooling
curve, we can adjust the abundances and try to incorporate as many line transitions
as are reliably known, to obtain a straightforward and efficient way of treating radia-
tive cooling. Well-documented cooling curves used in HD and MHD computations
are those for example developed by Dalgarno & McCray (1972),Raymond & Smith
(1977), MacDonald & Bailey (1981),Sutherland & Dopita (1993), and Smith et al.
(2008). Other approaches, such as that of Mellema & Lundqvist (2002), include time-
and ion dependent cooling, with CSM abundances that depend on the evolutionary
stage of the star, but treat the hydrodynamics only in one dimension.

We use the SPEX package (Kaastra et al. 1996) to calculate a new cooling curve,
using up-to-date transition lines to calculate radiative losses for a plasma. This code
is used as a spectral analysis code tailored to EUV and X-ray observations, in which
energy band it is one of the most complete packages currently available. Because
it includes a very complete prescription of line emission, cooling rates predicted by
SPEX are higher than those of cooling curves available until now.

We implement the new cooling curve, as deduced from the SPEX CIE code, in the
AMRVAC framework (Keppens et al. 2003), of which we use the hydrodynamics to
demonstrate the influence of radiative losses on the gas dynamics. As an example, we
use this code with the new cooling prescription to simulate the circumstellar medium
of a massive star. Plasmas typical of this circumstellar medium are at fairly high
temperatures and are mostly optically thin. Therefore, they can cool very efficiently.

The cooling at a certain point in the simulated plasma can be calculated from
the local temperature and density in combination with the prescribed cooling curve.
Different cooling curves can be chosen, which depend on metallicity and/or ionisation
fraction (for low temperatures). We provide cooling rates for the individual elements,
so that the cooling curve can be tailored to fit the required abundance ratios.

In Sect. 3.2, the SPEX code, the abundances, and the new cooling curve will be
presented and compared to existing cooling curves. We show that the SPEX curve
causes more cooling for temperatures from 104 to 106 K, a temperature range that is
very important in the evolution of the circumstellar as well as the interstellar medium.

In Sect. 3.3, we discuss the range of validity of the CIE assumption and discuss the
implications of photoionisation and shock heating on the cooling rates of the plasma.

Cooling at lower temperatures cannot be accurately calculated with SPEX, be-
cause of incomplete data for λ > 2000 Å. In Sect. 3.4, we briefly summarise our
treatment of lower temperature plasmas, which follows Dalgarno & McCray (1972).
The cooling rates of Smith et al. (2008), provide a detailed representation of especially
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the low-temperature (T < 104 K) cooling of plasmas. We select our low-temperature
ionisation fraction to ensure the optimal correspondence with their cooling rates.

In Sect. 3.5, we show the effect that cooling has on the dynamics of the plasma,
by using the SPEX cooling curve as implemented in the AMRVAC code. Because the
cooling adds to the resolution requirements of the hydro-simulations, the grid-adaptive
method used by AMRVAC maximises the performance while reaching sufficient res-
olution to enhance the higher density contrast and allow for instabilities to develop
in the cooling shell. In Sect. 3.6, we summarise the important points and outline the
major differences from earlier cooling curves.

3.2 SPEX cooling curve

To generate the cooling curve we use the SPEX1 package, version 2.00.11 (Kaastra &
Mewe 2000). This code is tailored to fit spectra in the EUV and X-ray regime and
can be used to calculate the luminosity of a given emission measure for plasmas at
different temperatures and different choices of electron and ion temperatures. For our
purpose, we use SPEX to calculate the emissivity of a plasma in collisional ionisation
equilibrium (CIE). The code is based on the mekal line-emission model (Mewe et al.
1995), but many updates have since been made. The 15 elements presently included
are H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe, and Ni.

We calculate spectra for a grid of temperatures ranging from 103.8 to 108.16 K, with
steps of log T = 0.04 K. Solar abundances are assumed, using the abundance table
presented in Anders & Grevesse (1989), which is summarised here in Table 3.1 for
elements that are taken into account. The emissivity ΛN (erg s−1 cm3, normalised to
nenHV = 1 cm−3) is calculated by integrating the spectrum over an energy range from
10−1 eV to 1 MeV. The SPEX package is currently one of the most complete spectral
packages, and it is especially complete for temperatures higher than ∼ 104.86 K (see
Sect. 3.4).

The cooling curve is tabulated in Table 3.2, and in Fig. 3.1 it is plotted against
the CIE cooling curve that was calculated by Sutherland & Dopita (1993). Com-
pared to their curve, and other CIE cooling curves currently available, we find that
the cooling efficiency calculated by SPEX is higher. We attribute this difference to
SPEX taking into account more line transitions in both X-ray and EUV than previous
studies (5466 lines in SPEX compared to 1683 in Sutherland & Dopita (1993)). Addi-
tionally, though Sutherland & Dopita (1993) use the same values of Solar abundance
ratios, they use a slightly different ionisation balance, which they calculate with their
MAPPINGS II code. SPEX uses the ionisation balance from Arnaud & Rothenflug
(1985) for most elements, apart from the one from Arnaud & Raymond (1992) for
iron (Mewe et al. 1995). A more complete list of Fe L complex lines is also included,
based on the HULLAC atomic physics package (Klapisch et al. 1977), causing higher
cooling efficiency around 107 K. The differences in the treatment of Fe are shown in
Mewe et al. (1995).

1http://www.sron.nl/spex
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Additionally, we plot the cooling curve by MacDonald & Bailey (1981) (here-
after also referred to as MB81) in Fig. 3.1. We used this for comparison in our
hydro-simulations in Sect. 3.5. This cooling curve is a composite of cooling rates
by Raymond et al. (1976) for 106 < T ≤ 108 K and by Shapiro & Moore (1976) for
104 < T < 106 K. Below 104 K, extrapolation of the cooling rates is used, towards
zero at 100 K. Their treatment of cooling between 104 − 106 K is a non-equilibrium
approach, applicable to a low density plasma that is overionised, as a result of rapid
cooling (tcool < trecombination). Time-dependent cooling, starting from ionisation equi-
librium at 106 K, gives rise to lower cooling rates, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. MB81
base their cooling rates on the inclusion of 12 elements (H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S,
Ca, Fe, Ni), and use slightly different abundances, which are not however responsible
for the significant differences from our cooling rates.

To apply the cooling curve in the AMRVAC code, we renormalise the cooling rates
calculated with SPEX by multiplying by the electron to proton ratio (ne/nH). We
thus obtain a value for Λhd that we can use in our hydrodynamic application:

Λhd =
ne

nH
ΛN . (3.1)

The ratio ne/nH is a temperature-dependent parameter that is also calculated by
SPEX and is given in the last column of Table 3.2. The cooling rate of the plasma is
given by

L =

∫

nHnHΛhd(T )dV (erg s−1). (3.2)

Table 3.1: Solar abundances from Anders & Grevesse (1989)

element log(n/nH) element log(n/nH)
He -1.01 Al -5.53
C -3.44 Si -4.45
N -3.95 S -4.79
O -3.07 Ar -5.44
Ne -3.91 Ca -5.64
Na -5.67 Fe -4.33
Mg -4.42 Ni -5.75

To allow the cooling curve to be adapted for different abundances, we list the
contributions of the different elements to the cooling rates, as calculated with the
SPEX code. This is tabulated in Table 3.4 (online only). The cooling rates are
given again for solar abundances (Anders & Grevesse 1989). The contributions of
the individual elements are plotted in Fig. 3.2 to illustrate the relative importance of
the different elements to certain temperature ranges. The cooling rates are given for
normalised values of nHne = 1, and should be multiplied by ne/nH when used in a
hydrocode.
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Figure 3.1: Cooling curves compared: The higher cooling rates calculated with SPEX are
mainly due to a more complete coverage of the line transitions, including Fe L and EUV
lines.

For different metallicities, we can easily construct new cooling curves from Ta-
ble 3.4 (online only), in which the cooling contributions and ionisation fractions of
the elements are given separately. Cooling rates could then be calculated by summing
the contributions of the different elements, multiplied by the appropriate abundance
ratio and ionisation fraction

ΛN(T ) =
∑

i

ni

ni(solar)
ΛN(Xi, T ), (3.3)

where ni is the abundance ratio (relative to H) of element Xi. In this way, new cooling
curves can be created ad hoc when needed for simulations of plasmas with different
metallicities.

3.3 Assumptions and validity of CIE cooling rates

Collisional ionisation equilibrium is a valid assumption if an optically thin plasma
is dominated by collisional processes and the cooling timescale is longer than either
the ionisation or recombination timescales. Deviations from CIE can occur if there
is additional photoionisation or there is non-equilibrium ionisation (NEI), i.e., the
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Figure 3.2: Contributions of different elements to the cooling curve are given. Each of the plots shows a different set of elements.
Important peaks are labelled with the name of the element. The total cooling curve (black solid line) is an addition of the individual
elemental contributions.
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recombination or ionisation timescales are longer than the cooling/heating timescale.
These circumstances will produce an overionised plasma if photoionisation is present
or if the cooling timescale is shorter than the recombination timescale. In young ob-
jects, such as supernova remnants, the heating timescale is shorter than the ionisation
timescale, giving rise to an underionised plasma.

NEI requires a time-dependent treatment of the cooling and is not easily im-
plemented in standard hydrodynamical codes, but some specialised one-dimensional
hydrodynamical codes for SNRs do exist (e.g., Badenes et al. 2003, Kosenko et al.
2004). On the other hand, photoionisation requires additional ionisation dependence
on the photon-field, resulting in a higher ionisation than CIE for the same plasma
temperature. The efficiency and reach of a photoionising source depends on both
its spectrum and the ionisation parameter ξ = L

nR2 , where R is the distance to the
source. Depending on whether the elements are more or less effective coolants in their
additionally ionised state, the cooling rates may be higher or lower, respectively.

Studies of the cooling rates of overionised plasmas, relevant to photoionised plas-
mas or the late radiative stages of supernova remnants, have been performed by var-
ious authors (e.g., Kafatos 1973, Shapiro & Moore 1976, Sutherland & Dopita 1993).
The cooling rates in all of these cases are lower than that of a CIE cooling curve.
For comparison, we plot the cooling curve by MB81 in Fig. 3.1. This curve uses
the time-dependent cooling curve by Shapiro & Moore (1976) for the temperature
range 4 < log T < 6. The gas is initially assumed to be in ionisation equilibrium
at T = 106 K, and cools time-dependently from there. Since the cooling timescale
is shorter than the recombination timescale, the gas becomes overionised, leading
to suppressed cooling rates in this regime. Similarly, in intergalactic plasmas where
photoionisation is important, cooling rates tend to be suppressed (Wiersma et al.
2009). Alternatively, cooling rates may be much higher when a neutral gas is shock-
heated, due to the initial ionisation of H and He (Cox & Raymond 1985). Unless
full radiative transfer is taken into account, we therefore find CIE to be a reasonable
assumption to use in circumstellar environments and other low density plasmas. Only
when photoionisation is significant, which depends on the temperature of the star and
the distance to the source, or when strong shocks with velocities higher than about
150 km s−1 are present, deviation from CIE can become important. At higher shock
speeds, the gas is heated to temperatures higher than log T ≈ 5.7, at which cooling
by H and He lines of C, N, and O, becomes suppressed. Even in our relatively strong
shock between two subsequent wind-phases as presented in Sect. 3.5 however, the
typical speed of the forward shock is less than 150 km s−1 and the temperature is
typically around 105 K.

Since recombination, collisional ionisation, and cooling have similar density de-
pendencies, the cooling rates that we calculate are independent of density, as long as
the gas can be regarded as optically thin.
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3.4 Low temperature cooling

The SPEX package is tailored to the X-ray regime, and includes continuum but no line
emission for wavelengths longer than λ > 2000 Å. Therefore, it may underestimate
cooling for temperatures below T = hc/λk ∼ 104.86 K. At temperatures below 104 K,
cooling is much less efficient, and in the case of the typical CSM that we are interested
in, most cooling takes place above this threshold.

For low temperatures (T < 104 K), we use the cooling rates from a number of
reactions as given by Dalgarno & McCray (1972). In this regime, fractional ionisation
and molecular line transitions can play an important role. We can set the ionisation
fraction fi = ne/nH, which is a free parameter, to accommodate for different circum-
stances in the circumstellar medium (CSM). This fraction strongly depends on specific
conditions concerning shocks, radiation, and the history of the plasma. The cooling
rates are included in Table 3.3 (online only), and below we repeat the equations that
we use to calculate them. The values for an ionisation fraction of 10−4 correspond
most closely to the values that Smith et al. (2008) find for a Solar abundance plasma.

The elements that are taken into account for low-temperature cooling are O, C,
N, Si, Fe, Ne, and S. The cooling is provided partly by excitation of singly charged
ions with the thermal electrons. The electron-collision transitions that are taken into
account are given by the following equations (with the temperature T in Kelvin)
(Dalgarno & McCray 1972):

Λe(C
+) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

T−1/2
[

7.9 × 10−20e−92/T (3.4)

+ 3.0 × 10−17e−61900/T
]

Λe(Si+) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

T−1/2
[

1.9 × 10−18e−413/T (3.5)

+ 3.0 × 10−17e63600/T
]

Λe(Fe+) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

T−1/2
[

4.8 × 10−18e2694/T (3.6)

+ 1.1 × 10−18
(

e−554/T + 1.3e−961/T
)

+ 7.8 × 10−18e3496/T
]

Λe(O) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

1.74 × 10−24T 1/2 (3.7)

× [(1 − 7.6T−1/2)e−228/T

+ 0.38(1 − 7.7T−1/2)e−326/T ]

+ 9.4 × 10−23T 1/2e−22700/T

Λe(O
+) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

1.5 × 10−17T−1/2e−38600/T (3.8)
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Λe(N) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

8.2 × 10−22T 1/2 (3.9)

× (1 − 2.7 × 10−9T 2)e−27700/T

Λe(S
+) =

(

ni

nH
fi

)

8.4 × 10−18T−1/2e−21400/T . (3.10)

(3.11)

For low fractional ionisation, collisions with neutral hydrogen can add substantially
to the cooling. The following transitions are taken into account:

ΛH(Si+) =

(

ni

nH

)

7.4 × 10−23T−1/2e−413/T (3.12)

ΛH(Fe+) =

(

ni

nH

)

1.1 × 10−22 × (3.13)

[

e−554/T + 1.4e−961/T
]

The total cooling that we take into account for T < 104 K is a summation of contri-
butions from Eq. 3.4 to 3.13, plus contributions from collisions between electrons and
hydrogen atoms as tabulated in Table 2 in Dalgarno & McCray (1972).

3.5 Application: Test problem

We use the AMRVAC code with the new cooling prescription to simulate the cir-
cumstellar medium (CSM) of a massive star. The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
ensures a computationally efficient approach to problems that have localised needs of
high resolution, but where lower resolution suffices in substantial parts of the grid.
The standard Euler equations are solved in a conservative way, where we apply an
HLLC solver (Toro 1999) to capture more accurately the contact discontinuity.

We implement the stages of the evolution of a massive star in which a red super-
giant (RSG) wind is followed by the much faster Wolf-Rayet (WR) wind. A RSG
wind is typically slow, cool, and dense because of the low escape velocity from the
surface of the giant star. The WR wind, however, is fast and hot, originating from
the compact stellar core. The WR wind therefore sweeps up the RSG wind into a
shell (Garcia-Segura & Mac Low 1995, Garćıa-Segura et al. 1996, Dwarkadas 2007),
hereafter called the WR shell, whose thickness and stability is strongly affected by
the inclusion of radiative cooling.

We set up the simulation in 2.5D on a spherical grid in a meridional plane over
a full angle π, using reflective boundary conditions and symmetry around the φ-axis.
The radial extent is about 3 pc and we use a base resolution of 60× 48 gridcells with
4-6 refinement levels. For each refinement level, the resolution is doubled. The values
that we use for the wind parameters are the following: ṀRSG = 1.54×10−5M⊙ yr−1,
vRSG = 4.7 km s−1, TRSG = 103 K, ṀWR = 9.7 × 10−6M⊙ yr−1, vWR = 1.7 ×
103 km s−1, TRSG = 104 K.
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For the RSG phase, 4 refinement levels are used, and for the WR phase, we use
4-7 refinement levels and check for differences in the development of the instabili-
ties and the resolution dependence of the radiative losses. The maximum resolution
corresponds to 1.56 × 1015 cm × 0.0156◦.

In general, all plasmas are prone to radiative losses. Depending on the circum-
stances however, these can induce significant changes in the hydrodynamics, or have
only minor quantitative effects. In the situation that we simulate, without cooling
the maximum compression reached in the shell is a factor of four; the value expected
for a strong shock in a mono-atomic gas with an adiabatic index of γ = 5/3. With
cooling, the shell can become much more compressed and, as a result, much thin-
ner. When the compression ratio exceeds a factor of about 21, the shell can become
subject to the Vishniac thin shell instability (Vishniac 1983, Ryu & Vishniac 1987,
Mac Low & Norman 1993).

The Vishniac thin shell instability, which actually is an overstability, occurs when
a thin shell is perturbed while being driven by a high pressure region from the inside
and encountering ram pressure on the outside. The high pressure from the WR wind
acts in a perpendicular direction to the shell, whereas the ram pressure acts in a
parallel direction to the velocity. Whereas the velocity is radial, the interior pressure
in the case of a perturbed shell can create a flow along the shell surface, driving
matter from advanced regions to regions lagging behind. The more tenuous regions
then become more susceptible to deceleration by ram pressure, reversing the cycle.

Above a temperature of 105 K, the plasma also becomes susceptible to the thermal
instability. This occurs for shock velocities above 150 km s−1, when (d ln Λ)/(d lnT ) <
2 (e.g., Field 1965, Bertschinger 1986, Sutherland & Dopita 1993). For typical cir-
cumstellar wind parameters, the plasma temperature in the cooling shell remains
below this regime.

The cooling of the plasma is calculated at each timestep and the thermal energy
is correspondingly updated. The temperature of the plasma is first determined. The
corresponding cooling rate is then found by interpolating between the appropriate
values in the cooling curve. The energy loss rate per unit volume is calculated as
follows:

de

dt
= −Λhdn

2
H. (3.14)

The energy losses are subtracted from the thermal energy only, preventing numerical
precision problems from producing negative energy.

Although the cooling rates are higher when we use the SPEX-calculated cooling
curve, in both cases the thickness of the WR shell is not so much limited by the
cooling curve used, as by the adopted numerical resolution. It is important however,
that the shell becomes affected by instabilities in the presence of cooling, whereas it
remains stable in the absence of cooling. We compare the differences for runs with
different resolution and different cooling prescription. For comparison, we use the
cooling curve as prescribed in MacDonald & Bailey (1981), since this is the cooling
curve that is used in the ZEUS3D v3.4 code, as used by some of the authors before,
for simulations of a WR wind in Schure et al. (2008).
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Figure 3.3: WR wind colliding with RSG wind. The density of the CSM is shown about
1750 years after the initiation of the WR wind, showing the early development of the Vishniac
thin shell instability. The left panel shows the CSM when no radiative losses are taken into
account. The middle panel shows the case where the MB81 cooling prescription is applied,
and the right panel shows the CSM with the cooling prescription as presented in this work.
The black line indicates the contact discontinuity. The number of refinement levels used for
the resolution is 5, i. e., 6.25 × 1015 cm × 0.0625◦ .

Figure 3.3 shows the density of the circumstellar medium after the WR-phase has
just set in for about 1750 years, and shows the early developments of the Vishniac
thin shell instability. The fast wind from the Wolf-Rayet star has swept up the red
supergiant wind of the previous evolutionary stage and four regions can be identified.
From inside (R=0) out: the free streaming fast WR wind, the shocked WR wind. The
black line indicates the contact discontinuity, behind which the shocked, and farther
out the free streaming, RSG wind can be found. Only part of the grid is shown to
enlarge the interesting region.

The left panel shows the CSM for the colliding winds in the absence of cooling.
The shell is smooth and thick, with a maximum compression ratio that is similar to
that of a strong shock, i. e., a factor 4. The forward shock is partly outside the plotted
region of the grid and extends to a radius of about 1.2 × 1018 cm. The middle and
right panels illustrate results when cooling is present, for the cooling rate given by
MacDonald & Bailey (1981) in the middle panel, and for the cooling rate calculated
with the SPEX code in the right panel. The instability is induced by random density
perturbations of the 1% level, which may induce little differences between runs. If
we do not include the initial perturbations, the code retains the original spherical
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Figure 3.4: Thermal energy in the stellar winds. The black solid line shows the energy
when no cooling is taken into account. The black dotted curve shows the energy when the
MB81 cooling rates are used, and the black dashed curve shows the system for the cooling
rates presented in this work. The gray lines show the resolution dependence of the thermal
energy, where nl indicates the number of refinement levels used.

symmetry to high accuracy, and the instabilities do not arise until very late. The
extrapolation of the MB81 cooling curve towards lower temperatures results in higher
cooling rates below 104 K. This gives rise to more cooling in the compressed RSG
shell and a more patchy structure as can be seen in the middle panel of Fig. 3.3.
For temperatures above 104 K, cooling rates are higher for the SPEX curve. This
applies to the region of shocked WR wind material and results in this area being
more compressed in the right panel. Consequently, the WR shell in the middle panel
extends a little farther out.

Total energy losses are higher with our new cooling prescription. The comparison
is made in Fig. 3.4. The thermal energy per unit volume is plotted for the different
cases in Fig. 3.4. The inclusion of cooling reduces the thermal energy substantially.
We note again that the initial random perturbation will influence the later evolution,
explaining some of the inter-resolution differences. However, the key point is the
systematic reduction between the SPEX versus MB81 cooling prescriptions.

The wavelength of the Vishniac thin shell instability depends on the thickness of
the shell. In Fig. 3.5, we show the effect of resolution on the development of the
instabilities with the new cooling curve. For higher resolution, the shell becomes
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Figure 3.5: The Vishniac thin shell instability depends on numerical resolution. At high
resolution, the shell becomes thinner and thus the wavelength shorter. The different panels
correspond to refinement levels of 4, 6, and 7, corresponding to maximum resolution of
1.25 × 1016 cm × 0.125◦, 3.125 × 1015 cm × 0.03125◦ , and 1.56 × 1015 cm × 0.0156◦. The
simulation with 5 refinement levels is shown in Fig. 3.3.

thinner, and as a result the wavelength of the instability shortens. Although the
WR shell is not resolved in terms of the dynamics, we see that for thermal losses,
convergence seems to be reached for the resolutions used.

A typical WR phase lasts for about 105 years. In Fig. 3.6, we show the development
of the WR shell later in the evolutionary stage, at which time the WR phase has lasted
for about 22,700 yr. It is clear that the presence of cooling majorly alters the CSM
evolution, by losing energy by radiation, and by the irregular shell that develops as
a result of this. At later times, shells from earlier evolutionary phases may intervene
with the CSM evolution and simulations need to take these phases into account (see
e.g., Dwarkadas 2007, van Marle et al. 2007).

3.6 Conclusion and discussion

SPEX is a very complete package that calculates the emissivity of a plasma at a certain
temperature, taking into account the abundances. We calculate the radiative losses for
a plasma in CIE, and compare these with the curve by Sutherland & Dopita (1993),
which was calculated with the same basic assumptions. We find that cooling rates
calculated by SPEX tend to be higher than those of Sutherland & Dopita (1993). This
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Figure 3.6: Unstable WR shell at a time of about 22,700 yrs after its transition to a WR
star. The shell becomes highly irregular due to the Vishniac thin shell instability. The black
line indicates the contact discontinuity. This simulation used 6 refinement levels for the
resolution.
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is not surprising, since more lines have since been added and the SPEX package is, to
our knowledge, the most complete package for X-rays and EUV. For low temperatures,
we reuse the cooling prescription by Dalgarno & McCray (1972). Using that, and the
SPEX results, we provide a recommended cooling curve for Solar abundances2, which
can be adjusted to different ionisation fractions at low temperatures. Additionally,
changes can be decided for each cooling curve according to specific requirements on
the abundances, by using the separate cooling rates of the individual elements.

In our application, we calculate the CSM of a massive star that experiences a RSG
phase followed by a WR phase. The colliding winds form a shell that, in the presence
of cooling, becomes very thin and susceptible to the Vishniac thin shell instability.
Taking into account the cooling of the plasma is very important when accurately
simulating systems such as these.
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Table 3.2: Cooling curve for solar metallicity

log T log ΛN log Λhd ne/nH

(K) (erg s−1 cm3) (erg s−1 cm3)
3.80 -25.7331 -30.6104 1.3264E-05
3.84 -25.0383 -29.4107 4.2428E-05
3.88 -24.4059 -28.4601 8.8276E-05
3.92 -23.8288 -27.5743 1.7967E-04
3.96 -23.3027 -26.3766 8.4362E-04
4.00 -22.8242 -25.2890 3.4295E-03
4.04 -22.3917 -24.2684 1.3283E-02
4.08 -22.0067 -23.3834 4.2008E-02
4.12 -21.6818 -22.5977 1.2138E-01
4.16 -21.4529 -21.9689 3.0481E-01
4.20 -21.3246 -21.5972 5.3386E-01
4.24 -21.3459 -21.4615 7.6622E-01
4.28 -21.4305 -21.4789 8.9459E-01
4.32 -21.5293 -21.5497 9.5414E-01
4.36 -21.6138 -21.6211 9.8342E-01
4.40 -21.6615 -21.6595 1.0046
4.44 -21.6551 -21.6426 1.0291
4.48 -21.5919 -21.5688 1.0547
4.52 -21.5092 -21.4771 1.0767
4.56 -21.4124 -21.3755 1.0888
4.60 -21.3085 -21.2693 1.0945
4.64 -21.2047 -21.1644 1.0972
4.68 -21.1067 -21.0658 1.0988
4.72 -21.0194 -20.9778 1.1004
4.76 -20.9413 -20.8986 1.1034
4.80 -20.8735 -20.8281 1.1102
4.84 -20.8205 -20.7700 1.1233
4.88 -20.7805 -20.7223 1.1433
4.92 -20.7547 -20.6888 1.1638
4.96 -20.7455 -20.6739 1.1791
5.00 -20.7565 -20.6815 1.1885
5.04 -20.7820 -20.7051 1.1937
5.08 -20.8008 -20.7229 1.1966
5.12 -20.7994 -20.7208 1.1983
5.16 -20.7847 -20.7058 1.1993
5.20 -20.7687 -20.6896 1.1999
5.24 -20.7590 -20.6797 1.2004
5.28 -20.7544 -20.6749 1.2008
5.32 -20.7505 -20.6709 1.2012
5.36 -20.7545 -20.6748 1.2015
5.40 -20.7888 -20.7089 1.2020
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log T log ΛN log Λhd ne/nH

(K) (erg s−1 cm3) (erg s−1 cm3)
5.44 -20.8832 -20.8031 1.2025
5.48 -21.0450 -20.9647 1.2030
5.52 -21.2286 -21.1482 1.2035
5.56 -21.3737 -21.2932 1.2037
5.60 -21.4573 -21.3767 1.2039
5.64 -21.4935 -21.4129 1.2040
5.68 -21.5098 -21.4291 1.2041
5.72 -21.5345 -21.4538 1.2042
5.76 -21.5863 -21.5055 1.2044
5.80 -21.6548 -21.5740 1.2045
5.84 -21.7108 -21.6300 1.2046
5.88 -21.7424 -21.6615 1.2047
5.92 -21.7576 -21.6766 1.2049
5.96 -21.7696 -21.6886 1.2050
6.00 -21.7883 -21.7073 1.2051
6.04 -21.8115 -21.7304 1.2053
6.08 -21.8303 -21.7491 1.2055
6.12 -21.8419 -21.7607 1.2056
6.16 -21.8514 -21.7701 1.2058
6.20 -21.8690 -21.7877 1.2060
6.24 -21.9057 -21.8243 1.2062
6.28 -21.9690 -21.8875 1.2065
6.32 -22.0554 -21.9738 1.2067
6.36 -22.1488 -22.0671 1.2070
6.40 -22.2355 -22.1537 1.2072
6.44 -22.3084 -22.2265 1.2075
6.48 -22.3641 -22.2821 1.2077
6.52 -22.4033 -22.3213 1.2078
6.56 -22.4282 -22.3462 1.2079
6.60 -22.4408 -22.3587 1.2080
6.64 -22.4443 -22.3622 1.2081
6.68 -22.4411 -22.3590 1.2082
6.72 -22.4334 -22.3512 1.2083
6.76 -22.4242 -22.3420 1.2083
6.80 -22.4164 -22.3342 1.2084
6.84 -22.4134 -22.3312 1.2084
6.88 -22.4168 -22.3346 1.2085
6.92 -22.4267 -22.3445 1.2085
6.96 -22.4418 -22.3595 1.2086
7.00 -22.4603 -22.3780 1.2086
7.04 -22.4830 -22.4007 1.2087
7.08 -22.5112 -22.4289 1.2087
7.12 -22.5449 -22.4625 1.2088
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log T log ΛN log Λhd ne/nH

(K) (erg s−1 cm3) (erg s−1 cm3)
7.16 -22.5819 -22.4995 1.2088
7.20 -22.6177 -22.5353 1.2089
7.24 -22.6483 -22.5659 1.2089
7.28 -22.6719 -22.5895 1.2089
7.32 -22.6883 -22.6059 1.2089
7.36 -22.6985 -22.6161 1.2089
7.40 -22.7032 -22.6208 1.2090
7.44 -22.7037 -22.6213 1.2090
7.48 -22.7008 -22.6184 1.2090
7.52 -22.6950 -22.6126 1.2090
7.56 -22.6869 -22.6045 1.2090
7.60 -22.6769 -22.5945 1.2090
7.64 -22.6655 -22.5831 1.2090
7.68 -22.6531 -22.5707 1.2090
7.72 -22.6397 -22.5573 1.2090
7.76 -22.6258 -22.5434 1.2090
7.80 -22.6111 -22.5287 1.2090
7.84 -22.5964 -22.5140 1.2090
7.88 -22.5816 -22.4992 1.2090
7.92 -22.5668 -22.4844 1.2090
7.96 -22.5519 -22.4695 1.2090
8.00 -22.5367 -22.4543 1.2090
8.04 -22.5216 -22.4392 1.2090
8.08 -22.5062 -22.4237 1.2091
8.12 -22.4912 -22.4087 1.2091
8.16 -22.4753 -22.3928 1.2091
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Table 3.3: Cooling curve for solar metallicity for T < 104 K, as computed from
Dalgarno & McCray (1972), see Sect. 3.4.

log T log Λhd log Λhd log Λhd log Λhd

fi = 10−4 fi = 10−3 fi = 10−2 fi = 10−1

1.00 -31.0377 -30.0377 -29.0377 -28.0377
1.04 -30.7062 -29.7062 -28.7062 -27.7062
1.08 -30.4055 -29.4055 -28.4055 -27.4055
1.12 -30.1331 -29.1331 -28.1331 -27.1331
1.16 -29.8864 -28.8864 -27.8864 -26.8864
1.20 -29.6631 -28.6631 -27.6631 -26.6631
1.24 -29.4614 -28.4614 -27.4614 -26.4614
1.28 -29.2791 -28.2791 -27.2791 -26.2791
1.32 -29.1146 -28.1146 -27.1146 -26.1146
1.36 -28.9662 -27.9662 -26.9662 -25.9662
1.40 -28.8330 -27.8330 -26.8330 -25.8330
1.44 -28.7129 -27.7129 -26.7129 -25.7129
1.48 -28.6052 -27.6052 -26.6052 -25.6052
1.52 -28.5086 -27.5088 -26.5088 -25.5088
1.56 -28.4222 -27.4225 -26.4225 -25.4225
1.60 -28.3447 -27.3454 -26.3455 -25.3455
1.64 -28.2751 -27.2767 -26.2769 -25.2769
1.68 -28.2120 -27.2153 -26.2157 -25.2157
1.72 -28.1541 -27.1605 -26.1611 -25.1612
1.76 -28.0995 -27.1111 -26.1123 -25.1124
1.80 -28.0460 -27.0664 -26.0684 -25.0686
1.84 -27.9914 -27.0251 -26.0286 -25.0290
1.88 -27.9333 -26.9863 -25.9918 -24.9927
1.92 -27.8697 -26.9488 -25.9578 -24.9586
1.96 -27.7989 -26.9119 -25.9248 -24.9263
2.00 -27.7206 -26.8742 -25.8931 -24.8948
2.04 -27.6353 -26.8353 -25.8614 -24.8642
2.08 -27.5447 -26.7948 -25.8300 -24.8336
2.12 -27.4506 -26.7523 -25.7983 -24.8030
2.16 -27.3551 -26.7080 -25.7660 -24.7724
2.20 -27.2597 -26.6619 -25.7338 -24.7416
2.24 -27.1661 -26.6146 -25.7011 -24.7109
2.28 -27.0751 -26.5666 -25.6690 -24.6807
2.32 -26.9876 -26.5183 -25.6370 -24.6509
2.36 -26.9041 -26.4702 -25.6057 -24.6220
2.40 -26.8245 -26.4229 -25.5754 -24.5941
2.44 -26.7496 -26.3765 -25.5464 -24.5677
2.48 -26.6788 -26.3317 -25.5186 -24.5426
2.52 -26.6124 -26.2886 -25.4923 -24.5190
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log T log Λhd log Λhd log Λhd log Λhd

fi = 10−4 fi = 10−3 fi = 10−2 fi = 10−1

2.56 -26.5504 -26.2473 -25.4674 -24.4970
2.60 -26.4924 -26.2078 -25.4439 -24.4765
2.64 -26.4383 -26.1704 -25.4219 -24.4574
2.68 -26.3880 -26.1348 -25.4011 -24.4395
2.72 -26.3412 -26.1012 -25.3813 -24.4226
2.76 -26.2978 -26.0692 -25.3623 -24.4063
2.80 -26.2576 -26.0389 -25.3437 -24.3903
2.84 -26.2203 -26.0101 -25.3254 -24.3744
2.88 -26.1859 -25.9825 -25.3071 -24.3582
2.92 -26.1540 -25.9566 -25.2888 -24.3418
2.96 -26.1246 -25.9318 -25.2703 -24.3249
3.00 -26.0975 -25.9083 -25.2517 -24.3076
3.04 -26.0724 -25.8857 -25.2332 -24.2901
3.08 -26.0493 -25.8645 -25.2149 -24.2724
3.12 -26.0281 -25.8447 -25.1969 -24.2549
3.16 -26.0085 -25.8259 -25.1795 -24.2378
3.20 -25.9905 -25.8085 -25.1630 -24.2215
3.24 -25.9743 -25.7926 -25.1474 -24.2061
3.28 -25.9590 -25.7778 -25.1330 -24.1918
3.32 -25.9454 -25.7642 -25.1199 -24.1787
3.36 -25.9326 -25.7520 -25.1081 -24.1672
3.40 -25.9212 -25.7409 -25.0977 -24.1570
3.44 -25.9104 -25.7310 -25.0887 -24.1482
3.48 -25.9010 -25.7222 -25.0809 -24.1407
3.52 -25.8925 -25.7142 -25.0742 -24.1342
3.56 -25.8844 -25.7071 -25.0683 -24.1287
3.60 -25.8771 -25.7005 -25.0627 -24.1234
3.64 -25.8703 -25.6942 -25.0570 -24.1178
3.68 -25.8642 -25.6878 -25.0505 -24.1112
3.72 -25.8586 -25.6811 -25.0422 -24.1025
3.76 -25.8529 -25.6733 -25.0312 -24.0907
3.80 -25.8474 -25.6641 -25.0161 -24.0741
3.84 -25.8422 -25.6525 -24.9957 -24.0514
3.88 -25.8356 -25.6325 -24.9570 -24.0081
3.92 -25.8286 -25.6080 -24.9104 -23.9566
3.96 -25.8133 -25.5367 -24.7799 -23.8139
4.00 -25.7997 -25.4806 -24.6878 -23.7151



Table 3.4: Cooling rates per element for solar metallicity

T H He C N O Ne Na Mg Al Si S Ar Ca Fe Ni
4.20 -21.34 -25.79 -23.63 -24.86 -24.94 -26.60 -29.35 -27.47 -24.51 -23.93 -26.58 -28.18 -28.59 -27.37 -28.96
4.24 -21.37 -25.25 -23.39 -24.63 -24.55 -26.16 -29.35 -27.34 -24.31 -23.60 -26.33 -28.01 -28.56 -27.23 -28.92
4.28 -21.47 -24.76 -23.16 -24.41 -24.18 -25.77 -29.35 -27.26 -24.13 -23.30 -26.09 -27.95 -28.55 -27.12 -28.86
4.32 -21.59 -24.31 -22.95 -24.18 -23.84 -25.45 -29.33 -27.24 -23.97 -23.00 -25.85 -27.93 -28.55 -27.06 -28.80
4.36 -21.71 -23.91 -22.75 -23.95 -23.54 -25.22 -29.23 -27.25 -23.83 -22.74 -25.59 -27.93 -28.55 -27.04 -28.77
4.40 -21.83 -23.58 -22.56 -23.73 -23.27 -25.00 -28.98 -27.27 -23.71 -22.52 -25.34 -27.95 -28.56 -27.04 -28.75
4.44 -21.94 -23.34 -22.37 -23.52 -23.02 -25.05 -28.58 -27.28 -23.61 -22.33 -25.11 -27.96 -28.56 -27.04 -28.72
4.48 -22.05 -23.22 -22.18 -23.32 -22.79 -25.10 -28.12 -27.30 -23.53 -22.17 -24.90 -27.97 -28.57 -27.03 -28.67
4.52 -22.15 -23.22 -22.00 -23.12 -22.59 -25.03 -27.66 -27.31 -23.49 -22.04 -24.71 -27.98 -28.56 -27.01 -28.57
4.56 -22.25 -23.26 -21.82 -22.94 -22.40 -24.83 -27.24 -27.30 -23.51 -21.93 -24.53 -27.99 -28.47 -26.97 -28.44
4.60 -22.34 -23.29 -21.66 -22.75 -22.23 -24.58 -26.85 -27.23 -23.62 -21.83 -24.34 -28.00 -28.14 -26.89 -28.31
4.64 -22.42 -23.23 -21.51 -22.57 -22.07 -24.32 -26.50 -27.02 -23.81 -21.76 -24.15 -28.01 -27.61 -26.82 -28.22
4.68 -22.51 -23.06 -21.39 -22.41 -21.93 -24.08 -26.18 -26.68 -24.05 -21.70 -23.94 -28.01 -27.09 -26.76 -28.14
4.72 -22.59 -22.80 -21.28 -22.27 -21.80 -23.85 -25.89 -26.28 -24.30 -21.65 -23.72 -28.01 -26.64 -26.71 -28.06
4.76 -22.67 -22.53 -21.20 -22.14 -21.68 -23.66 -25.64 -25.87 -24.54 -21.63 -23.50 -28.00 -26.25 -26.66 -27.99
4.80 -22.74 -22.27 -21.13 -22.03 -21.58 -23.48 -25.46 -25.49 -24.78 -21.65 -23.29 -27.98 -25.91 -26.61 -27.91
4.84 -22.81 -22.07 -21.08 -21.95 -21.48 -23.33 -25.32 -25.14 -24.99 -21.75 -23.09 -27.96 -25.60 -26.54 -27.84
4.88 -22.88 -21.96 -21.05 -21.87 -21.39 -23.19 -25.22 -24.82 -25.19 -21.96 -22.93 -27.92 -25.33 -26.45 -27.76
4.92 -22.95 -21.93 -21.04 -21.81 -21.31 -23.05 -25.13 -24.53 -25.38 -22.28 -22.79 -27.85 -25.09 -26.33 -27.70
4.96 -23.01 -21.97 -21.06 -21.76 -21.23 -22.93 -25.06 -24.27 -25.55 -22.63 -22.67 -27.65 -24.88 -26.19 -27.63
5.00 -23.07 -22.05 -21.15 -21.71 -21.16 -22.80 -24.97 -24.04 -25.70 -22.97 -22.58 -27.24 -24.70 -26.03 -27.58
5.04 -23.13 -22.14 -21.32 -21.66 -21.09 -22.67 -24.88 -23.85 -25.84 -23.28 -22.50 -26.72 -24.54 -25.89 -27.52
5.08 -23.18 -22.24 -21.56 -21.63 -21.03 -22.55 -24.78 -23.70 -25.96 -23.55 -22.44 -26.20 -24.42 -25.78 -27.47
5.12 -23.23 -22.34 -21.85 -21.60 -20.97 -22.44 -24.67 -23.58 -26.07 -23.78 -22.39 -25.73 -24.32 -25.68 -27.43
5.16 -23.27 -22.43 -22.13 -21.60 -20.93 -22.34 -24.56 -23.49 -26.18 -23.96 -22.36 -25.32 -24.25 -25.59 -27.40
5.20 -23.32 -22.52 -22.40 -21.64 -20.89 -22.25 -24.46 -23.41 -26.30 -24.06 -22.37 -24.97 -24.20 -25.42 -27.36
5.24 -23.35 -22.61 -22.65 -21.74 -20.85 -22.18 -24.35 -23.34 -26.35 -24.08 -22.46 -24.68 -24.18 -25.09 -27.33
5.28 -23.39 -22.69 -22.87 -21.94 -20.82 -22.12 -24.25 -23.26 -26.22 -24.01 -22.66 -24.43 -24.17 -24.64 -27.30



T H He C N O Ne Na Mg Al Si S Ar Ca Fe Ni
5.32 -23.42 -22.77 -23.07 -22.21 -20.80 -22.06 -24.15 -23.16 -25.91 -23.89 -22.94 -24.23 -24.17 -24.18 -27.26
5.36 -23.45 -22.85 -23.26 -22.51 -20.80 -22.01 -24.07 -23.07 -25.55 -23.76 -23.24 -24.06 -24.17 -23.76 -27.20
5.40 -23.47 -22.92 -23.43 -22.79 -20.84 -21.97 -24.00 -22.97 -25.21 -23.65 -23.51 -23.93 -24.14 -23.40 -27.14
5.44 -23.49 -22.98 -23.58 -23.05 -20.94 -21.93 -23.93 -22.88 -24.91 -23.56 -23.74 -23.84 -24.09 -23.10 -27.05
5.48 -23.51 -23.05 -23.73 -23.29 -21.14 -21.89 -23.88 -22.79 -24.66 -23.49 -23.91 -23.78 -24.03 -22.86 -26.97
5.52 -23.53 -23.11 -23.86 -23.49 -21.41 -21.86 -23.84 -22.72 -24.46 -23.43 -24.00 -23.78 -23.98 -22.67 -26.88
5.56 -23.54 -23.17 -23.98 -23.68 -21.69 -21.84 -23.80 -22.66 -24.30 -23.38 -24.00 -23.89 -23.94 -22.51 -26.78
5.60 -23.56 -23.22 -24.07 -23.85 -21.96 -21.81 -23.78 -22.62 -24.17 -23.32 -23.94 -24.09 -23.91 -22.39 -26.64
5.64 -23.57 -23.27 -24.13 -24.00 -22.20 -21.79 -23.76 -22.58 -24.07 -23.28 -23.85 -24.30 -23.87 -22.30 -26.45
5.68 -23.57 -23.32 -24.14 -24.14 -22.42 -21.79 -23.76 -22.55 -23.99 -23.23 -23.75 -24.47 -23.81 -22.23 -26.19
5.72 -23.58 -23.36 -24.10 -24.26 -22.61 -21.83 -23.76 -22.53 -23.93 -23.20 -23.65 -24.57 -23.74 -22.17 -25.89
5.76 -23.58 -23.40 -24.02 -24.36 -22.77 -21.94 -23.78 -22.51 -23.88 -23.19 -23.58 -24.59 -23.72 -22.12 -25.60
5.80 -23.58 -23.44 -23.91 -24.43 -22.92 -22.14 -23.82 -22.49 -23.86 -23.18 -23.53 -24.54 -23.83 -22.08 -25.33
5.84 -23.58 -23.47 -23.81 -24.47 -23.06 -22.38 -23.88 -22.47 -23.85 -23.16 -23.50 -24.46 -24.05 -22.05 -25.08
5.88 -23.58 -23.51 -23.71 -24.46 -23.17 -22.63 -23.99 -22.45 -23.86 -23.11 -23.48 -24.37 -24.29 -22.03 -24.86
5.92 -23.58 -23.53 -23.63 -24.41 -23.27 -22.86 -24.17 -22.45 -23.89 -23.04 -23.46 -24.29 -24.45 -22.02 -24.66
5.96 -23.58 -23.56 -23.56 -24.32 -23.33 -23.07 -24.39 -22.48 -23.94 -22.96 -23.44 -24.22 -24.52 -22.01 -24.48
6.00 -23.57 -23.58 -23.52 -24.23 -23.37 -23.26 -24.61 -22.57 -24.00 -22.88 -23.42 -24.17 -24.51 -22.01 -24.32
6.04 -23.57 -23.60 -23.49 -24.14 -23.36 -23.42 -24.82 -22.74 -24.05 -22.82 -23.38 -24.15 -24.46 -22.01 -24.17
6.08 -23.56 -23.62 -23.50 -24.05 -23.33 -23.56 -25.01 -22.95 -24.11 -22.77 -23.35 -24.14 -24.40 -22.02 -24.04
6.12 -23.55 -23.64 -23.53 -23.98 -23.26 -23.68 -25.18 -23.17 -24.19 -22.74 -23.32 -24.15 -24.33 -22.02 -23.92
6.16 -23.54 -23.65 -23.58 -23.93 -23.19 -23.79 -25.33 -23.37 -24.31 -22.73 -23.30 -24.17 -24.28 -22.03 -23.82
6.20 -23.53 -23.66 -23.64 -23.90 -23.11 -23.86 -25.47 -23.56 -24.47 -22.77 -23.29 -24.20 -24.25 -22.05 -23.74
6.24 -23.52 -23.67 -23.71 -23.89 -23.04 -23.91 -25.59 -23.72 -24.64 -22.87 -23.29 -24.24 -24.24 -22.09 -23.67
6.28 -23.51 -23.68 -23.79 -23.91 -22.98 -23.94 -25.68 -23.86 -24.81 -23.02 -23.29 -24.28 -24.23 -22.17 -23.63
6.32 -23.50 -23.68 -23.86 -23.95 -22.93 -23.93 -25.75 -23.98 -24.96 -23.19 -23.29 -24.31 -24.23 -22.29 -23.61
6.36 -23.49 -23.68 -23.93 -24.01 -22.91 -23.90 -25.78 -24.08 -25.11 -23.36 -23.32 -24.32 -24.22 -22.44 -23.63
6.40 -23.47 -23.69 -24.00 -24.07 -22.91 -23.86 -25.78 -24.16 -25.23 -23.52 -23.39 -24.32 -24.19 -22.58 -23.72
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6.44 -23.46 -23.69 -24.06 -24.14 -22.94 -23.80 -25.76 -24.22 -25.33 -23.67 -23.50 -24.31 -24.16 -22.69 -23.87
6.48 -23.45 -23.68 -24.12 -24.21 -22.98 -23.75 -25.71 -24.25 -25.41 -23.79 -23.63 -24.31 -24.14 -22.76 -23.98
6.52 -23.43 -23.68 -24.18 -24.28 -23.04 -23.70 -25.65 -24.26 -25.47 -23.90 -23.76 -24.35 -24.12 -22.80 -24.04
6.56 -23.42 -23.68 -24.23 -24.34 -23.10 -23.66 -25.58 -24.24 -25.49 -23.98 -23.89 -24.43 -24.12 -22.81 -24.05
6.60 -23.40 -23.67 -24.28 -24.41 -23.17 -23.64 -25.52 -24.22 -25.49 -24.05 -24.00 -24.55 -24.14 -22.80 -24.05
6.64 -23.39 -23.67 -24.32 -24.46 -23.23 -23.63 -25.47 -24.18 -25.46 -24.09 -24.10 -24.68 -24.20 -22.78 -24.04
6.68 -23.37 -23.66 -24.36 -24.52 -23.30 -23.64 -25.42 -24.14 -25.42 -24.12 -24.19 -24.81 -24.29 -22.74 -24.02
6.72 -23.36 -23.65 -24.40 -24.57 -23.36 -23.66 -25.39 -24.10 -25.37 -24.13 -24.26 -24.91 -24.41 -22.71 -24.02
6.76 -23.34 -23.64 -24.44 -24.61 -23.41 -23.70 -25.38 -24.07 -25.31 -24.12 -24.31 -25.00 -24.55 -22.68 -24.03
6.80 -23.33 -23.64 -24.47 -24.66 -23.47 -23.75 -25.39 -24.05 -25.26 -24.10 -24.34 -25.06 -24.67 -22.65 -24.06
6.84 -23.31 -23.63 -24.50 -24.70 -23.52 -23.80 -25.41 -24.03 -25.21 -24.07 -24.36 -25.11 -24.79 -22.64 -24.10
6.88 -23.29 -23.61 -24.53 -24.73 -23.56 -23.86 -25.44 -24.04 -25.17 -24.05 -24.37 -25.14 -24.89 -22.64 -24.15
6.92 -23.28 -23.60 -24.55 -24.77 -23.61 -23.92 -25.48 -24.05 -25.15 -24.02 -24.36 -25.15 -24.97 -22.65 -24.20
6.96 -23.26 -23.59 -24.57 -24.80 -23.65 -23.97 -25.53 -24.08 -25.14 -24.00 -24.35 -25.15 -25.04 -22.67 -24.25
7.00 -23.24 -23.58 -24.59 -24.82 -23.68 -24.02 -25.58 -24.12 -25.14 -23.98 -24.33 -25.13 -25.09 -22.70 -24.29
7.04 -23.23 -23.57 -24.61 -24.85 -23.72 -24.07 -25.63 -24.16 -25.15 -23.98 -24.30 -25.11 -25.12 -22.74 -24.32
7.08 -23.21 -23.55 -24.62 -24.87 -23.75 -24.12 -25.68 -24.21 -25.18 -23.98 -24.28 -25.07 -25.14 -22.79 -24.35
7.12 -23.19 -23.54 -24.63 -24.89 -23.77 -24.16 -25.73 -24.26 -25.22 -24.00 -24.26 -25.04 -25.15 -22.86 -24.39
7.16 -23.17 -23.52 -24.64 -24.91 -23.80 -24.20 -25.77 -24.30 -25.26 -24.02 -24.25 -25.00 -25.15 -22.94 -24.45
7.20 -23.16 -23.51 -24.65 -24.92 -23.82 -24.23 -25.81 -24.35 -25.30 -24.06 -24.24 -24.96 -25.13 -23.03 -24.51
7.24 -23.14 -23.50 -24.66 -24.94 -23.84 -24.27 -25.85 -24.40 -25.34 -24.09 -24.24 -24.93 -25.11 -23.13 -24.58
7.28 -23.12 -23.48 -24.66 -24.95 -23.86 -24.30 -25.89 -24.44 -25.39 -24.13 -24.25 -24.90 -25.09 -23.21 -24.64
7.32 -23.10 -23.46 -24.67 -24.96 -23.87 -24.32 -25.92 -24.47 -25.43 -24.18 -24.27 -24.88 -25.07 -23.29 -24.70
7.36 -23.08 -23.45 -24.67 -24.97 -23.88 -24.35 -25.95 -24.51 -25.47 -24.22 -24.30 -24.87 -25.05 -23.36 -24.75
7.40 -23.07 -23.43 -24.67 -24.97 -23.90 -24.37 -25.97 -24.54 -25.50 -24.26 -24.33 -24.86 -25.03 -23.42 -24.80
7.44 -23.05 -23.42 -24.67 -24.98 -23.90 -24.39 -26.00 -24.57 -25.54 -24.29 -24.36 -24.87 -25.01 -23.46 -24.84
7.48 -23.03 -23.40 -24.67 -24.98 -23.91 -24.41 -26.02 -24.60 -25.57 -24.33 -24.40 -24.88 -25.00 -23.49 -24.87
7.52 -23.01 -23.38 -24.66 -24.98 -23.92 -24.42 -26.04 -24.62 -25.60 -24.36 -24.43 -24.90 -25.00 -23.52 -24.90
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7.56 -22.99 -23.37 -24.66 -24.98 -23.92 -24.44 -26.05 -24.64 -25.62 -24.39 -24.47 -24.92 -25.00 -23.53 -24.92
7.60 -22.97 -23.35 -24.65 -24.98 -23.92 -24.45 -26.07 -24.66 -25.65 -24.42 -24.50 -24.95 -25.01 -23.54 -24.93
7.64 -22.95 -23.33 -24.65 -24.97 -23.93 -24.45 -26.08 -24.68 -25.67 -24.45 -24.53 -24.98 -25.02 -23.54 -24.94
7.68 -22.94 -23.32 -24.64 -24.97 -23.92 -24.46 -26.09 -24.70 -25.68 -24.47 -24.56 -25.01 -25.04 -23.54 -24.94
7.72 -22.92 -23.30 -24.63 -24.97 -23.92 -24.47 -26.10 -24.71 -25.70 -24.49 -24.59 -25.03 -25.06 -23.54 -24.94
7.76 -22.90 -23.28 -24.62 -24.96 -23.92 -24.47 -26.10 -24.72 -25.71 -24.51 -24.61 -25.06 -25.08 -23.53 -24.93
7.80 -22.88 -23.26 -24.61 -24.95 -23.92 -24.47 -26.11 -24.73 -25.72 -24.52 -24.64 -25.09 -25.10 -23.53 -24.93
7.84 -22.86 -23.25 -24.60 -24.95 -23.91 -24.47 -26.11 -24.73 -25.73 -24.53 -24.66 -25.11 -25.12 -23.53 -24.92
7.88 -22.84 -23.23 -24.59 -24.94 -23.91 -24.47 -26.11 -24.74 -25.74 -24.55 -24.67 -25.13 -25.15 -23.52 -24.91
7.92 -22.82 -23.21 -24.58 -24.93 -23.90 -24.47 -26.12 -24.74 -25.75 -24.56 -24.69 -25.15 -25.17 -23.52 -24.90
7.96 -22.80 -23.19 -24.57 -24.92 -23.89 -24.47 -26.11 -24.75 -25.75 -24.56 -24.70 -25.17 -25.19 -23.53 -24.89
8.00 -22.78 -23.17 -24.56 -24.91 -23.88 -24.46 -26.11 -24.75 -25.76 -24.57 -24.71 -25.19 -25.21 -23.53 -24.89
8.04 -22.76 -23.16 -24.54 -24.90 -23.87 -24.46 -26.11 -24.75 -25.76 -24.57 -24.72 -25.20 -25.22 -23.54 -24.89
8.08 -22.74 -23.14 -24.53 -24.88 -23.86 -24.45 -26.10 -24.74 -25.76 -24.57 -24.73 -25.21 -25.24 -23.55 -24.89
8.12 -22.72 -23.12 -24.52 -24.87 -23.85 -24.45 -26.10 -24.74 -25.75 -24.58 -24.73 -25.22 -25.25 -23.56 -24.89
8.16 -22.70 -23.10 -24.50 -24.86 -23.84 -24.44 -26.09 -24.74 -25.75 -24.58 -24.74 -25.23 -25.27 -23.57 -24.89
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Abstract We present a model for the Type Ia supernova remnant (SNR) of SN
1604 (known also as Kepler’s SNR). According to the model, SN 1604 had a binary
progenitor system that had a systemic velocity with respect to the interstellar medium
of 15-30 km s−1. The symbiotic system consisted of a white dwarf and an AGB donor
star with an initial mass of 4-5 M⊙, whose nitrogen rich wind was partially accreted
by the white dwarf, but also created a circumstellar bubble. Due to the systemic
motion the wind resulted in the formation of a bow shock, which explains the presence
of a one-sided, nitrogen rich, shell. We present two-dimensional hydrodynamical
simulations of both the shell formation and the SNR evolution. The SNR simulations
show a good agreement with the observed kinematic and morphological properties of
Kepler’s SNR. Specifically, the model reproduces the observed expansion parameters
(m = V/(R/t)) of m = 0.35 in the north and m = 0.6 in the south of Kepler’s
SNR. We discuss the variations among our hydrodynamical simulations in light of the
observations, and show that part of the blast wave may have traversed through the
one-sided shell completely. The simulations also favour a distance to Kepler’s SNR
of 6 kpc, or suggest otherwise that SN 1604 was a sub-energetic Type Ia explosion.
Finally, we discuss the possible implications of our model for Type Ia supernovae and
their remnants in general.
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4.1 Introduction

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are of prime interest for many areas in astrophysics.
They are important cosmological standard candles, because of their high, and well cal-
ibrated (Phillips et al. 1992), peak luminosities. This has led to the realisation that we
appear to live in a Universe whose expansion is accelerating (Perlmutter et al. 1998,
Garnavich et al. 1998). In addition, SNe Ia are major contributors to the chemical
enrichment of the Universe, as they are the principal source of iron peak elements.

There is a consensus that SNe Ia are the result of thermonuclear explosions of CO
white dwarfs (WDs) in binary systems which reach the Chandrasekhar mass due to
accretion from a companion star (single degenerate scenario), or by the merging of
two WDs (double degenerate scenario). Both of these scenarios have several prob-
lems. Specifically, the double degenerate scenario cannot easily explain the observed
homogeneity of SN Ia properties and, moreover, several studies show that the WD
mergers lead to an off-centre ignition which converts carbon and oxygen into oxy-
gen, neon and magnesium, resulting in a WD gravitational collapse, rather than a
thermonuclear explosion (see the review by Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000).

For the single degenerate (SD) scenario the most puzzling problems is the nature
of the progenitor binary systems. In order to reach the Chandrasekhar limit, the com-
panion star needs to deposit enough mass onto the WD. A critical parameter in this
respect is the accretion rate. It is generally accepted that a WD can undergo steady
nuclear burning of the accreted material and explode as a SN Ia, if the accretion rate
is of the order of 10−7 M⊙yr−1 (Nomoto & Kondo 1991, Piersanti et al. 2000). For
higher accretion rates (Ṁ & 3×10−7 M⊙yr−1, Nomoto et al. 2007) the high luminos-
ity caused by nuclear surface burning will lead to the expansion of the envelope. If
the net accretion rates can be reduced by the stabilising effects of a strong accretion
wind from the WD, the WD may then explode as a SN Ia (Hachisu et al. 1996, 1999).
Otherwise it may result in the formation of an ONeMg WD that will collapse into
a neutron star (Nomoto & Kondo 1991) or to a common envelope phase which does
not lead to SD SNe Ia. If the mass-transfer rate is much lower than that for stable
nuclear burning, . 5×10−8 M⊙yr−1, the accreted material will burn explosively, giv-
ing rise to nova explosions that expel more mass than is accreted (Nomoto & Kondo
1991). The fine-tuning needed to create a SN Ia explosion is in sharp contrast with
the relatively high probability of ∼ 15% for stars in the 3-8 M⊙ range to eventually
explode as SN Ia (e.g. Mannucci et al. 2006, de Plaa et al. 2007, Maoz 2008).

Our understanding of SN Ia would benefit greatly if we would identify progeni-
tor systems directly or indirectly through the imprints they have on the SN spec-
tra or the supernova remnants. Several studies that have been conducted along
these lines mainly focused on the local population of Type Ia SNRs. For exam-
ple, Ghavamian et al. (2003) pointed out that the fact that only Type Ia SNRs seem
to have hydrogen Balmer line-emitting shocks puts constraints on the ionising flux
of Type Ia progenitors, thereby excluding supersoft sources as progenitors for most
Type Ia SNRs in the Galaxy and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Badenes et al.
(2007) showed that large cavities that are produced by powerful fast accretion winds
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(vw ∼ 1000 km s−1) emanating from the CO WD, are at odds with the observed
densities and ionisation timescales of Galactic and LMC Type Ia SNRs.

Figure 4.1: Chandra X-ray image of Kepler’s SNR, with red indicating Si-K α emission
(1.75-1.95 keV), green Fe-L emission (0.8-1.6 keV), and blue continuum emission (4-6 keV).
The image is based on a deep, 750 ks, Chandra observation (Reynolds et al. 2007)

Here we report on our investigation of what could be the origin of the remarkable
structure of the circumstellar medium (CSM) that shapes Kepler’s SNR (Kepler for
short), the remnant of the historical SN 1604 (Green & Stephenson 2003, Blair et al.
2007). Kepler (G4.5+6.8) is located relatively high above the Galactic plane, 590d5 pc,
with d5 the distance in units of 5 kpc. Its radius is 2.0d5 pc. The distance itself is not
well known. Reynoso & Goss (1999) used the HI absorption feature to place a lower
limit of (4.8 ± 1.4) kpc and independently placed an upper limit of 6.4 kpc based on
the lack of absorption by an HI cloud. Sankrit et al. (2005) combined an estimate of
the shock speed based on the Hα line width with a proper motion measurement to
derive a distance of d = 3.9+1.4

−0.9 kpc. Although these distance measurements are not
mutually exclusive, the lack of a detection of Kepler in TeV gamma-rays by H.E.S.S.
(Aharonian et al. 2008), coupled with gamma-ray model predictions (Berezhko et al.
2006) and the energetics of the SNR based on expansion measurements (Vink 2008b),
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suggest a distance & 6 kpc or otherwise a sub-energetic explosion.
The SNR shows bright optical nebulosity with prominent [NII] line emission in the

north, indicating dense material with elevated nitrogen abundances, [N ]/[N ]⊙ > 2,
but otherwise roughly solar metallicity (Blair et al. 1991). Radio (Dickel et al. 1988)
and X-ray expansion measurements (Vink 2008b, Katsuda et al. 2008) of the SNR
show an overall expansion parameter m = VS/(RS/t) ≈ 0.6, with VS and RS the
shock velocity and radius, and t the age of the SNR. An exception is the northern
region, where the expansion parameter is m ≈ 0.35, lower than expected for the
Sedov–Taylor phase in a homogeneous medium (m = 0.4). Based on these results,
Vink (2008b) estimate that the nitrogen-rich shell must have had a mass of at least
1 M⊙.

The presence of the nitrogen-rich shell has long puzzled astronomers, and has led
to the claim that SN 1604 was a Type Ib SN (Bandiera 1987), with the shell being
the shedded outer envelope of the progenitor. In order to explain the height above
the Galactic plane, the one-sided morphology of the shell, and the high proper motion
of the nitrogen-rich knots, Bandiera (1987) argued for a high proper motion of the
progenitor, ∼ 280 km s−1 (see also Borkowski et al. 1992).

Since the late nineties it has become clear that SN 1604 was very likely not a Type
Ib, but a SN Ia. The main reason is that the X-ray spectrum has prominent Fe-L emis-
sion and relatively little oxygen emission (Kinugasa & Tsunemi 1999, Reynolds et al.
2007), characteristic for Type Ia SNRs (Hughes et al. 1995).Supporting evidence for
a Type Ia identification is the presence of Balmer dominated shocks, and the absence
of an X-ray emitting, cooling, neutron star (Reynolds et al. 2007). This means that
the dense circumstellar nitrogen-rich shell must originate from the progenitor system
of the SN Ia.

Here we show that the characteristics of Kepler can best be explained within the
framework of a single degenerate SN Ia model, assuming non-conservative mass trans-
fer through wind accretion from a 4-5 M⊙ asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star. We
retain in this model the idea that the northern shell is the result of a bow shock caused
by the motion of the progenitor system (Bandiera 1987, Borkowski et al. 1992), but
we adopt a much smaller systemic velocity (∼ 20 km s−1), and a similar wind velocity.
Hydrodynamical simulations show that this model can account for the morphology of
the SNR and its expansion characteristics.

In Sect. 4.2 we discuss the progenitor binary system and in Sect. 4.3 we discuss
the implication this has on the requirements for the interstellar medium (ISM) and
the evolution of the circumstellar medium. In Sect. 4.4 we model the system using
hydrodynamic simulations with the appropriate parameters and discuss the differences
when varying the exact parameters. We evaluate the results of the simulations and
our progenitor model in a broader context in Sect. 4.5 and end with our conclusions
in Sect. 4.6.
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4.2 A type Ia progenitor scenario for SN 1604

A model of Kepler’s progenitor system should explain the formation of a ≥ 1 M⊙

asymmetric shell, with solar metallicity and enhanced nitrogen abundances, which is
lying at the northern region of the remnant at a distance of 2-3 pc from the explosion
centre.

Potentially this shell could have been formed by i): substantial outflows of the
WD’s surface such as nova explosions or ‘accretion winds’, ii): the wind of the WD
progenitor star (i.e. the SNR interacts with a planetary nebula-like shell) or iii): the
wind of the donor star. However, in case i, binaries that produce nova explosions
are not related to SN Ia progenitors, while outflows from the WD’ s surface form
unsuitably large cavities (see Introduction). Case ii is also excluded because of the
time scales involved: The WD needs to accumulate at least 0.3 M⊙ with a rate of
∼ 10−7 M⊙ yr−1 that ensures steady burning of the accreted mass. This causes a
time gap between the WD formation and its explosion of ∼ 3×106 years, much larger
than the dissolution timescale of a planetary nebula (Weinberger and Kerber 1997).
Thus the wind from the donor star (case iii) appears to be the most likely origin for
this circumstellar shell as the wind velocities of evolved stars are much smaller than
those of the WD’s outflows, resulting in much smaller and denser cavities and their
formation sustains until the moment of the explosion.

4.2.1 Chemical composition of the circumstellar shell

The northern shell of Kepler reveals a roughly solar metallicity with elevated nitrogen
that is at least 2 times overabundant relative to the solar value. The only process
which makes the surface of a star N-rich is hot bottom burning (HBB), which occurs
in massive AGB stars (M > 4 M⊙, depending on metallicity, Karakas & Lattanzio
2007). During this process the convective envelope of the star dips into the outer
layer of the H-shell, which results in a thin layer hot enough to sustain proton-
capture nucleosynthesis. HBB converts 12C into 14N and if the third dredge-up is
operating, the stellar atmosphere will become nitrogen rich. Based on the results of
Karakas & Lattanzio (2007), the donor star of the progenitor system most likely was
an AGB star of 4 − 5M⊙ with solar metallicity (see Table 4.1).

4.2.2 Symbiotic binary

Efficient mass accumulation on the WD requires stable mass transfer. Roche-lobe
overflow (RLOF) by stars with deep convective envelopes, such as the AGB donor
star of our scenario, leads to dynamically unstable mass transfer and the formation
of a double WD binary system engulfed by their common envelope. The only case
where this system can result in a SN Ia is the double degenerate scenario. However
in that case the common envelope cannot be ejected to distances larger that 0.01 pc
(Livio & Riess 2003) which is much smaller than that of Kepler’s shell.
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Production Factor: Wind’s Abundances:
F = log[< Xi > / < Xoi >] [Xi]/[Xi,⊙]
12C 16O 14N 12C 16O 14N

4 M⊙ 0.33 −2.6 × 10−2 0.42 2.1 1.1 2.6
5 M⊙ 0.14 −4.3 × 10−2 0.61 1.4 1.1 4.1
6 M⊙ −0.22 −8.1 × 10−2 0.91 0.6 0.8 8.1

Table 4.1: The production factor and the chemical abundances as a function of the stellar
(initial) mass of an AGB star with solar metallicity (Karakas & Lattanzio 2007). For the
case of 5 M⊙ the AGB mass loss rates by Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) have been used.

Thus the progenitor system can only be approached as a symbiotic binary, where,
through non-conservative mass transfer, part of the donor’s stellar wind is accreted
onto the WD while the rest is ejected from the system forming a circumstellar shell.
In the Appendix we illustrate the viability of this scenario using the binary evolution
model of Soberman et al. (1997) in combination with Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion. We
choose our parameters relevant to Kepler’s binary progenitor, with an initial WD
mass of 1 M⊙ and a AGB donor star with an initial mass of 5 M⊙. For an initial
orbital radius of a = 1.4×1014 cm we find that such a system can sustain stable wind
accretion, where the accretion efficiency varies around ǫ ≈ 0.1, and allows for enough
accumulation of mass onto the WD and a formation of a > 1M⊙ circumstellar shell.

4.2.3 Systemic motion

Finally, Kepler’ s Galactic latitude and the asymmetric accumulation of the circum-
stellar shell can be explained by supersonic movement of the system away from the
Galactic plane (Bandiera 1987). In that case, the wind outflows interact with the
ram pressure of the interstellar medium forming a bow-shaped shell. The subsequent
supernova drives a blast wave that nowadays interacts only with the closest part of
this shell.

The proper motion and radial velocities of nitrogen-rich knots provide evidence for
a large translational velocity component of ∼ 280 km s−1, and a relatively small radial
expansion component of ∼ 70 km s−1 (Bandiera 1987, Bandiera & van den Bergh
1991). They associated the translational component with the systemic velocity of the
progenitor, suggesting that it escaped from the Galactic plane 3×106 yr ago. However,
it has been recently shown for the SNR Cassiopeia A that the velocities of dense knots
do not necessarily correspond to the pre-supernova velocities, due to acceleration by
the SN blast wave (van Veelen et al. 2009). For the case of Kepler, a deviation of
the expansion of the dense knots from radial expansion is not so surprising, because
the interaction of a spherical SNR blast wave with a bow-shaped shell will break the
spherical symmetry of the expansion.

The timescales involved in evolution towards SNe Ia are much larger than those of
the core-collapse SNe and thus much lower velocities (by a factor of ten) are sufficient
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given the nuclear timescale of the 4 – 5 M⊙ donor star. The systemic velocity remains
supersonic provided that the temperature of the local ISM is ≤ 2 × 104 K. For our
model we assume a systemic velocity of 15− 30 km s−1. The time for the progenitor
to reach the position of Kepler’s SNR with such a velocity is roughly similar to the
nuclear time of a 4-5M⊙secondary star, ∼ 100 Myr. The corresponding initial velocity
at the Galactic plane was of the order of 40 km s−1. This is higher than the velocity
dispersion of young stars, but is much less extreme than the ∼ 300 km s−1 inferred
by Bandiera (1987). Moreover, high-velocity runaway stars are probably the result
of interactions between a single star and a binary or between two binaries. These
encounters are most likely to occur in the high stellar density environment of a young
stellar cluster (e.g. Gies & Bolton 1986, Martin 2006). Such a scenario implies that
the height of Kepler’s SNR above the Galactic plane should roughly correspond with
the product of the progenitor’s systemic velocity and the nuclear time scale of the
secondary star. Hence a systemic velocity of ∼ 30 km s−1 is more likely for a Type
Ia progenitor scenario of Kepler than a velocity of ∼ 300 km s−1.

4.3 Formation and evolution of the wind bubble and

of the subsequent SNR

Now that we have outlined the properties of the progenitor binary system, we can
evaluate the required properties of the ISM, the formation and evolution of the wind
bubble, and the subsequent interaction of the SNR with it. In this section, we ap-
proach the dynamics analytically and specify the variables which determine our model.

4.3.1 Interstellar medium

The structure of the CSM created by the outflow from the progenitor system also de-
pends on the properties of the ambient ISM. The characteristics of the latter are quite
ambiguous since there are no clear observational data about the ISM properties in
Kepler’s neighbourhood. Both the neutral/ionised warm and hot ionised component
extend to its latitude (Reynolds 1991).

The requirement of hydrostatic equilibrium between the shocked stellar wind and
the ISM in the direction of the systemic motion relates the properties of the ISM with
the binary’s systemic velocity (Borkowski et al. 1992). The maximum value of the
shell’s temperature is 104 K as for higher temperatures Lyα cooling becomes efficient.
Thus the maximum value of the sound speed will be cs,max = 7.7 km s−1. Equilibrium
between the ram pressure of the ISM and the shocked stellar wind gives an upper limit
to the systemic velocity (u∗) of:

u∗ <

(

c2
s,maxnws

nism

)1/2

= 7.7

(

nws

nism

)1/2

km s−1, (4.1)

where nws, nism are the number densities of the wind shell and of the ISM, respectively.
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In addition, the Hα emission-line intensity of a non-radiative knot and the analysis
of the X-ray data indicate that the pre-shocked densities of the shell are in the range
of nws ≈ 1− 10 cm−3 (Blair et al. 1991, Smith et al. 1989). For the case of the warm
neutral or ionised component (nism = 0.1 cm−3) we thus get:

u∗,max = 24.4
√

nws km s−1 , (4.2)

while for the hot ISM component (nism = 10−3 cm−3) the velocity would be 10 times
higher.

In our model we assume the case of the warm neutral or ionised ISM. In contrast,
Borkowski et al. (1992) assumed a hot ISM, but they needed to assume additional
molecular cooling in order to explain the appearance of dense knots in Kepler. This
problem does not arise for nism = 0.1 cm−3, since cooling is much more efficient.
In addition, a warm ISM requires moderate systemic velocities in order to get the
circumstellar shell at the right location (see also Sect. 4.3.2), in line with a reasonable
systemic motion of a binary system.

4.3.2 The formation of the wind bubble and the bow shock

model

The properties of a supersonically moving wind bubble, interacting with the ISM, is
a function of four variables; the mass loss rate, Ṁ , the wind velocity uw, the systemic
velocity, u∗, and the ISM density, nism. The system will be in a steady state when
the timescale of the interaction process between the wind and the ISM will be larger
than the flow timescale defined as:

tflow ≡
(

r

uw

)

≈ 105

(

r

2 pc

)

( uw

15 km s−1

)−1

yr, (4.3)

where r in this case indicates the distance of the bow shock from the mass-losing star
(Borkowski et al. 1992).

In that case a bow-shock shell is formed under the balance of the stellar wind
and the ISM ram pressure. At the so-called stagnation point the wind termination
shock has the shortest distance, r0, to the mass losing star. This can be estimated by
equating the momentum fluxes of the ISM and the CSM:

r0 = 1.78 × 103

(

Ṁwuw

nismu2
∗

)1/2

pc, (4.4)

when the velocities are measured in km s−1, Ṁw in M⊙yr−1 and nism in cm−3

(Huang & Weigert 1982). With increasing angle between the velocity vector u∗ and
the radius vector r, the distance of the shock from the star and the shell’s thickness
increase, while its density decreases (see Borkowski et al. 1992).

In Sect. 4.2 we argued that the donor star of the progenitor system was an AGB
star. These stars are characterised by dense, slow, radiation-driven stellar winds with
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Figure 4.2: Contour plots of the systemic velocity as a function of the mass loss rate and
the wind velocity. The values next to each line give the systemic velocity in km s−1. The
left plot corresponds to the stagnation point’s distance of 2 pc while the right plot to 3 pc.

typical terminal velocities of 10− 20 km s−1, mass-loss rates of 10−7 − 10−4 M⊙ yr−1

and a temperature of 1000− 2000 K (Habing & Olofsson 2003). The duration of the
AGB phase is ∼ 1 Myr. Additional limitations on the mass-loss rate are provided by
the requirement that the WD should accrete at least 0.3 M⊙ during the AGB phase
under an accretion rate of ∼ 10−7−10−6 M⊙ yr−1. Considering an accretion efficiency
of ǫ ∼ 0.1 (see Sect. 4.2.2) the wind mass-loss rate is limited to 10−6−10−5 M⊙ yr−1.
Furthermore, very low values of the mass-loss rate (< 10−6 M⊙ yr−1) are not able
to trigger a SN explosion within the duration of the AGB phase. For high mass-loss
rates (> 10−5 M⊙ yr−1), either the mass transfer timescale is too short (Eq. 4.3) in
order to have a proper wind shell evolution, or for a longer timescale the mass of the
donor star is insufficient.

Figure 4.2 shows the possible combinations of Ṁw and uw for several values of the
systemic velocity, demanding r0 = 2 pc for the shorter distance estimate of Kepler,
and r0 = 3 pc for the larger distance. For an (nism = 0.1 cm−3) the range of possible
systemic velocities is u∗ ≈ 15 − 30 km s−1. A steady state situation is reached after
tflow ≈ 0.15−0.2 Myr for r0 = 2 pc and tflow ≈ 0.23−0.3 Myr for r0 = 3 pc ( Eq. 4.3)
. These are well within the limits of the lifetime of an AGB star.

4.3.3 Supernova properties and evolution

The canonical values for the mass and energy of Type Ia SNe are Mej = 1.4 M⊙

and Eej = 1051 erg (Woosley et al. 2007), respectively. We apply the self-similar
solution of Chevalier (1982) for the case where the SNR expands into an ρ ∝ r−2

wind profile, in our model corresponding to the regions interior to the shell. The
ejecta is assumed to consist of a constant density core with an envelope that follows
ρ ∝ r−7 density profile, while the velocity in the ejecta linearly increases. By assuming
energy conservation, the expansion of the ejecta in a wind bubble with ρwind = qr−s

with s = 2 and q = Ṁw/(4πuw) is given by:
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Rsnr = 1.3 × [Agn/q]1/(n−s)t(n−3)/(n−s), (4.5)

where A is a constant equal to 0.27, and t is the age of the remnant (in sec). Finally
g is a constant given by: g7 = (25/21π)(E2

ej/Mej).

For the age of Kepler’s SNR of t ≈ 400 yr, mass-loss parameters of Ṁw = 10−6 −
10−5M⊙yr−1, and uw = 10 − 20 km s−1, we find Rsnr = 3.0 − 4.7 pc. These values
of the SNR radius correspond to a distance of Kepler equal to d = 6.2 − 9.7 kpc.
Demanding the smaller distance estimate of ∼ 4 kpc and taking into account the
expansion rates which show that Kepler is still in the free expansion phase, we have
to consider a sub-energetic explosion of E = 0.2 × 1051 erg. In that case we obtain
Rsnr = 1.6 − 2.4 pc and d = 3.3 − 4.9 kpc.

4.4 Hydrodynamic modelling

We employ the hydrodynamics code of the AMRVAC framework (Keppens et al. 2003)
for our simulations of the circumstellar bubble around Kepler’s progenitor system and
the subsequent evolution of the supernova ejecta. We perform the calculations on a
2D grid in spherical coordinates, and assume symmetry in the third dimension. The
Euler equations are solved conservatively with a TVDLF scheme, using the adaptive
mesh strategy to refine the grid where needed as a result of large gradients in density
and / or energy. Our radial span is 2 × 1019 cm and the range of the polar angle is
0o to 180o. On the base level we use 240 × 120 cells (R × θ), and we allow for three
refinement levels, at each of which the resolution is doubled. The effective resolution
thus becomes 2 × 1016 cm by 0.375o.

First we simulate the formation of the CSM bubble with the ISM bow shock shell.
We model the system in the rest frame of the progenitor system and model the ISM
interaction as an inflow. The ISM with density ρi enters the grid anti-parallel with
the y-axis and with a momentum mr = ρiu∗ cos θ (see fig 4.3). Thus, the symmetry
axis is aligned with the systemic direction of motion, roughly corresponding to the
northern region of Kepler’s SNR. In the inner radial boundary gas enters the grid
in the form of a cold, slow, wind with a density profile of ρ = Ṁw/(4πr2uw) and
momentum mr = ρuw and mθ = 0. In the second stage, we introduce the supernova
ejecta into the wind bubble and allow the SNR to evolve.

In Sect. 4.3 we defined the constraints for the systemic velocity, mass-loss rate
and wind velocity. These constraints allow for some variation in those parameters,
which will all give roughly similar values for the radius of the shell, but which may
nevertheless influence the properties of the SNR. In order to investigate this, we did
several hydrodynamical simulations, varying the wind parameters and systemic ve-
locity. In addition, there is some uncertainty concerning the distance to Kepler, and
related to that, the supernova explosion energy (Appendix, see also Berezhko et al.
2006, Aharonian et al. 2008, Vink 2008b). For that reason we also made one simu-
lation with a sub-energetic explosion (ESN = 0.2 × 1051 erg). The grid of models is
summarised in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: The 2D density profile of the simulation of the bow-shocked wind bubble. The
mass-losing star is located in the origin where we let a radial wind flow to enter the grid.
Simultaneously, isotropic, homogeneous gas is entering the grid anti-parallel with the y-axis,
which represents the motion of the ISM in the star’s rest frame. The arrows correspond to
the vectors of the momentum of each flow.

Model: A B C D E Esub

Ṁ (M⊙ yr−1) 6 × 10−6 3 × 10−6 6 × 10−6 10−5 3 × 10−6 3 × 10−6

u∗ (km s−1) 20 18 15 25 25 25
uw (km s−1) 20 20 10 20 20 20
τbubble (Myr) 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.3 1.0 1.0
Esn (erg) 1051 1051 1051 1051 1051 0.2 × 1051

Table 4.2: The properties of the 6 studied models. The following parameters have been
used for all the models: Tw = Tism = 1000 K, nism = 0.1 cm−3 and Mej = 1.4 M⊙.
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4.4.1 Wind bubble evolution

Figure 4.4 illustrates the evolution of the pre-supernova wind bubble using model
A. It shows the typical four-zone structure of a stellar wind bubble, consisting, from
inside out, of the freely streaming wind with ρ ∝ r−2, the shell of shocked stellar wind,
the shell of shocked ISM, and the unperturbed interstellar gas. At the border of each
shell a density jump occurs due to the termination shock, the contact discontinuity,
and the external shock. The shear flow at the interface of the two fluids is unstable
to the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, which results in a wavy structure of the contact
discontinuity.

The wind termination shock initially propagates rapidly outwards, but then decel-
erates until it is stabilised due to the momentum equilibrium between the wind and
the ISM. This equilibrium is first achieved at the stagnation point, and the propagates
to larger azimuthal angles.

We introduce the SN explosion once the stagnation point is at 2-3 pc and the
shocked wind shell has reached a density of 1-10 cm−3. In model A, we find that
these conditions are met at a time t = 0.5 Myr after initialising the evolution of the
bubble. The stagnation point in this case is located at a distance of ∼ 2.4 pc, the
external shock is at the distance of 3.2 pc, the ejected mass is equal to Ṁt = 3 M⊙,
and the number density of the shell close to the stagnation point is fluctuating between
the values of 0.56 cm−3 and 2.3 cm−3

4.4.2 SNR evolution

Fig. 4.5 shows the evolution of the SNR for model A in an ambient medium that
corresponds to the wind bubble at time t = 0.5 Myr. Initially, the SNR evolves in
the spherically symmetric, freely expanding, wind-blown bubble (left panel). The
freely streaming ejecta, shocked ejecta, contact discontinuity and the shell of the
shocked CSM can be distinguished. The thin black lines outline the interaction regions
between both the ejecta and the CSM, and between the CSM and the ISM. Around
∼ 220 yr after the explosion (second panel) the blast wave starts to interact with the
shocked stellar wind of the circumstellar shell in the area of the stagnation point. The
blast wave sweeps up the dense shell’s material and the deceleration in this area is
therefore stronger, which breaks the spherical symmetry of the SNR.

With time, a larger portion of the SNR starts to interact with the circumstellar
shell, while the Rayleigh–Taylor instability develops at the contact discontinuity be-
tween the ejecta and the shell. In the snapshot that corresponds to the age of Kepler’s
SNR (t = 412 yr, right panel in Fig. 4.5) almost half of the remnant interacts with the
wind shell. Around the stagnation point, the blast wave has almost penetrated the
shell. At this moment the blast wave in the southern region is located at a distance
of Rblast ≈ 3.8 pc, and the contact discontinuity lies at Rcd ≈ 3.1 pc. The highest
densities are found in the area around the stagnation point, where it reaches values
of n ≈ 6.5 cm−3. This area is expected to have the highest emissivity.

Fig. 4.6 shows the density, expansion rate, pressure, and temperature of the sim-
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the bubble of model A. The snapshots from left to right correspond
to the times 0.1 Myr, 0.3 Myr, 0.5 Myr and 1 Myr

Figure 4.5: SNR evolution of model A. The snapshots from left to right correspond to the
times 95 yr, 222 yr, 348 yr and 412 yr

ulated SNR at the age of Kepler. The expansion rate, as expected, is much lower
in the region where the interaction with the circumstellar shell takes place. Around
the stagnation point we find values as low as ∼ 0.35, which is consistent with the
observed values in the north of Kepler’s SNR. For the non-interacting areas the ex-
pansion rate is 0.6. The third panel shows the pressure, which for specific angles is
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Figure 4.6: Model A SNR properties. From left to right: density, expansion rate, pressure
and temperature.

rather homogeneous in the entire SNR, consistent with the expectation of pressure
equilibrium between the shocks. The stronger interaction in the stagnation point’s
region causes the SNR to be thinner and to have higher pressure compared to the rest
of the remnant. The temperature plot (right panel) is limited to log T = 8.5 − 9.5,
corresponding only to the shock-heated SNR shell. Note that X-ray observations
usually provide electron temperatures, which may be lower than the overall plasma
temperatures depicted here due to non-equilibration of ions and electrons.

4.4.3 Comparison of the different models

In this section we evaluate differences in the morphology of the SNR when varying
the mass loss properties and the systemic velocity of the system, as summarised in
Table 4.2.

Wind bubble
In Fig. 4.7, we show the densities of the bubbles for the different models, at the
moment immediately prior to the SN explosion. The left panel shows model A, which
was already described in section 4.4.1.

In model B we use a lower mass loss rate for the AGB star for the formation of the
wind bubble, so we consider that the duration of the shell formation/mass transfer
phase is equal to the total AGB phase (1 Myr, compared to 0.5 Myr in Model A) in
order to accumulate enough mass and get the stagnation point at a distance of 2–3 pc.
The lower mass loss rate implies a lower momentum in the wind material, resulting
in a weaker interaction and thus a thicker and less dense shell. The wind termination
shock is closer to the star, but the forward shock is around the same location as in
model A.

Model C, has been considered in order to include the case of a slower wind velocity



of uw = 10 km s−1, the value corresponding to our analytical wind accretion model
(see Appendix). We adopt the mass-loss rates of model A but a lower systemic velocity
in order to satisfy Eq. 4.4. The lower wind velocity results in a denser wind shell but
also in a slower evolution of the shell. It reaches the distance of 2–3 pc only after 0.7
Myr. In this timescale the donor star lost 4.2 M⊙, which means that at the moment
of the explosion almost its entire envelope must have been expelled.

For model D, the mass-loss rate is chosen to be much higher than in the other
models, and, in order to keep the stagnation point within 3 pc, also the systemic
velocity is increased. A much shorter AGB phase is required to accumulate the
necessary mass in the shell (0.3 Myr). The result is shown in the fifth panel of
Fig. 4.7. The system has not yet reached hydrostatic equilibrium with the ISM’s ram
pressure. The strong interaction creates a relatively high-density shell, and because
of the short timescale involved, the interaction between the CSM and the ISM can
also still be seen in regions away from the stagnation point. The higher shear, due
to the high systemic velocity, causes the contact discontinuity to be unstable to the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, as was the case in model A. The high systemic velocity
further causes the bow shock to have a much smaller radius of curvature, which will
have an impact on the size of the interaction region of the SNR.

The final panel shows the bubble for model E. The wind-loss parameters are the
same as for model B, where the relatively low mass loss rate requires a longer AGB
phase to create the wind bubble. In this case, a higher systemic velocity is applied.
The momentum of the ISM therefore is stronger, resulting in a stronger interaction
between the CSM and the ISM. This causes the shell to be closer by, thinner, and
denser. This model has been considered in order to include the case where Kepler
is located at a distance of 4 − 5 kpc where the corresponding radius of the shell is
1.6 − 2 pc.

SNR
The location, density, thickness and radius of curvature of the shell all determine
the morphology of the SNR upon interaction with the ejecta. Figure 4.8 shows the
resulting densities and expansion rates of the SNR at an age of 412 yr, similar to the
current age of Kepler.

As we noted in Sect 4.4.2, the SNR blast wave just reaches the outer edge of the
shell for the model A. The expansion rate in the interaction region is consistent with
the observed values, and is smallest at the Rayleigh–Taylor unstable, dense contact
discontinuity, for which the emissivity is expected to be relatively high.

Due to the lower mass in the shell in model B, the blast wave of the SN reaches
slightly beyond the shell in the stagnation point’s region and accelerates again as it
protrudes. Depending on the exact orientation of the model with respect to Kepler’s
SNR, this is still consistent with observations.

The lower wind velocity which we adopted in model C results in a higher density
medium in which the SNR initially evolves. The SNR is therefore slightly smaller, and
stays well within the region of the bubble near the stagnation point. The deceleration
parameter is also consistent with observations but in this case the region with the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the five models of the wind shells. The plots from left to right correspond to models A, B, C, D and E
(the bubble for model Esub is the same as the one for model E).
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lowest expansion rate is the intersection of the blast wave with the shell’s contact
discontinuity.

The result of Model D resembles Model A most. The higher mass loss rate,
lower bubble-evolution time, and higher systemic velocity causes the shell to be quite
similar. The smaller radius of curvature causes the interaction region to be slightly
higher, and the higher density makes the SNR a bit smaller in the non-interacting
region. As can be seen from the expansion rate, the blast wave has penetrated the
shell, consistent with the forward shock of the bubble being closer to the star.

In Model E the asymmetry is highest. The interaction is very strong because of
the proximity and high mass of the wind bubble, which was designed to accommodate
the small distance estimate of 4 kpc to Kepler’s SNR. The blast wave reaches well
beyond the extent of the shell. The expansion rate in the interacting region therefore
ranges from ∼ 0.4− 0.7. At the region of highest density, the expansion rate is rather
high, and, together with the high degree of asymmetry, this model is not consistent
with the observations of Kepler.

In all of these models, the radius of the SNR at this time is fairly consistent with
the larger distance estimate (∼ 6 kpc) of Kepler’s system. We find that in order to
explain the observed morphology in case Kepler is as close by as 4 kpc, we need a
sub-energetic explosion. We adopt the parameters of model E for the bubble, so as to
create a wind shell relatively close to the star, while decreasing the explosion energy
to one fifth of the canonical value in model Esub. In that case, the radius of the SNR
becomes ∼ 2 pc and the asymmetry and expansion rates are consistent with Kepler’s
SNR.

From these models, it is clear that the morphology does not depend on fine-tuning
of parameters. For a reasonable range of values for all of the parameters, the expansion
rate, size, density, and morphology of Kepler’s SNR are well reproduced. However in
these different models there is some variation in the blast wave location (whether it
is still inside or outside the shell) and in the regions where the maximum density and
the minimum expansion rates take place.

4.5 Summary and discussion

4.5.1 Comparison of Kepler’s SNR with the models

We have argued above that the kinematics, morphology and abundance of the north
of the Type Ia SNR Kepler is best explained by a model in which the progenitor
system was a symbiotic binary, with a WD accreting mass from a slow (10-20 km s−1)
wind from an AGB donor star. The accretion efficiency is moderate and more likely
of the order of 10%. This allows for sufficient wind luminosity, needed for creating a
wind bubble, while at the same time it allows the WD to accrete at a sufficient rate to
reach the 1.38 M⊙ within the lifetime of the AGB phase of the donor star. Using the
analytical model of Soberman et al. (1997), we showed that wind accretion in such
a system is efficient enough to have stable accretion and reach a WD mass 1.38 M⊙

during the AGB wind phase.
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The wind emanating from the system creates a bubble, which, due to the moder-
ate but still supersonic systemic motion of the system (15-30 km s−1), is surrounded
by a one-sided shell, created by the bow shock. This explains both the morphology of
Kepler’s SNR, and its height above the Galactic plane of 590d5 pc. In this sense our
model is reminiscent of the stellar runaway model for Kepler proposed by Bandiera
(1987) and Borkowski et al. (1992). However, when they proposed their models Ke-
pler’s SNR was regarded to be a core-collapse supernova. Since the timescales for
massive star evolution is much shorter than for a SN Ia, they had to assume a very
high systemic velocity of 280 km s−1 (Borkowski et al. 1992). In our model a more
modest velocity of ∼ 20 km s−1 is sufficient to explain the presence of a one-sided
shell. The initial mass of the AGB star must have been 4-5 M⊙, in order to explain
the enhanced nitrogen abundances in the northern part of the SNR.

The parameters of the model are very well constrained, as the distance between the
progenitor system and the wind shell depends on a combination of systemic velocity,
wind velocity, mass-loss rate and ISM density (Eq. 4.4, Fig. 4.2). At the same time,
the mass-loss rate should be high enough to allow for enough accretion on the WD
within the AGB phase, but the total mass lost from the system is bound by the
envelope mass of the donor star, ∼ 3 − 4 M⊙. A final constraint is that the wind
velocity should be high enough to allow for the creation of the shell within the lifetime
of the AGB phase (Eq. 4.3).

We tested our model with several hydrodynamic simulations of both the creation
of the stellar wind bubble and the subsequent SNR evolution, varying the systemic
velocity, the wind velocity, and mass loss rate. Since there is some uncertainty about
the distance to Kepler’s SNR, and hence about the size of the wind shell, we included
also a model (model E) resulting in a stagnation point at 2 pc instead of 3 pc.

All models reproduce the overall characteristics of Kepler’s SNR; they have one-
sided shells, and the expansion parameter of the SNR inside this dense shell drops
to m = 0.3 − 0.35, in agreement with observations (Dickel et al. 1988, Vink 2008b,
Katsuda et al. 2008). An exception is model E. This model has the stagnation point
of the wind at 2 pc, relevant for a distance of Kepler’s SNR of ∼ 4 kpc. The shock
of the SNR has moved completely through the dense shell after 400 yr, and has an
expansion parameter of m = 0.7, inconsistent with the observations. In this case, in
order to match the model with the observations the SN explosion energy has to be
E = 0.2 × 1051 erg (Model Esub), which was also suggested by Vink (2008b). Since
normal SNe Ia have explosion energies in excess of 1051 erg (Woosley et al. 2007), and
given the high iron content and historical light curve (Baade 1943), SN 1604 must
have been a fairly normal Type Ia. Our models therefore favour the longer distance
estimates of Kepler’s SNR, d ≈ 6 kpc.

Although the overall morphology and kinematics of Kepler’s SNR can be repro-
duced, there are some interesting differences between the models. Most notable is
the fact that in model B and D the blast wave has just emerged out of the shell near
the stagnation point. The question is now whether this is true for Kepler’s SNR as
well. This question is related to the orientation axis of Kepler’s SNR with respect to
that of our model. Examining the available literature and X-ray data we think that
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a good case can be made that the north is the projected direction of systemic motion
of the progenitor system, and that the shock wave in Kepler has indeed just emerged
out of the wind-created shell.

The first reason is that the nitrogen rich knots are found mostly in the north-
west, and also in the north-east, but due north they are almost absent (Fig. 1 and 2
in Blair et al. 1991). Also non-radiative shocks, associated with fast shocks in lower
density gas, are more prevalent due north (Sankrit et al. 2005). Another reason is
that more 4–6 keV X-ray continuum emission associated with the shock front (blue
in Fig. 4.1) appears to be present in the north than in the north-east and north-west.
Most of the X-ray continuum emission in Kepler’s SNR seems to be synchrotron
radiation (Reynolds et al. 2007, Vink 2008b), which requires fast shock velocities
Vs & 2500 km s−1(Aharonian & Atoyan 1999, Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2007). This
suggests that the shock has picked up speed in the northern region. Although in our
view model B and model D seem to reproduce Kepler’s SNR best, slight adjustments
of the parameters of model A and C, but using the same wind parameters, may also
result in a blast wave that has just penetrated the shell.

Finally, in our comparison of the models with Kepler’s SNR we would like to
point out that the SNR shell in the models in the north is thinner than in the south.
This brings also the contact discontinuity of ejecta and swept up matter closer to the
shock front. This indeed seems to be the case in Kepler’s SNR, because the emissivity
profiles corresponding to different ejecta elements show that in the northern region
there is less stratification of the ejecta and the ejecta are closer to the forward shock
than in the southern region (Cassam-Chenäı et al. 2004). A similar situation seems
to arise in Tycho’s SNR, where the proximity of the ejecta to the shock front has
been attributed to a change in the effective equation of state as a result of efficient
cosmic ray acceleration (Warren et al. 2005a). Our simulations, however, can explain
this based on pure hydrodynamics alone.

4.5.2 Implication of the model for the progenitor of SN1604

The symbiotic binary model that we advocate here for Kepler has some interesting
consequences for the current state of the donor star. So far, the identification of
a donor star of a historical supernova has only been claimed for Tycho/SN 1572
(Ruiz-Lapuente 2004), which, however, is still controversial (Kerzendorf et al. 2009).
This donor star was identified based on its large proper motion. However, according
to our model the donor star of the SN 1604 progenitor likely does not have a high
proper motion. In order to have stable accretion the orbital separation needs to be
large enough to avoid Roche-lobe overflow, but close enough to allow for efficient wind
accretion. As a result the separation between the donor star and the WD in our model
is of the order of 1014 cm, and the orbital velocity is ∼ 10−25 kms−1. Consequently,
after the explosion of the WD this should be the typical velocity of the donor star,
which is much smaller than the velocity of the putative donor star identified with SN
1572, ∼ 100 km s−1.

The donor star of Kepler should be, according to our model, an evolved star with
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a bolometric luminosity of an AGB star with initial mass of 4–5 M⊙, because the
luminosity is mainly determined by the mass of the core, which remains unaffected
during the AGB mass-loss phase. The star must have lost most of its envelope during
the AGB phase, and, perhaps in addition by the blast from the nearby supernova
(Marietta et al. 2000). Nevertheless, the donor star will still be an extended star, as it
should have readjusted its radius in order to retain the lost equilibrium on a convective
timescale. We, therefore, expect an absolute magnitude of MV = −4.5 ± 0.5, which
at a distance of 6 kpc and AV = 2.8 (Reynolds et al. 2007) implies an apparent
magnitude of mV = 12.0 ± 0.5. The appearance of the donor star is somewhat
uncertain since the supernova ejecta may have stripped off the outer envelope and
heated the remaining layers of the star (Kasen 2010). Perhaps the remaining envelope
has picked up ejecta material, and has elevated abundances of iron and intermediate
mass elements (Si, S, Ar, Ca).

4.5.3 Is the progenitor system of SN1604 typical for Type Ia

supernova?

The model outlined here is specifically intended to explain many characteristics of
Kepler’s SNR. The progenitor system in our model is a symbiotic binary in which the
mass transfer occurs through wind-accretion, a model that is not often mentioned in
the rich literature on Type Ia progenitor systems. Nevertheless, given the many prob-
lems surrounding conventional models for Type Ia progenitors (see the Introduction)
it is worthwhile to discuss whether our model could be more widely applicable then
just to Kepler’s SNR only.

In the Introduction we mentioned two consequences of Type Ia models that are
at odds with the observations of Type Ia SNRs: the absence of large wind bubbles
blown by winds emanating from the WD, and the presence of neutral hydrogen around
young Type Ia SNRs, which is at odds with the presence of large (∼ 30 pc) HII regions
around supersoft sources (Ghavamian et al. 2003). The symbiotic binary model for
Kepler does not have this problem.

First of all, the accreting WD in our model is enshrouded by the dense wind from
the donor. The column density toward the WD in such a case is given by:

NH ≈
∫ ∞

Rin

Ṁw

4πr2uw

1

1.4mp
dr = (4.6)

3.6 × 1022

(

Ṁw

10−5M⊙ yr−1

)

(

uw

20 km s−1

Rin

3 × 1014 cm

)−1

cm−2,

with Rin corresponding to the separation of donor star and WD. Even for a mass-loss
rate of Ṁw = 3×10−6 M⊙ yr−1, we still have NH = 1022 cm−2, sufficient to attenuate
the UV/X-ray flux by a factor 104 (based on the absorption model of Wilms et al.
2000). This does not only explain the lack of extended HII regions around young,
nearby Type Ia SNRs, but it also suggests that the progenitors of SNe Ia may not
necessarily be detectable in X-rays.
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Note that the mass-loss rates of the models in the range of 10−6 − 10−5 M⊙ yr−1

are lower than or near the upper limits inferred by the lack of Hα absorption and X-
ray emission from SNe Ia (Mattila et al. 2005, Hughes et al. 2007, respectively). On
the other hand, the column densities suggest significant absorption during the first
few days following the explosion, when the supernova blast is carving itself out of the
denser parts of the wind. Assuming again Ṁw = 3× 10−6 M⊙ yr−1, uw = 20 kms−1,
and a supernova shock velocity of 25,000 km s−1, then the optical light passes through
a column of at least NH ≈ 1022 cm−2 one day after the explosion, 4×1021 cm−2 after
four days, and 2 × 1021 cm−2 around 8 days after explosion, corresponding roughly
with the time around maximum luminosity. Using the Galactic value for convert-
ing NH into AV (Predehl & Schmitt 1995), around peak luminosity the absorption is
expected to be roughly AV ≈ 1. Therefore, the supernova should have had an appre-
ciable intrinsic reddening the first few days, if it originates from a symbiotic system.
Interestingly, early light curve data of SN1994D (Patat et al. 1996) and SN1996X
(Salvo et al. 2001), indeed show that before maximum light the supernova initially
becomes bluer, and after maximum light becomes redder again. This might be ex-
pected if the blue atmosphere is initially reddened by the wind bubble, and, once it
has emerged out of the wind bubble it becomes redder again, but then caused by the
adiabatic cooling of the ejecta. In this light it is also interesting that when SN1604
was first observed its colour was described to be “like Mars”, and only on day eight
it was described as “like Jupiter” (Baade 1943). Note that both Jupiter and Mars
were in conjunction at the time, and SN 1604 appeared very nearby these planets, so
atmospheric extinction was very similar for all three objects. This conjunction was in
fact the reason that SN 1604 was detected so early on (Green & Stephenson 2003).

We like to end this section by pointing out that the low systemic velocity in the
model we propose for Kepler is typical for binary systems in general. This also means
that the systemic velocities are of the same order of magnitude as the wind velocities
of evolved stars. One-sided shells could, therefore, be rather common around SNe Ia.
The size of the shell, or better the stagnation point radius, depends on the details of
the wind parameters and the local density of the ISM. Interestingly, several Type Ia
SNRs show on the one hand evidence for an axis of symmetry, but on the other hand,
seem to encounter a density enhancement in one direction. Two examples are Tycho’s
SNR (SN1572), which has a lower expansion velocity in the east (Katsuda et al. 2010),
and SN1006, which is very symmetric in the north-east/south-west direction, but has
a higher density in the north-west.

We offer these examples as tentative evidence that Kepler may not be as unique
as we made it out to be in the Introduction. Rather, the one-sided shell in Kepler
may just be more apparent than in other SNRs.

4.6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented evidence that the observational characteristics of the
Type Ia SNR Kepler/SN1604 are best explained by a moving progenitor system in
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which the donor star blows a wind blown bubble, while at the same time the WD
accretes part of the wind, thereby reaching 1.38 M⊙ within ∼ 0.5 − 1 Myr. Both
the wind velocity and systemic velocity are of the order of 10-20 km s−1. Due to the
systemic velocity the wind bubble is surrounded by an asymmetric shell, reaching its
highest densities in the direction of the motion of the progenitor. In order to explain
the nitrogen abundance in the north of Kepler, the donor star probably had a main
sequence mass of 4-5M⊙, which are known to have nitrogen rich envelopes in the AGB
phase.

We verified the correctness of this scenario by showing that wind accretion is in-
deed sufficiently efficient for the WD to reach 1.38M⊙, for an orbital binary separation
of ∼ 1014 M⊙. For that purpose we used the approach of Soberman et al. (1997), and
generalised to account for the evolution of the orbital parameters during accretion.

We also used hydrodynamic simulations to show that the wind properties of the
system can explain the observational characteristics of Kepler’s SNR, namely a one-
sided shell with which the SNR is interacting, and a slower expansion velocity in that
region.

Our simulations show that in the direction of the progenitor’s velocity the SNR
blast wave may just have completely penetrated the wind blown shell, or be still
inside it. Based on the possible presence of X-ray synchrotron radiation in the north
of Kepler, and lack of it in adjacent regions, and the absence of nitrogen rich knots
in that direction, we argue that in Kepler part of the blast wave may indeed have
penetrated all the way through the shell.

The SNR shell is thinner where it interacts with the shell surrounding the wind
bubble, consistent with the morphology of Kepler’s SNR.

Our simulations also show that the distance to Kepler’s SNR is likely to be around
6 kpc, and not 4 kpc (Sankrit et al. 2005). This larger distance is in agreement with
recent estimates based on the absence of gamma-ray emission (Berezhko et al. 2006,
Aharonian et al. 2008), and the kinematics of Kepler’s SNR (Vink 2008b). However,
a distance of 4 kpc can be reconciled with the simulations if the explosion energy
was 2 × 1050 erg. This would make SN 1604 a sub-energetic explosion, which seems
unlikely given its historical light curve and the copious amount of Fe present in the
SNR.

The donor star should still be present within the SNR. It is likely an evolved
star, with most of its envelope mass stripped, and have an absolute magnitude of
MV ≈ −4.5.

We have argued that our model may be more broadly applicable to Type Ia su-
pernovae and their progenitors. The presence of a dense wind close to the supernova
should result in considerable intrinsic reddening of the supernova during the first
few days after the explosion. For the pre-supernova appearance of the system, the
large absorption columns blocks out most of the X-rays from the accreting WD.
These systems would therefore be classified as symbiotic binaries, and not as super-
soft sources. This also explains the presence of neutral hydrogen near young Type Ia
SNRs, which cannot be present around supersoft sources due to their high X-ray/UV
flux (Ghavamian et al. 2003).
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Another consequence of the model, if it is more widely applicable to Type Ia
progenitors, is that many SNRs should be interacting with one side shells. For Tycho’s
SNR this could explain the low expansion rate in the east, and even, at least partially,
the proximity of the ejecta close to the forward shock, an observational characteristic
usually attributed to the presence of cosmic rays (Warren et al. 2005b). Kepler could
well be a prototype for a better understanding of Ia SNRs.
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4.7 Appendix: Unified model for a non-constant ac-

cretion efficiency

Here we present the derivation of the binary’s orbital evolution which was used in
Section 4.2.2 for studying the stability of mass transfer in light of Kepler’s progenitor
system. This mechanical approach is based on the unified model of Soberman et al.
(1997) but extended for the case of a non- constant accretion efficiency.

In this model the three possible paths of mass transfer are:
A) Accretion, where matter from the donor star is deposited onto the accretor
B) Isotropic wind (Jean’s mode), where mass is expelled from the system by the
isotropic wind of the mass losing star
C) Isotropic re-emission, where mass is transferred from the donor to the accretor
and subsequently is ejected as a fast isotropic wind.
These can be unified defining the three relevant efficiencies (in what follows the ac-
cretor will be referred as M1 and the donor star as M2 while the mass ratio is defined
as q = M2/M1):

ǫ = −∂Maccr.

∂M2
(accretion) , (4.7)

α = −∂Mwind.

∂M2
(isotropic wind) , (4.8)

β = −∂Mre−emiss.

∂M2
(isotropic re-emission) , (4.9)

where obviously: α + β + ǫ = 1.
The angular momentum of the binary with orbital radius a is:

L = µ
2π

P
a2
(

1 − e2
)1/2

, (4.10)
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where µ the reduced mass, P the period, a the orbital radius and e the eccentricity.
The period P is related to the orbital radius a and the total mass (MT ) through
Kepler’s law:

GMT = a3

(

2π

P

)2

. (4.11)

Considering a circular orbit (e = 0) and combining these two equations the orbital
radius can be written in terms of mass and angular momentum:

a =

(

L

µ

)2

(GMT )
−1

, (4.12)

where its logarithmic derivative is:

∂lna = 2∂ln

(

L

µ

)

− ∂ln (GMT ) . (4.13)

Using the three efficiency parameters, one can write the following formulas for the
variations of all masses in the problem:

∂lnM1 = −qǫ∂lnM2, (4.14)

∂lnMT = − q

1 + q
(α + β)∂lnM2, (4.15)

∂ln q = (1 + ǫq)∂lnM2, (4.16)

∂lnµ = ∂lnM2 −
q

1 + q
∂ln q. (4.17)

Ignoring the star’s rotation, the orbital angular momentum is written as:

∂L =
α + βq2

1 + q
∂ ln q. (4.18)

Combining the equations mentioned above one can write the (logarithmic) deriva-
tive of the orbital radius in terms of the mass ratio and the parameters α, β, ǫ:

∂lna

∂ln q
= 2

α + βq2

(1 + q)(1 + qǫ)
− 2

(

1

1 + qǫ
− q

1 + q

)

− q(α + β)

(1 + q)(1 + qǫ)
(4.19)

In our case the scenario where the AGB-donor star expels mass through its
isotropic wind is tested. A part of the stellar wind is captured by the WD com-
panion through the process of Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion while the rest escapes from
the system.

The surface of the cross section where the wind is trapped by the gravitational
field of the WD (accretor) corresponds to a radius:
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Racc =
2GM1

u2
rel

, (4.20)

where urel is the velocity of the wind in the WD’s rest frame1. Assuming that the
wind’s velocity is almost perpendicular to the motion then u2

rel = u2
w + u2

orb where
uw is the wind velocity and uorb the orbital velocity given by Kepler’s law: uorb =

(G(M1 + M2)/a)
1/2

with a the orbital radius. Then the accretion rate is therefore

ṀHL = πR2
accurelρw =

4πG2M2
1

u3
rel

ρw, (4.21)

where ρw is the wind density at the distance r = a. Applying the mass conservation
we obtain ρw = Ṁw/(4πa2uw) where Ṁw the mass loss rate. The accretion rate can
be written as a function of the mass-loss rate:

ṀHL =
1

a2uw

(

GM1

(u2
w + u2

orb)3

)2

Ṁw. (4.22)

The accretion efficiency will be equal to:

ǫ =
ṀHL

Ṁw

=
1

a2uw

(

GM1

(u2
w + u2

orb)3

)2

. (4.23)

For simplicity we assume β = 0 (there is no isotropic re- emission) and then α = 1−ǫ.
As a result the derivative of the eq. 4.19 is written as a function of the mass ratio,

the orbital radius and the accretor mass. Combining the equations 4.14 and 4.16 we
obtain:

∂ lnM1

∂ ln q
= −qǫ

1

1 + ǫq
. (4.24)

The differential equations 4.19 and 4.24 constitute a (numerically solvable) system
where evolution of the orbital radius can be estimated as a function of the accretor’s
mass demanding as boundary conditions M1(qinitial) = Mwd,initial and M1(qfinal) =
1.4 M⊙. From that we can compare the radius of the donor star with that of its Roche
lobe (RL2) where the latter is given by the Eggleton’s formula:

RL2

a
≈ 0.44q0.33

(1 + q)0.2
. (4.25)

The crucial question of our model is if it is possible to accrete the appropriate
mass to the WD in order to reach the Chandrasekhar limit, while simultaneously
keeping the donor star within its Roche lobe during the whole process. For this
purpose, we apply the unified accretion model for an example relevant to Kepler’s

1We neglect the sound speed of the wind since AGB stars are characterised by cold winds (T ∼
1000 K) in which it is negligible compared to the wind velocity
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progenitor binary. We set up the system with masses of the accretor and the donor
of Mwd,initial = 1 M⊙ and Mdonor,initial = 5 M⊙, respectively, while we adopt a value
for the wind velocity of uw = 10 km s−1. The results of the binary system evolution
are illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

The orbit of the binary expands due to the high mass loss of the system. The
final orbital radius at the moment where the accretor reaches Mwd = 1.4 M⊙ is
equal to 2.8 × 1014 cm (Fig. 4.9 top). At this moment the mass of the donor is
0.9 M⊙, which means that 3.7 M⊙ has been expelled out of the system. Despite
the orbital expansion, the accretion efficiency increases from ǫ ≈ 0.05 to ǫ ≈ 0.15
(Fig. 4.9 bottom), as the mass of the WD increases and the orbital velocity decreases
(see Eq. 4.23). The Roche-lobe radius also increases following the orbital expan-
sion but always remains larger than the typical average radius of a 5 M⊙ AGB star
(RAGB ∼ 5.5 × 1013 cm, Joss et al. 1987) (Fig. 4.9 middle). Thus, ignoring the
thermal pulses of the AGB star or a possible wind RLOF mass transfer of the shifted
AGB material (Podsiadlowski & Mohamed 2007), the criterion of stable mass transfer
is satisfied.

In conclusion, under the principles of the Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion, a wide sym-
biotic binary system where a massive WD accretes mass from the slow stellar wind
of its evolved companion can evolve to explode as a SN Ia in a dense wind-shaped
CSM.
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Figure 4.9: The evolution of the binary system with initial masses Mwd = 1.0 M⊙ and
Mdonor = 5 M⊙. The upper panel shows the mass evolution of the white dwarf versus the
orbital radius (a). In the middle we show the evolution of the Roche lobe radius of the
donor star versus the mass ratio (q). The evolution of the accretion (ǫ) and mass ejection
(α) efficiencies versus the mass ratio is plotted in the lower panel. The arrow indicates the
direction of the time evolution.
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Abstract Observations show that the magnetic field in young supernova remnants
(SNRs) is significantly stronger than can be expected from the compression of the
circumstellar medium (CSM) by a factor of four expected for strong blast waves.
Additionally, the polarisation is mainly radial, which is also contrary to expectation
from compression of the CSM magnetic field. Cosmic rays (CRs) may help to explain
these two observed features. They can increase the compression ratio to factors well
over those of regular strong shocks by adding a relativistic plasma component to the
pressure, and by draining the shock of energy when CRs escape from the region. The
higher compression ratio will also allow for the contact discontinuity, which is subject
to the Rayleigh–Taylor (R–T) instability, to reach much further out to the forward
shock. This could create a preferred radial polarisation of the magnetic field. With
an Adaptive Mesh Refinement MHD code (AMRVAC), we simulate the evolution of
SNRs with three different configurations of the initial CSM magnetic field, and look
at two different equations of state in order to look at the possible influence of a CR
plasma component. The spectrum of CRs can be simulated using test particles, of
which we also show some preliminary results that agree well with available analytical
solutions.

87
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5.1 Introduction

Supernova remnants (SNR) are sites where particles are believed to be accelerated up
to energies of 1015 eV. Cosmic rays (CRs) scatter off local magnetic field perturbations
and are accelerated by the first-order Fermi mechanism, also referred to as diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA). In order to accelerate CRs to sufficiently high energies and
explain the non-thermal X-ray synchrotron emission that is confined to a small region
around the blast wave, the magnetic field needs to be amplified by a factor of about
100 (Völk et al. 2005, Vink 2005). This is much more than can be expected by mere
compression of the circumstellar magnetic field by a factor four in a typical strong blast
wave. The spectral properties of the non-thermal emission indicate that the cosmic
ray diffusion must be near the Bohm-limit and that magnetic field turbulence is high
(Vink 2005, Stage et al. 2006). Additionally, information on the field topology from
radio-synchrotron polarisation data indicates that young SNRs have a mostly radially
oriented magnetic field, whereas the field in old remnants is mainly circumferential
(Dickel & Milne 1976).

The diffusion of CRs in SNRs depends on the orientation of the mean field and
the level of magnetic turbulence. In order to obtain a better understanding of the
interplay between CRs and magnetic fields in SNRs, we believe it is important to
also understand the structure of magnetic fields better. Although the CRs may self-
generate magnetic fields (Skilling 1975), for now we will treat them as test particles
and only look at the evolution of the field assuming ideal MHD.

The contact discontinuity between the supernova ejecta and the compressed cir-
cumstellar medium, just behind the SNR blast wave, is unstable to the Rayleigh–
Taylor (R–T) instability. It was suggested by Gull (1973) that the radial fingers that
result from this instability stretch the field lines radially, thus creating a dominant
radial magnetic field component. The stretching of the field along the R–T fingers
has been confirmed by simulations, for instance see Jun et al. (1995). While this
causes the dominance of the radial field signature in part of the remnant, for a typical
shock compression ratio of four, it does not explain the radial field polarisation ob-
served near the forward shock, since the R–T fingers do not extend that far outward
(Chevalier et al. 1992).

Blondin & Ellison (2001) have performed hydrodynamic simulations of SNRs in
which they show that, when the compression ratio is higher, the R–T fingers almost
reach out to the blast wave. The presence of a cosmic ray gas with sufficient pressure
would lead to an effective adiabatic index lower than that for a mono-atomic non-
relativistic gas, which has γ = 5/3, and thus to a higher compression ratio (s =
(γ + 1)/(γ − 1)). For a gas that is dominated by relativistic particles, such as cosmic
rays, the adiabatic index γ = 4/3. Additionally, escaping cosmic rays drain energy
from the shock region, thereby further increasing the compression ratio.

We explore the development of Rayleigh–Taylor fingers and magnetic field vari-
ations of a SNR inside a stellar wind medium with a density ρ ∝ r−2 for different
initial magnetic topologies. We also investigate the influence of a softened equation of
state on the properties of the resulting SNR. We compare our results with those from
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various studies that have been performed on this subject in a homogeneous and/or
unmagnetised medium. The models for the magnetic field are the same ones we used
and described by Schure et al. (2009). They will be summarised in section 5.2, where
we will also describe the implementation of the problem in the code we use: AMRVAC.
In line with the hydrodynamic simulations by Blondin & Ellison (2001) we adopt a
softer equation of state, and compare the differences of our MHD models for the
values of γ = 5/3 and γ = 1.1, an extreme case that is relevant if cosmic rays are
the dominant component of the plasma and escape, softening the effective equation
of state to one with γ < 4/3. Our focus will be on the early evolution of the SNR,
investigating if we can reproduce the observed radial field based on a choice of initial
magnetic field topologies and the equation of state.

5.2 Method

We use the same model for the SN ejecta and circumstellar wind as that adopted in
Schure et al. (2009), in which the supernova ejecta evolve in a circumstellar medium
(CSM) that is shaped by a pre-supernova wind. The initial grid is filled with a
RSG wind, with a mass loss rate of Ṁ = 1.54 × 10−5 M⊙ yr−1, the wind velocity
v = 4.7 km s−1 (at R ≈ 0.03 pc) and the temperature T = 1000 K. The SN ejecta
consist of a constant-density core, with an envelope for which the density decreases as
ρ ∝ r−9, which is the typical density profile of the ejecta after propagation through
the star in explosion models (cf. Truelove & McKee 1999). The explosion mass and
energy are, respectively, set to be: Mej = 2.5M⊙ and Eej = 2 × 1051 erg. The
maximum velocity of the outer ejecta is chosen to be 15,000 km s−1.

We use the Adaptive Mesh Refinement version of the Versatile Advection Code:
AMRVAC (van der Holst & Keppens 2007) to solve the MHD equations in the r − θ
plane of a spherical grid, with symmetry around the polar axis. The equations that
are solved are the conservative equations for mass, momentum and energy, and the
induction equation:

∂tρ + ∇ · (vρ) = 0 (5.1)

∂t(ρv) + ∇ · (vρv) − BB) + ∇ptot = 0 (5.2)

∂te + ∇ · (ve − BB · v + vptot) = 0 (5.3)

∂tB + ∇ · (vB − Bv) = −(∇ ·B)v (5.4)

The divergence of the magnetic field is controlled by adding a source term propor-
tional to ∇·B to the induction equation, while maintaining conservation of momentum
and energy (Keppens et al. 2003, Janhunen 2000). Additionally, the initial magnetic
field strength is chosen to be weak, such that it does not influence the dynamics.

The initial grid is filled with a RSG wind, after which we introduce a magnetic
field into the entire grid, and the energetic supernova ejecta into the inner 0.3 pc.
We implement three different models for the initial magnetic field topology, which are
described in Schure et al. (2009) and will be summarised below:
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In Models A and D the field is predominantly toroidal, with a small radial compo-
nent, and is modelled after a rotating dipole field in the equatorial plane with a sin θ
dependence such that the toroidal field vanishes at the poles (Chevalier & Luo 1994,
Garćıa-Segura et al. 1999). The different components of the field decay with radius
as Bφ ∝ r−1 and Br ∝ r−2, such that away from the star, at radial scales relevant to
the SNR evolution, the toroidal field component strongly dominates.

In Model B and E, we add a 2D turbulent magnetic field at the time when we
introduce the ejecta. This is to mimic the presence of cosmic rays that may induce
such turbulence. The azimuthal Bφ component is initially zero. The field is calculated
on a 2D Cartesian grid to be divergence-free, following Giacalone & Jokipii (1999),
and transcribed to spherical coordinates in the r, θ plane. The field is set up using
the real part of:

δB(x, y) =

Nnk
∑

n=1

A0k
−α/2
n i(cosφnŷ − sin φnx̂) (5.5)

× eikn(x cos φn+y sin φn)+iβn ,

with Nnk = 256 different modes with wavenumbers k. The phase β and polarisation
φ is randomly chosen between 0 and 2π for each wavenumber. The wavenumbers
are logarithmically spaced and span the range between a wavelength corresponding
to two grid cells, and a wavelength that covers the entire grid. We approximate a
Kolmogorov spectrum by adopting α = 5/3.

In Model C and F, the magnetic field is taken to be unidirectional and parallel,
representing a situation like the dominant ordered magnetic field as observed in e.g.
spiral galaxies. We choose the direction of the field to be aligned with the symmetry
axis. This magnetic field topology may in reality be more appropriate to model type
Ia SNe instead of the ones that explode in a stellar-wind environment. In spherical co-
ordinates, this uniform magnetic field is represented by Br = B cos θ, Bθ = −B sin θ.

Models A–C are set up with an adiabatic index of γ = 5/3, the value for a
monatomic gas. The grid spans 1.8 × 1019 cm radially, and an effective resolution of
2.75 × 1015 cm by 0.125◦ is reached in regions where strong density and/or velocity
gradients are present. When cosmic ray pressure dominates the fluid, the value of
the adiabatic index drops, approaching the value γ = 4/3 for a relativistically hot
gas. Because of escape of cosmic rays the equation of state can soften even further.
In this paper, we evaluate the extreme case where γ = 1.1 in Models D–F. In those
simulations, the grid spans 3.0× 1019 cm radially and the effective resolution reaches
6.25 × 1015 cm by 0.125◦.

5.3 Results

The results from simulations of Models A, B and C, are plotted in Fig. 5.1. The
density, radial and toroidal magnetic field, and additionally the ratio of the radial to
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the total field are plotted for the three assumed initial magnetic field topologies. The
results shown here are for remnants that have evolved for a period of 634 year.

The supernova ejecta sweeps up the circumstellar matter into a dense shell. Four
distinct regions can be identified: the unshocked circumstellar medium (CSM) ahead
of the blast wave, the shocked CSM, the shocked ejecta, and the freely expanding
ejecta. The shocked CSM is separated from the unshocked CSM by a strong shock
(in Figure 5.1 at a radius of Rf ≈ 1.3 × 1019 cm), characterised by a pressure jump,
which increases the density by a factor (γ + 1)/(γ − 1) and decreases the velocity in
the shock frame by the same amount. The shocked CSM is separated from the third
region, the shocked ejecta, by the contact discontinuity, characterised by a jump in
the density, but at constant pressure. This is the location where the R–T instability
develops. The reverse shock, at a radius of Rr ≈ 6.5 × 1018 cm, marks the boundary
with the unshocked ejecta.

The deceleration of the shocked ejecta by the less-dense shocked CSM is Rayleigh–
Taylor unstable. Since the magnetic field is very weak, it does not influence the
dynamics of the blast wave, and we do not see a difference between the three models
in the development of the R–T instabilities and the propagation of the blast wave.
The compression ratio at the forward shock is too low to allow for the Rayleigh–
Taylor fingers to extend out to the forward shock, in agreement with findings by
Chevalier et al. (1992). Chevalier & Blondin (1995) found similar limitations to the
extent of the R–T fingers when radiative cooling was taken into account.

The magnetic field is carried along by the plasma. Since the velocity field initially
only has a radial component, the induction equation (∂tB = ∇×(v×B)) implies that
the toroidal field is swept up, while the radial field is just attenuated proportional to
the square of the radius. In our models, the ejecta are initially set up using the same
configuration for the magnetic field as is used for the CSM. As a result, the radial field
component is the dominant component in the ejecta. Starting at the R–T unstable
region at the contact discontinuity, a sizeable toroidal field is present. The R–T
instability induces a vθ component, which in turn modifies the radial component of the
magnetic field. Along the R–T fingers, for Models B and C, the field is mostly radial
with toroidal field components at the tips and bases of the fingers, in agreement with
results from e.g. Jun et al. (1995). In Model A however, we do not see a significant
radial component in the R–T unstable region, which may have to do with the small
scale of the initial radial field. This case requires further investigation, allowing for a
gradient in the third dimension.

Models D, E, and F (Fig. 5.2) correspond to Models A through C, but with an
adiabatic index equal to γ = 1.1. The compression ratio is analytically given by
s = (γ +1)/(γ − 1) and therefore higher for a lower value of γ. As a consequence, the
forward shock propagates more slowly into the CSM. At a time of 634 year, the blast
wave has only reached a distance of about 1.1×1019 cm. For clarity purposes we show
the SNR at a later stage, at an age of approximately 1200 years. As a result of the
higher compression ratio the forward and reverse shock are closer together and the
R–T fingers almost reach the forward shock. The magnetic field in Models E and F
again is obviously stretched around the R–T fingers, resulting in a dominantly radial
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Figure 5.1: Simulation of a SNR into CSM with a): a mostly toroidal initial field (Model A), b): a turbulent initial field (Model B),
and c): a magnetic field parallel to the symmetry axis, i.e. vertically aligned (Model C). The adiabatic index is γ = 5/3, and the
remnant is shown at a time of 634 yr after explosion. The upper left quadrant shows the logarithm of the density, which shows
clearly the occurrence of the Rayleigh–Taylor instability at the contact discontinuity. The density jumps at a radius of 1.3×1019 cm
and ∼ 7.0 × 1018 cm correspond to the locations of the forward and the reverse shock respectively. The lower left panel shows the
(logarithm of the) absolute value of the radial magnetic field. The lower right part shows (the logarithm of) |Bφ| or |Bθ|, and the
upper right quadrant shows the (logarithm of the) ratio of the radial field component relative to the total field (|Br|/|B|).
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field over the entire remnant. The magnetic field in Model D, where the field was
initially mainly toroidal, does not show a preferred radial component, even around
the R–T fingers.

5.4 Particle acceleration

Observational evidence suggests that cosmic rays are efficiently accelerated at the
forward shock, and possibly also at the reverse shock (Helder & Vink 2008), up to
energies of 1015 eV. The mechanism that is believed to be responsible for this is
diffusive shock acceleration (DSA), also know as first-order Fermi acceleration. In
this mechanism, the particle momentum increases every time the particle goes from
upstream to downstream and back due to the randomisation of the momentum vector
by scattering in the rest frames of the up- and downstream flow. The simplest case of
advection and diffusion of cosmic rays in 1D plane parallel geometry can be described
by the following set of two stochastic difference equations (Achterberg & Krülls 1992,
van der Swaluw & Achterberg 2004):

du = − dV

3dx
dt (5.6)

dx = V dt +
√

2κdtξ. (5.7)

The first equation represents the boost in energy (with u = ln(p/mc)), and the second
one describes the random walk of the particle, with an advective term and a diffusive
term. The diffusive term contains the variable ξ, with 〈ξi〉 = 0 and 〈ξiξj〉 = δij ,
to represent the stochastic behaviour of the diffusion, of which the sum of many in-
stances returns the distribution function of the relativistic particles. The diffusion of
the particle is caused by inelastic scattering by a turbulent magnetic field, described
by the diffusion parameter κ. It depends on the energy of the particle, and the mag-
netic field strength, where diffusion parallel to the field may differ from the diffusion
perpendicular to the field. In future work we will include this dependence, but for
now we fix the diffusion parameter to a constant, in order to compare the spectrum
to the analytical solution. The diffusive length scale xdiff =

√
2κdt needs to be larger

than the shock thickness xshock in order for the particles to feel the effects of DSA.
The shock is spread over approximately five grid cells, which sets a lower limit to the
diffusion parameter, depending on the resolution. Additionally the advection length
scale xadv = V dt should be smaller than the shock thickness, for the particles to ‘see’
the shock. The condition that needs to be satisfied is

∆xadv < ∆xshock ≪ ∆xdiff . (5.8)

If these conditions are met, the resulting energy spectrum should approach the an-
alytical power-law solution of a strong shock, where slope q of the power-law is deter-
mined by the shock compression ratio s = (γ+1)/(γ−1). One has (Achterberg & Krülls
1992):
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Figure 5.2: The SNR evolution is shown at a time of 1200 yrs after explosion for the models with an adiabatic index γ = 1.1.
The initial magnetic field configuration is a): toroidal (Model D), b): turbulent (Model E) and c): parallel to the symmetry axis,
i.e. vertically aligned (Model F). The soft equation of state causes the relative proximity of forward to reverse shock, and the
Rayleigh–Taylor fingers stretch almost out to the blast wave, seen best in the upper left quadrant, which shows the logarithm of the
density. The lower left panel shows the logarithm of the absolute value of the radial magnetic field. The lower right part shows the
logarithm of |Bφ| or |Btheta|, and the upper right quadrant shows the logarithm of the ratio of the radial field component relative
to the total field (|Br|/|B|). In Model E the magnetic field is stretched radially around the R–T fingers, and reaches almost out to
the forward shock. This can also be seen in model F, where the magnetic field is radially dominant throughout the entire remnant,
except for a small zone at the shock front itself.
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Figure 5.3: Cosmic ray spectrum for γ = 5/3, at different points in time of the SNR
evolution.

F (u) ∝ p
dN

dp
∝ p−q+1, (5.9)

with

q = (s + 2)/(s − 1). (5.10)

In figure 5.3 we show the spectrum for the case where γ = 5/3, implicating s = 4
and q = 2. The coordinate system is set to slab geometry, such that no adiabatic losses
occur. The mass and energy of the supernova explosion are, respectively, 2.5 M⊙ and
2.0×1051 erg and the circumstellar medium is taken to be homogeneous with a density
of 1.64 × 10−21 g cm−3. Particles are introduced at the forward shock position, with
a fixed initial energy, and the total number of particles increases linearly with time.

The resulting spectrum for different times in the SNR evolution is plotted in
Figure 5.3. For the higher energy particles it takes longer to reach the equilibrium
value of the spectrum that can be compared with the analytical solution, and we
can see the evolution of the spectrum towards higher energies for later times. In the
plane parallel geometry that we assume, there is no theoretical limit to the maximum
energy the particles can attain. In spherical geometry, in addition to the time during
which particles have been accelerated, the maximum energy is limited by adiabatic
losses and the size of the remnant (see e.g. Drury 1983, Achterberg 2000, Bell & Lucek
2001). DSA in spherical geometry will be treated and discussed in a future work.
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5.5 Conclusions and Discussion

For an ideal mono-atomic gas that is not significantly influenced by the presence of
cosmic rays, our models show that the radial magnetic field does not dominate in the
outer region of the remnant, contrary to observations. For a softer equation of state,
such as may be induced by cosmic rays if particle acceleration is effective in the SNR,
the field can actually become radial for the entire remnant, apart from a thin layer
at the forward shock. This is seen in Models E and F with the parallel and turbulent
initial magnetic field topologies.

Since cosmic rays are believed to randomise the magnetic field near the shock in
supernova remnants through streaming instabilities, the scenario where a magnetic
field is initially turbulent and the equation of state is softer than γ = 5/3 is a realistic
possibility (Blondin & Ellison 2001). Whether or not the equation of state can become
even softer than that of a relativistic gas, where γ = 4/3, depends on the slope of the
spectrum. For a hard spectrum (q < 2), high energy particles that escape from the
system can carry away a substantial fraction of the energy, thus lowering the effective
adiabatic index. Observational evidence so far, favours a softer spectrum (q > 2),
in which case the compression ratio would be limited to up to about 7 for γ = 4/3.
Models to explain the observed H.E.S.S. spectrum in γ-rays of the SNR RX J1713.7-
3946 by Berezhko & Völk (e.g. 2006, 2008) that include non-linear feedback between
the CRs and the hydrodynamics, require a compression ratio of s = 6.3 in order to
explain the observed spectrum. In such a case, the R–T fingers would not reach the
forward shock.

Although the toroidal field as used in Models A and D is the favoured one for the
magnetic field in stellar winds, this does not reproduce the radial field orientation
from observations. It is possible however, that even in such a geometry, the cosmic
ray streaming creates enough turbulence to effectively create a scenario like we use
in Model E. Even though further upstream the field may be toroidal, in the direct
vicinity of the shock front and downstream the field may be turbulent because of the
cosmic rays, and consequently become mainly radial around the R–T fingers. The
development of the radial field may be suppressed by the limitations of the 2.5D model,
for which, because of the lack of a gradient in the φ-direction, the induction equation
lacks a number of terms. This effect is present for all three models described here. Full
3D simulations are needed to see if the results presented here are typical, including
the possible difference in the development of R–T instabilities in 3D compared to the
2.5D results presented here.

An alternative scenario to explain the radial magnetic field orientation near the
blast wave was proposed by Zirakashvili & Ptuskin (2008). They showed that the
non-resonant streaming instability can amplify and radially stretch the magnetic field
downstream of the shock front, when small density perturbations naturally create
enough turbulence to trigger this effect in SNRs. The radial field can thus be a factor
of 1.4 larger than the component parallel to the shock front.

Quantitatively, it is very complicated to make realistic predictions about values
for the adiabatic index and level of turbulence. Since magnetic fields are additionally
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amplified at the shock (e.g. Bell & Lucek 2001), the magnetic pressure may become
an additional non-negligible component, again changing the compression ratio at the
shock as well as the pressure profile. This was not taken into account in our models.
In the test particle approach, the distribution of accelerated particles should follow a
power-law with a slope that is dependent on the adiabatic index. Preliminary results
of our implementation of test particles and dynamical evolution with the MHD itself
are promising. Non-linear feedback of the particle acceleration to the magnetic field
and the equation of state are expected to be important. In future studies we hope to
further evaluate the interaction and the resulting particle spectrum and observational
features that it will produce.
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Abstract We simulate time-dependent particle acceleration in the blast wave of
a young supernova remnant (SNR), using a Monte Carlo approach for the diffusion and
acceleration of the particles, coupled to an MHD code. We calculate the distribution
function of the cosmic rays concurrently with the hydrodynamic evolution of the SNR,
and compare the results with those obtained using simple steady-state models. The
surrounding medium into which the supernova remnant evolves turns out to be of great
influence on the maximum energy to which particles are accelerated. In particular, a
shock going through a ρ ∝ r−2 density profile causes acceleration to typically much
higher energies than a shock going through a medium with a homogeneous density
profile. We find systematic differences between steady-state analytical models and
our time-dependent calculation in terms of spectral slope, maximum energy, and the
shape of the cut-off of the particle spectrum at the highest energies. We also find
that, provided that the magnetic field at the reverse shock is sufficiently strong to
confine particles, cosmic rays can be easily re-accelerated at the reverse shock.
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6.1 Introduction

Cosmic rays with energies up to at least ∼ 1015 eV are thought to originate in super-
nova remnants (SNRs). They are high-energy particles that have a simple power-law
energy spectrum that extends over five decades in energy. The need for an efficient
acceleration mechanism in SNRs has motivated the development of the theory of dif-
fusive shock acceleration (DSA), according to which particles are accelerated at shock
fronts (see Malkov & O’C Drury 2001, for a comprehensive review).

Young supernova remnants are ideal locations for studying this process, because
of the high shock velocity, and the presence of a few nearby young remnants for
which detailed observations are available (e.g. Hwang et al. 2004, Bamba et al. 2005,
Acero et al. 2009). The presence of high-energy electrons spiralling in a ∼ 10 µG
magnetic field has been established from the emission of synchrotron radiation from
radio wavelengths to X-rays. Both the magnetic field strength and the typical particle
energy are inferred from synchrotron theory and can be used to compare with theoret-
ical predictions (Achterberg et al. 1994, Vink & Laming 2003, Völk et al. 2005, Vink
2005). Even though synchrotron emission only indicates the presence of relativistic
electrons, the presence of energetic protons is suggested by the observations of TeV
gamma rays (e.g. Aharonian et al. 2009), and by indications of magnetic field ampli-
fication beyond that what is expected from simple shock compression (Warren et al.
2005a, Cassam-Chenäı et al. 2008). In addition, there are indications that the SNR
blast waves are not simple hydrodynamic blast waves in a single-component gas. They
behave in a way that indicates that a significant fraction of the pre-shock energy den-
sity resides in cosmic rays (Decourchelle et al. 2000, Helder et al. 2009).

Various groups work on trying to get an integral picture of the interaction between
SNR shocks, magnetic fields, and the associated particle acceleration (e.g. Berezhko
& Ellison 1999, Kang & Jones 2005, Amato & Blasi 2005, Vladimirov et al. 2006,
Berezhko & Völk 2006, Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2007, Ferrand et al 2010). The
difficulty is the fact that the process is inherently non-linear. The spectral slope of
the particles is determined mainly by the difference between the plasma velocities
on the two sides of the shock. This difference depends on the compression ratio,
which in turn is determined by the effective equation of state of the gas-cosmic ray
mixture: the presence of cosmic rays tends to soften the equation of state around
the shock, which in turn increases the total compression. In addition, the gradient in
cosmic ray pressure slows down the incoming flow in the cosmic-ray precursor to the
shock. High-energy particles with a larger scattering mean free path probe a larger
region around the shock and ‘feel’ a higher compression ratio. For these reasons the
spectrum flattens at the high-energy end in fully non-linear models. An additional
non-linearity arises when the magnetic fields are amplified by the streaming of cosmic
rays.

Cosmic rays isotropise by scattering off Alfvén waves. In gyro-resonant scattering
the scattering rate depends on the cosmic ray energy through the slope of the spectrum
of the scattering waves. It is often assumed that the diffusion rate is described by
Bohm diffusion, where the diffusion coefficient scales as κB ∝ E, with E the energy
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of the particle. These waves are self-generated by the streaming of cosmic rays away
from the shock, through a resonant instability (e. g. Skilling 1975), and / or through
a non-resonant instability (Bell & Lucek 2001, Bell 2004, Luo & Melrose 2009).

Various authors focus on the feedback of cosmic rays onto the hydrodynamics
near the shock (Malkov 1997, Blasi et al. 2007, Patnaude et al. 2009, Ferrand et al.
2010). The distribution function of the particles is calculated, from which the cosmic
ray pressure can be determined. The pressure term alters the equation of state and
feeds back on the hydrodynamics. Alternatively, a standard power law distribution is
assumed, simplifying and speeding up the process, making it fast enough for applica-
tion on larger scales (Enßlin et al. 2007). The disadvantage of this approach is that –
generally speaking– the time-dependence or the influence of a complicated magnetic
field geometry can not be taken into account.

Our work focuses on the time- and position dependence of cosmic ray spectra
in the supernova remnant, where we use the test-particle approximation, neglect-
ing feedback of the particles onto the plasma. The high-energy particles isotropise
on both sides of the shock, due to scattering off waves, and are accelerated by re-
peated crossing cycles at the shock. The acceleration of relativistic particles can be
described by a set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) (Achterberg & Krülls
1992, Krülls & Achterberg 1994) and this has been applied successfully by a number
of authors (Marcowith & Kirk 1999, van der Swaluw & Achterberg 2004, Marcowith
& Casse 2010) in various hydrodynamic codes.

We use the adaptive mesh refined magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) code: AMR-
VAC (Keppens et al. 2003, van der Holst & Keppens 2007) as the framework for our
particle acceleration method. Not only do we calculate the acceleration/deceleration
of test particles due to compression/expansion of the flow, we also model the depen-
dence of diffusion and radiative losses, while keeping computational costs down with
the adaptive mesh strategy. Our approach has the advantage that it is able to also
tackle a more complicated circumstellar density profile than other models. The dis-
advantage is (for now) having to neglect the non-linear feedback of the cosmic rays
onto the plasma.

We describe the different models we use to calculate the particle spectrum in
supernova remnants in Sect. 6.2. In Sect. 6.3 we will discuss the theory of diffusive
shock acceleration and the evolution of the supernova remnant, and derive some
analytical estimates for the expected cosmic ray spectrum. The method and set-up
of the simulations will be described in Sect. 6.4. In Sect. 6.5 we will describe some
test models and results obtained with this method. We will subsequently present the
results for the particle spectra from the SNR models in Sect. 6.6 and conclude with
a discussion and summary in Sect. 6.7.

6.2 SNR models

We simulate the evolution of the SNR and concurrently calculate the cosmic ray
distribution in phase-space for the various models. In these models we evaluate the
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effect of: i): the approximation that is used for the diffusion coefficient, ii): the
adopted equation of state, iii): the density profile of the background into which the
supernova remnant evolves, and iv): the strength of the magnetic field, both in the
surrounding medium, and in the ejecta. Further details of the latter three can be found
below. We summarise the entire set of models used in our simulations in Table 6.1.

6.2.1 Influence of the equation of state

The compression ratio at the shock depends on the adiabatic index (specific heat
ratio) of the plasma. Since the expected slope of the spectral energy distribution of
the cosmic rays depends on the compression ratio, by varying the equation of state
we can test our code and see if the results change according to expectation.

Besides providing a nice test for the code, varying the adiabatic index is also
physically relevant for systems in which efficient cosmic ray acceleration occurs. The
adiabatic index of the plasma parameterises the equation of state of the plasma. The
value of γ = 5/3 corresponds to the case where the gas consists of a mono-atomic
gas, and is what we use for simulations in which the contribution of cosmic rays is
neglected. The value of γ = 4/3 corresponds to the adiabatic index of a relativistic
gas. A plasma in which a large part of the pressure is made up by cosmic rays has
an effectively softer equation of state, with a value of 4/3 < γ < 5/3. When cosmic
rays escape from the system, they may drain the shock region of energy, softening the
equation of state further.

Approximating the hydrodynamics with a lower, but fixed, adiabatic index is only
a first step to see how the slope of the cosmic ray spectrum is affected by a softer
equation of state. In reality, the cosmic ray pressure gradient in the shock precursor
slows down the incoming flow, which in turn results in a concave cosmic ray spectrum
if the scattering mean free path increases with energy. Additionally, magnetic field
amplification may partly reverse the effect by stiffening the equation of state.

6.2.2 The explosion environment

We consider two situations for the environment into which we let the ejecta expand.
i): The case of a homogeneous medium, such as may be applicable to Type Ia SNe.
These models will be referred to as interstellar medium (ISM) models. ii): A ρ ∝ R−2

profile for the plasma, as will arise from a steady stellar wind. This situation is more
applicable to core collapse supernovae whose progenitors have strong stellar winds.
These models will be referred to as circumstellar medium (CSM) models. We set
the density of the homogeneous ISM to a value of 2.34 × 10−24 g cm−3. The wind
parameters for the ρ ∝ R−2 CSM are chosen such that the volume containing an
amount of mass equal to the ejecta mass is equal in both cases. The ejecta mass that
we use is 3.5 M⊙ (Sect. 6.4.3). The radius containing an equal amount of mass in

the ISM is R3.5M⊙
= (3M/4πρ)1/3 ∼ 3 pc. We employ mass loss parameters that

are typical for the winds from red supergiants, with a value for the mass loss rate of
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Table 6.1: Overview of the supernova remnant models.

MODEL: ISMκc ISMκB CSMκB ISMκBr CSMκBr CSMκBs
ρCSM(10−24g cm−3) 2.34 2.34 ∝ r−2 2.34 ∝ r−2 ∝ r−2

κ constant Bohm Bohm Bohm Bohm Bohm

B (µG) 10 3, 10, 20 3, 10, 20 20 20 20
Breverse shock no no no yes yes no

EOS γ 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 4/3

Ṁ = 1.71×10−5 M⊙ yr−1 and a wind velocity equal to vwind(1016 cm) = 10 km s−1. In
all cases we set the initial temperature of the CSM/ISM and the ejecta to T = 104 K.

6.2.3 Magnetic field

For the magnetic field we look at the case of a constant magnetic field strength, with
values of 3, 10, and 20 µG. We restrict ourselves for now to parallel shocks, where the
magnetic field is aligned with the shock normal, for reasons mentioned in Sect. 6.4.
In this case the magnetic field is the same on both sides of the shock and the diffusion
coefficient depends only on the particle energy in the case of Bohm diffusion. While
the code has an MHD solver and we can follow the magnetic field dynamically, this
only becomes interesting in two dimensions, something we defer until a later work.
We solve the Euler equations and parameterise the magnetic field strength for use in
the SDEs.

We find (see Sect. 6.6.5) that particles diffuse far enough downstream to reach
the reverse shock such that they are re-accelerated, provided that the magnetic field
in the ejecta is strong enough to confine the particles. We therefore investigate two
different cases for the magnetic field in the ejecta: we either parameterise the magnetic
field strength such that it decays with radius as R−2 as to represent the expanding
fossil field of the progenitor, frozen into the plasma while conserving magnetic flux,
or we keep the magnetic field fixed at the same value as in the ISM/CSM. In the first
case, the magnetic field strength for reasonable progenitor fields is very weak, making
the gyroradius (and thus the diffusion length-scale) of the particles very large when
Bohm diffusion is assumed. In the latter case, the diffusion in the ejecta proceeds at
a similar rate as in the ISM/CSM, so particles that encounter the reverse shock can
be re-accelerated, as we will illustrate in Sec. 6.6.5.

6.3 Theory

6.3.1 Diffusive Shock Acceleration

At the forward shock of SNRs, and possibly also at the reverse shock (Helder & Vink
2008, Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2010), particles are believed to be accelerated to rela-
tivistic energies, up to 1015 eV for protons. The favoured mechanism is diffusive shock
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acceleration, where every time the particle crosses the shock interface it experiences a
Lorentz boost, after which the momentum direction is randomised in the local frame.
Since the plasma rest frames on either side of the shock differ in speed, this results in
a systematic increase of the particle momentum every time the particle cycles from
upstream to downstream and back (Bell 1978a).

Krymskii (1977), Axford et al. (1977), Bell (1978a,b), Blandford & Ostriker (1978),
Drury (1983) derive the spectrum of shock-accelerated particles, based on the energy
gain per cycle versus the probability of being advected away and lost from the accel-
eration process. The escape probability is given by Pesc = 4Vs/rc, where Vs is the
shock velocity, r the shock compression ratio and c is the velocity of the cosmic rays,
equal to the speed of light. The mean time ∆t for a relativistic particle to complete a
cycle probing the upstream and the downstream plasma and the corresponding boost
in momentum p is given by (Lagage & Cesarsky 1983, Drury 1983):

∆t =
4

cVs
(κ1 + rκ2), (6.1)

∆p =

(

r − 1

3r

)

4Vs

c
p. (6.2)

where κ is the diffusion coefficient and we will use the subscript 1 for upstream-, and
2 for downstream properties.

The test particle limit results in a power-law spectrum in momentum, with the
number density of particles per unit momentum following the distribution

F (p) ≡ ∂N
∂p

∝ p−q, (6.3)

with

q = 1 +
ln(1/Pret)

ln((p + ∆p)/p)
=

r + 2

r − 1
(6.4)

the slope. Here Pret = 1 − Pesc is the return probability in a shock crossing cycle.

6.3.2 Acceleration timescales

The acceleration rate of relativistic protons or electrons of given energy E = pc ≫
mpc2 ∼ 1 GeV is:

(

dE

dt

)

dsa

=

(

r − 1

3r

)

V 2
s

(κ1 + rκ2)
E, (6.5)

giving a typical timescale for acceleration time of

tacc ≡
(

1

E

dE

dt

)−1

=
3r(κ1 + rκ2)

(r − 1)V 2
s

. (6.6)
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It will be useful to consider the case of Bohm diffusion for comparison with the
simulations, and to look at the combined effect of acceleration and synchrotron losses,
which is important for electrons. The change in energy at the shock is then given by:

(

dE

dt

)

acc+synch

=
3ZeBV 2

s

(1 + r)rc
− λsB

2E2

mc2
, (6.7)

for a parallel shock, where κ1 = κ2 = κB = cE/3ZeB is the Bohm diffusion coefficient,
which depends on the gyroradius of the particles, B the magnetic field strength, Z
the charge number, e the elementary electric charge and m the mass of the particle.

We have introduced a term that accounts for synchrotron losses with

λs =
σT

6πmc
∝ m−3. (6.8)

The mass dependence makes this term negligible for protons. High-energy electrons
on the other hand lose a substantial fraction of their energy by synchrotron radiation.
With a Thomson cross section of σT = 6.65 × 10−25 cm2 for electrons this gives
for λs = 1.29 × 10−9 cm s g−1. The same loss-term can be used to account for
inverse Compton losses, where the energy that is lost in upscattering photons from the
microwave background corresponds to synchrotron losses in an equivalent magnetic
field BCMB = 3.27 µG (Reynolds 1998). When the actual magnetic field is stronger
than this value, synchrotron losses will dominate over inverse Compton losses unless
there is another source of photons that boosts the inverse Compton scattering rate.
For now we neglect Compton losses, which means that we slightly over-estimate the
maximum energy for electrons in our models with B ∼ 3 µG.

For oblique shocks the compression of the magnetic field and the change in resi-
dence times upstream and downstream have to be taken into account.

6.3.3 Maximum energy of the cosmic rays

The maximum attainable energy Emax for cosmic rays depends on the size of the
accelerator, the time they have spent there, and the strength of adiabatic- and syn-
chrotron losses. In order to determine this, we follow the evolution of the supernova
remnant. Initially, the ejecta expand freely into the surrounding medium. The expan-
sion slowly decelerates as the ejecta sweep up mass from the CSM. The deceleration of
the blast wave drives a reverse shock into the ejecta, heating the material to millions
of Kelvin and making the SNR prominent in X-rays. By the time the swept-up mass
equals the ejecta mass the Sedov–Taylor phase of SNR evolution begins.

Energy conservation gives us typical length- and time-scales, and determines the
deceleration radius where the transition from free expansion phase to the Sedov–
Taylor phase takes place (Sedov 1959, McKee & Truelove 1995). Figure 6.1 shows
the analytical solution for the evolution of the blast wave of a supernova remnant
derived by Truelove & McKee (1999) . We show two different cases, one in which the
density of the ejecta is constant with radius (n = 0-model), and the case in which
the ejecta consists of a constant density core with a envelope in which the density
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decreases with radius as R−9 (n = 9-model, see also our description of the ejecta in
the hydrodynamics in Sect. 6.4). The early evolution of SNR radius and blast wave
velocity is quite different in the two cases. The evolution of the blast wave radius and
velocity according to Truelove & McKee (1999) for a n = 9 power law ejecta envelope
into a 1 cm−3 ISM is given by:

R̃s(t̃ < t̃ST) = 1.12 t̃2/3 (6.9)

R̃s(t̃ > t̃ST) = 1.42 (t̃ − 0.297)2/5

ṽs(t̃ < t̃ST) = 0.75 t̃−1/3

ṽs(t̃ > t̃ST) = 0.569 (1.42 (t̃ − 0.297)−3/5),

with R̃ = R/Rch and ṽ = v/vch. The characteristic radius and velocity are given
by Rch = 3.07(Mej/M⊙)1/3 pc, with Mej the ejecta mass, and vch = Rch/tch with
tch = 423(Mej/M⊙)5/6 yr. The transition time is given by t̃ST = 0.523.

For a maximum residence time of the particles of tmax ∼ Rs/Vs, a simple approx-
imation for the maximum energy for protons follows from Eq. 6.5:

Emax =
3ZeBVsRs

ξσc
, (6.10)

with ξσ a relation between the compression ratio of the density and the magnetic field,
where ξσ = 20 for a shock where the magnetic field is parallel to the shock normal,
and ξσ = 8 for a shock with the magnetic field perpendicular to the shock normal.
The acceleration efficiency is highest around the Sedov–Taylor transition phase. For
a simple ejecta profile and a homogeneous ISM (n = 0, s = 0, with n the power
law of the density in the ejecta envelope and s the power law of the density of the
surrounding medium) model, the corresponding typical radius of the blast wave and
time of transition into this phase are given by:

RST ≈ 2.23

(

Mej

M⊙

)1/3

n
−1/3
0 pc (6.11)

tST ≈ 209 E
−1/2
51

(

Mej

M⊙

)5/6

n
−1/3
0 yr.

At this point in the evolution of the SNR the maximum attainable energy for protons
is:

EST ≈ 107 E
1/2
51

(

Mej

M⊙

)−1/6(
B

10µG

)

n
−1/3
0 TeV, (6.12)

with n0 the number density of the surrounding medium, E51 the explosion energy
in units of 1051erg, and where the corresponding radius and age of the supernova
remnant are taken from McKee & Truelove (1995). For electrons the maximum energy
at sufficiently late times is limited by synchrotron losses and follows from the balance
of the acceleration term and the synchrotron loss term in Eq. 6.7. This occurs when
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Figure 6.1: Early-time evolution of the radius (black) and velocity (grey) of a SNR in a
homogeneous ISM. The solid line corresponds to the n = 9 model from Truelove & McKee
(1999) and the dashed line to the n = 0 model.

the electron energy equals:

Esync =

√

18πe

ξσσTB
mecVs (6.13)

≈ 11.6

(

V

6000 km/s

)(

B

10 µG

)−1/2

TeV,

which corresponds to a synchrotron-loss timescale of (van der Swaluw & Achterberg
2004):

tsync ≈ 800

(

B

10 µG

)−2(
E

100 TeV

)−1

yr. (6.14)

In Fig. 6.2 we show the solution of Eq. 6.7 for the analytical estimate of the
maximum energy as a function of the blast wave radius. From the equation we can
see that the influence of the shock velocity on pmax is very strong. The different
evolution of the shock velocity in the n = 0 versus the n = 9 model therefore is
reflected in the strong differences of the maximum energy in the two models, as can
be seen in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum energy of relativistic electrons (solid) and protons (dashed) for
different magnetic field strengths. The black lines corresponds to the n = 9 model from
Truelove & McKee (1999) and the grey lines to the n = 0 model. As long as the maximum
energy is not limited by radiative losses, the influence of the shock velocity dominates the
evolution of the maximum energy. The curves with the highest energies correspond to a
magnetic field strength of 3 µG. The higher magnetic field strengths of 10, 20 and 50 µG
limit the electron energy to subsequently lower values (normalised to the magnetic field
strength).

6.4 Method

6.4.1 Stochastic differential equations

We use the method of Achterberg & Krülls (1992) to calculate the distribution func-
tion of cosmic rays. We describe the method below (details of the derivation for 2D
spherical geometry can be found in Appendix 6.8) and outline the set-up used in the
hydro-simulation.

The propagation of relativistic particles through the plasma can be described by
a random walk. To simulate scattering off MHD waves, such as Alfvén waves, the
mean free path has a dependence on the particle momentum and the strength of
the magnetic field. The presence of a magnetic field may cause the diffusion to be
anisotropic, with diffusion along the field proceeding more rapidly than across the
field. The acceleration and propagation of relativistic particles can be described by a
phase space advection-diffusion equation (Skilling 1975, Jones 1990):

∂F

∂t
= −∇Z · (UF ) + ∇Z · (κ · ∇ZF ) , (6.15)

where F (Z, t) is the particle distribution in phase space, ∇Z is the gradient operator
in phase space, Z ≡ (x,p) is the phase-space position vector, U = dZ/dt is the phase
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space velocity and κ the diffusion tensor in phase space.
By reordering the operators we obtain a Fokker-Planck equation of the standard

form;

∂F (Z, t)

∂t
= −∇Z ·

[

ŻF (Z, t) −∇Z · (κF (Z, t))
]

. (6.16)

Here

Ż ≡ U + ∇Z · κ (6.17)

is an effective velocity that includes a drift term due to diffusivity gradients. Equa-
tion 6.16 is mathematically equivalent to a set of stochastic differential equations
(SDEs) of the Itô form (Gardiner 1994, Saslaw 1985, Achterberg & Krülls 1992):

dZ = Ż dt +
√

2κ · dW . (6.18)

The SDEs contain, apart from a regular (deterministic) term ∝ dt, a stochastic term
that models the random walk. The Wiener process dW in the stochastic term satisfies
〈dWi〉 = 0 and 〈dWidWj〉 = δijdt. The quantity

√
κ = T represents a tensor T that

should formally satisfy TimTmj = κij .
A large number of statistically independent integrations of the SDEs creates a

distribution of particles in phase space that corresponds to the solution of the corre-
sponding Fokker-Planck equation (Gardiner 1994).

These SDEs can be used to calculate particle acceleration in a time-dependent
flow, as first proposed in Achterberg & Krülls (1992) and which has been applied (e.g.
Krülls & Achterberg 1994, Marcowith & Kirk 1999, van der Swaluw & Achterberg
2004, Marcowith & Casse 2010) in various hydrodynamic codes. In 2D spherical
geometry, the set of equations that needs to be solved to update the position of the
particles in phase space (as we derive in Appendix 6.8) is:

du = −1

3
(∇ ·V) dt − λsB

2
√

1 + e2u dt ,

dR =

(

VR +
1

R2

∂(R2κ)

∂R

)

dt +
√

2κ dt ξR , (6.19)

R dθ =

(

Vθ +
2κ

R tan θ
+

1

R

∂κ

∂θ

)

dt −
√

2κ dt ξµ ,

where V is the plasma velocity, u = ln(p/mc) and µ = cos θ. The stochastic term now
contains a random number ξi drawn from a unitary normal distribution such that its
statistical average satisfies 〈ξi〉 = 0 and 〈ξiξj〉 = δij , where i, j stand for R and µ.

Note that these equations solve for F̃ = R2F rather than for F .
In 1D slab geometry with flow velocity V (x , t) these equations simplify to:

du = −1

3

(

∂V

∂x

)

dt − λsB
2
√

1 + e2u dt ,
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(6.20)

dx =

(

V +
∂κ

∂x

)

dt +
√

2κ dt ξx .

Some caution should be exercised when translating these equations into numerical
schemes in the case that large magnetic field gradients are present. When Bohm
diffusion is assumed, gradients in the magnetic field strength induce gradients in the
diffusion coefficient. This creates the following problem: In Eq. 6.39 we see that the
divergence of the diffusion tensor shows up in the effective velocity of the scattering
centre of our cosmic rays. In simple schemes the strong gradient in the magnetic field
causes the particles to under-sample the shock statistically, giving rise to a momentum
spectrum of the accelerated particles that is steeper than can be expected in reality.
A more sophisticated numerical scheme is needed to make sure that the spectrum
reflects the physics, rather than mathematical artefacts (Achterberg & Schure, in
preparation). Its implementation will be presented in a follow-up paper. Here we will
only consider parallel shocks where the magnetic field strength is constant across the
shock.

The resulting power-law spectrum should approach the analytical solution of a
strong shock, where the compression ratio depends only on the specific heat ratio γ
of the plasma, and the slope of the distribution depends only on r. The compression
ratio is given by r = ρ2/ρ1 = (γ + 1)/(γ − 1), where ρ denotes the plasma density.
For a value of γ = 5/3, r = 4, whereas for γ = 1.1, r = 21. In terms of u = ln(p/mc)
one has:

F (u) = pF (p) ∝ p−(q−1), (6.21)

with q given by Eq. 6.4.

6.4.2 Cosmic ray injection

As mentioned in Sect. 6.1, the injection of cosmic rays at the shock front is still
a poorly understood process. Observations hint at efficient injection, particularly
for parallel shocks (Berezhko & Völk 2008), but it remains problematic to accelerate
electrons from the thermal pool to sufficiently high energies for them to be picked
up by the DSA process. Since we can only model the highest-energy end of the
particle distribution, we leave this problem to others (see Sironi & Spitkovsky (2009)
for relativistic shocks), and assume that the rate of particle injection is proportional to
the mass that is swept up per unit time by the blast wave. Since we treat the cosmic
rays in the test-particle limit, the exact number that is injected is not so important,
but the relative number of injected cosmic rays with time influences the momentum
distribution and the average acceleration time of the cosmic rays.

For a homogeneous ISM, the number of particles that is injected as the shock
expands a distance dR in radius scales as:

dN(p) ∝ R2 dR δ(p − p0), (6.22)
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We assume mono-energetic injection with p0 the injection momentum, which for Bohm
diffusion is restricted for numerical reasons, as will be explained below (Eq. 6.28). For
a CSM that is shaped by the stellar wind of the progenitor the density scales with
ρ ∝ R−2. In this case the injection proceeds uniformly with respect to the blast wave
radius:

dN(p) ∝ dR δ(p − p0). (6.23)

Minimum injection momentum

In our models, the particles are injected with relativistic energies. They need to
be able to cross the shock in one scattering mean free path, otherwise they will be
adiabatically accelerated and we will not see the desired effect of DSA. The particles
are all injected with the same (relativistic) energy and the power law naturally follows
provided the steps used for the integration of the SDEs satisfy

∆xadv ≃ Vs ∆tdsa ≪ ∆xs ≪ ∆xdiff =
√

2κ ∆tdsa. (6.24)

Here ∆tdsa is the time step used to integrate the SDEs, and ∆xs is the width of the
shock transition, typically a few grid cells. In the case of Bohm diffusion, the particles
are inserted with an energy that makes it possible to meet the criterion in Eq. 6.24
for the simulation of DSA from the earliest injection time (t0 = 31 yr) onwards. This
puts the following constraint on the diffusion coefficient:

κ ≫ ∆x2
s

2∆tdsa
, (6.25)

with

κ =
rgc

3
=

pc2

3ZeBmax
(cgs), (6.26)

where Z is the charge number of the particle, which we take to be 1 since we only
consider protons and electrons. The requirement of the advective step, ∆xadv < ∆xs,
in practise translates to a time-step requirement

∆tdsa <
∆xs

vr
. (6.27)

Since the shock thickness is typically resolved in about 5 grid cells, the time step for
calculating the diffusion can be larger than that used for the MHD time step. This
one is limited by the courant condition where we normally use ∆thydro = 0.8∆xgrid/v.
We therefore ‘supercycle’ (i.e. increase the timestep) the diffusion of the particles to
save computational time, and calculate the appropriate time step ∆tdsa for diffusion
throughout the simulation.

The constraint on the timestep can be used to evaluate the valid range for the
diffusion coefficient by combining Eqns. 6.25 to 6.27. The minimum injection energy
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for this model is then given by:

pinj =
3qBκ

c2
>

3qBv2
max∆tdsa

2c2
. (6.28)

The scaling of the injection energy with magnetic field also means that our resolu-
tion requirement depends on the magnetic field strength assumed in the simulation.
We want the injection energy to be at least as low as ∼ 1 TeV, such that it is well
below the maximum energy as can be roughly determined by Eq. 6.13. At lower en-
ergies, the spectrum inside the SNR will be a featureless power law as the scattering
mean free path of the particles is much less than, say, the radius of curvature of the
shock, and losses are unimportant. The maximum number of particles injected at the
end of the simulation is 106. Particle splitting is applied when the particle energy
increases with a factor of e, in order to reduce Poisson noise in the distribution at
high energies.

6.4.3 The hydrodynamics

We have incorporated the equations for calculating diffusive shock acceleration into
the AMRVAC framework. This allows us to solve the particle spectrum concurrently
with the (magneto-)hydrodynamics of the flow, in this case the evolution of the su-
pernova remnant. We model the system in 1D spherical coordinates. We use a radial
range of 3.0 × 1019 cm (∼ 10 pc) and a base grid of 180 cells. Refinement of a
factor two is applied dynamically where strong density and velocity gradients are
present, up to 7 to 10 levels. The effective resolution is then 46080− 184320 cells, or
1.6× 1014 − 2.6× 1015 cm. This is sufficient for our simulations of the system with B
up to 20 µG. The Euler equations are solved conservatively using a TVDLF scheme
with minmod limiting on the primitive variables (Tóth & Odstrcil 1996). Although
this particular scheme does not resolve the shock within the least possible number of
grid cells, the scheme is robust and does not have problems in dealing with the initial
conditions for the supernova ejecta, such as large density gradients.

The supernova ejecta are inserted in the inner 0.1 pc of the grid. The density and
velocity profile are modelled according to the self-similar solution of Chevalier (1984),
Truelove & McKee (1999). The velocity increases linearly to the outer edge of the
ejecta, whereas the density profile consists of a constant density core and a power-law
envelope with a slope of n = 9, interpolated as:

ρej(r) =
ρcore

1 + (r/rcore)n
. (6.29)

The core radius and central density are such that the mass and energy of the ejecta
are respectively Mej = 3.5 M⊙ and Eej = 1051 erg.

In Fig. 6.3 we show the density and velocity profile for a SNR, 600 yr after explosion
into a homogeneous medium. In this simple one-dimensional model four different
regions can be identified: From inside out first we encounter the freely expanding
ejecta, separated from the shocked ejecta by the reverse shock. Outside the contact
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Figure 6.3: Density and velocity profile of supernova ejecta at a time t = 600 yr after
explosion into a homogeneous medium. The shown profiles are for a plasma with an adiabatic
index of γ = 5/3, yielding the expected compression ratio r = 4 at the shocks.

discontinuity is the compressed ISM and the blast wave that separates the SNR from
the undisturbed ISM. In Fig. 6.4 we show the same for the supernova remnant in
a CSM. The evolution of the SNR is substantially different in the two cases. The
separation between the blast wave and the ejecta is larger in the CSM model. This is
due to the deceleration of the blast wave, which initially is high for the CSM model,
but soon becomes slower than for the ISM background, as can also be seen in Fig. 6.11,
which will be discussed later in Sect. 6.6.3.

6.5 Test models

In this section we will present the results from some test cases, in order to compare
the numerical results with the analytical ones, and to determine the dependence of
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Figure 6.4: Density and velocity profile of supernova ejecta at a time t = 600 yr after
explosion into a ρ ∝ R−2 medium. Compared to the evolution of a SNR in a homoge-
neous ISM, the reverse shock is much farther inwards and the distance between the contact
discontinuity and the forward shock much larger.

the spectrum on the chosen geometry.

6.5.1 Analytical shock profile

We will first present the results from a calculation where we describe the shock using
hypertangent profile in plane parallel geometry. In the shock’s reference frame the
velocity V (x) along the shock normal is

V (x) =

(

r + 1

2r

)

−
(

r − 1

2r

)

tanh

(

x − xs

∆xs

)

. (6.30)

The shock has a thickness ∆xs (in our case: 3.75 × 10−2 in arbitrary units) and is
located at a location of x = xs (in our case at x = 9). The shock compression ratio
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Figure 6.5: Spectrum as a function of time for accelerated particles in slab geometry and
with a hypertangent velocity profile. The left panel shows the total spectrum, the right panel
the spectrum at the location of the shock.

is chosen to be r = 4, the value for a strong shock in a γ = 5/3 gas. The time step is
chosen to satisfy the condition in Eq. 6.24: ∆t = 1.35 × 10−2 and the shock velocity
is normalised to Vs = 1. The diffusion coefficient is constant: κ = 0.28. In this case,
the numerically obtained cosmic ray distribution should closely match the analytical
one.

In Fig. 6.5 we show the spectrum of the particles that are located near the shock,
and that of all the particles. The number of particles that is introduced at the shock
increases linearly with time, and they are all introduced with the same energy. The
maximum number of particles used in these simulations is 106. The time evolution
shows that it takes time before the numerical slope approaches the analytical steady-
state result, which in our figures would correspond to a horizontal line (meaning q = 2
for our chosen compression ratio of r = 4). While the spectrum at the shock indeed
approximates the expected result, the spectrum of the whole particle population is
steeper. This is to be expected, because the overall spectrum consists of a superposi-
tion of spectra with different maximum acceleration times (for which Fig. 6.5, lower
panel, gives a sample), and hence different cut-off energies. The overall spectrum is
therefore steeper than the spectrum at the shock front.

6.5.2 Effects of the shock geometry: planar and spherical

In this test model we explore the difference on the slope of the energy spectrum of
the particles that arises as a result of the adopted geometry. We will compare this to
the analytical model, which assumes a steady state solution for a plane parallel shock.
We set up the supernova ejecta in a homogeneous density medium and let it evolve
for 1500 yr. We artificially induce slab or spherical geometry, taking into account the
volume- and surface elements depending on the chosen geometry, such that adiabatic
losses are properly accounted for. In a SNR the radius of curvature is much larger
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Figure 6.6: Proton spectrum for the case of a constant diffusion coefficient. The black line
shows the spectrum for a shock in plane parallel geometry. The grey line shows the case
for spherical geometry. The maximum energy extends up to unrealistically high energies for
which physically the particles would not be confined to the supernova remnant.

than the typical diffusion path of a particle, and slab geometry therefore is normally
considered to be a good approximation. However, we find that there are differences in
the slope of the spectrum when spherical geometry is taken into account, and argue
that geometry cannot simply be neglected.

Figure 6.6 shows the differences in the energy spectrum that arise due to the choice
of geometry. In plane-parallel geometry the spectrum is closer to the analytical test
case as presented in the previous section. In spherical geometry, the spectrum is
somewhat steeper, with a slope q ≈ 2.15. This is to be expected since particles
downstream of the shock experience adiabatic losses that are proportional to V/r.
This reduces the mean energy gain they experience at the shock, which steepens the
spectral slope. Additionally, the exact slope in a time-dependent calculation depends
on the injection rate and its dependence on time.

6.6 Results

6.6.1 Influence of the choice of diffusion coefficient

The particle spectrum that results from the diffusive shock acceleration process in
supernova remnants depends on a number of factors as described by the equations in
the previous sections. In this section we show how the assumption for the diffusion
coefficient leaves its imprint on the slope of the spectrum.
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Figure 6.7: Spectrum as a function of time for relativistic protons (left) and electrons (right)
for a SNR in a constant density ISM. The maximum energy of the electrons is limited by
synchrotron losses for a field of B = 10 µG. The diffusion coefficient is a constant. The left
curves are for a SNR age of: t ≈ 1500 yr. The subsequent lower and lighter shaded curves
are for times: t ≈ 300, 150, and 30 yr.

Constant diffusivity

First, we consider the case of proton and electron acceleration with a constant diffusion
coefficient at a spherical shock that expands into a constant density ISM. We fix κ
to the value for which the particles satisfy criterion (6.24) for the diffusion length. In
Fig. 6.7 we show the integrated distribution of protons and electrons as function of
energy, represented as p2 F (p), for different times. At late times, the solution well
below the cut-off energy should approach the analytical solution (corresponding to a
horizontal line in this representation). The reason why the slope remains steeper is
because spherical geometry is taken into account, something that is not considered
for the analytical solution. As found in the previous section, the spectral slope of
cosmic rays in spherical geometry approximates 2.15 rather than 2. The same slope
is found here.

For protons, the typical acceleration timescale now only depends on the shock
velocity (Eq. 6.5). For electrons, the maximum energy is limited by the balance
between acceleration rate and loss rate. The acceleration rate decreases with the
shock velocity as V 2

s and, hence, with time. The loss rate increases with energy.
The effect is therefore strongest at late times, which can be seen in Fig. 6.7, where
the late-time curves have the maximum electron energy at a lower value than the
early-time curves.

Bohm diffusion

When Bohm diffusion with κ ∝ E is assumed, the acceleration timescale increases,
for a given shock velocity, with particle energy as tacc ∝ E (Eq. 6.6). It therefore
takes longer for the higher energy particles to assume the equilibrium power law slope
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Figure 6.8: Spectrum as a function of time for relativistic protons (left) and electrons (right)
for a SNR in a ISM. The maximum energy of the electrons is limited by synchrotron losses
for a field of B = 10 µG. The approximation of Bohm diffusion is used for the scattering of
the particles. As can be seen from the abrupt cut-off at the low-energy end of the spectrum,
the injection energy of the particles is around 1 TeV.

predicted by steady-state calculations. As can be seen in Fig. 6.8 this is visible in
the spectrum as a smooth roll-over of the spectrum beyond a certain energy. For
sufficiently ‘old’ electrons synchrotron losses lower the maximum energy and lead to
a steeper cut-off than for protons.

The different curves show the spectrum for different ages of the SNR. While for
protons the cut-off energy steadily increases with time, this is not the case for the
electrons. As long as the electron spectrum is determined by the time available
for acceleration (the age of the system), it closely resembles the proton spectrum.
However, once the electrons reach an energy where the synchrotron loss timescale
becomes comparable to the acceleration timescale and/or the age of the system, the
spectrum deviates more and more from the proton spectrum, resulting in a lower
cut-off energy and a steeper roll-over.

The spectral slope at the lower-energy end of the electron and proton spectrum is
the same and does not depend on the choice of diffusion coefficient. It equals q ≈ 2.15,
the same value we have found in the test-case of the SNR shock profile in spherical
geometry. In the case of a constant diffusion coefficient, κ was set to the value equal
to the Bohm diffusion coefficient for the lowest energy particles (at p = p0). The
acceleration time for the high-energy particles is therefore relatively short compared
to the κB models, moving the cut-off to higher energies.

6.6.2 Choice of equation of state

In Fig. 6.9 we show the energy spectrum for protons and electrons accelerated at a
shock in a gas with adiabatic index γ = 4/3. The shock propagates into a CSM with
a ρ ∝ R−2 density profile. We represent the spectrum as p3/2 F (p) and compare the
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Figure 6.9: The proton (solid line) and electron (dashed line) spectra as resulting from
a SNR evolving into a CSM with a softer equation of state: the CSMκB20s model (grey
lines). The maximum energy of the electrons is limited by synchrotron losses because of the
high magnetic field strength (B = 20 µG). The black lines indicate the spectra for the same
model but with γ = 5/3

results to that of a γ = 5/3 plasma model. For γ = 4/3 the expected spectral slope
at a steady shock is q = 1.5 (see Eq. 6.4). We see that the simulations bear out
this expectation. The other model parameters are B = 20 µG, tmax ≈ 1500 yr, and
a CSM background. For a shock propagating into a constant-density ISM the same
change in the spectral slope will result.

Varying γ is a nice test to see if the slope changes according to expectations,
but also is a way of determining in which direction results change when cosmic ray
acceleration is efficient enough to change the equation of state. In reality, the cosmic
ray pressure that causes the softening of the equation of state is localised in the
region around the shock, where most of the relativistic particles are located. We do
not include this position dependence and keep the adiabatic index fixed to the same
value over the entire grid.

In our approach the softer equation of state results in a higher compression at
the shock and a slower blast wave, as can be seen in Fig. 6.10. The cut-off energy
for protons therefore lies at a lower value than in the γ = 5/3 model. Since we
assume a fairly high magnetic field in this simulation and the γ = 5/3 case we use for
comparison, the electron energy is limited by synchrotron losses. Therefore in both
models electrons have a similar value for Emax.
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Figure 6.10: The radius of the blast wave (solid line) and the reverse shock (dashed line)
is plotted for the CSM model with γ = 4/3 (grey lines) and compared to the CSM γ = 5/3
model (black). The higher compression ratio of the γ = 4/3 model leads to the shorter
distance between the blast wave and the reverse shock. The blast wave radius is typically
smaller and thus its velocity, too, resulting in a lower Emax for the protons accelerated in
this simulation.

6.6.3 CSM versus ISM models

In this section we compare the results from the CSM and ISM models with B =
3 µG. Bohm diffusion is assumed in both cases. As we already saw in the analytical
calculations in Sect. 6.3.2, the maximum particle energy depends strongly on the
shock velocity Vs. The density of the medium in which the SNR expands affects the
shock velocity and therefore leads to differences in the cosmic-ray acceleration rate
between the CSM and the ISM models.

A blast wave expanding into the CSM hits a relatively dense medium early on in
its evolution. As a result, the initial velocity is smaller but the deceleration proceeds
more slowly, as the swept-up mass increases with radius as Msw ∝ R, as opposed to
Msw ∝ R3 in the ISM case. Ultimately this results in a shock with a higher velocity
at the end of the simulation (1500 yr). In the ISM model the initial shock velocity is
higher, but the deceleration much more severe, and the maximum attainable particle
energy is lower, at least for the model parameters used here. In Fig. 6.11 we show the
evolution of the radius of the forward and the reverse shock in the top panel, and in
the bottom panel the velocity of the blast wave for the SNR in CSM, ISM.

The injection rate of particles is taken to be proportional to the mass that is swept
up per unit time by the blast wave. As a result the age distribution of cosmic rays in
the CSM and ISM models differs. This difference affects both the maximum energy
and the shape of the overall spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 6.12. The proton/electron
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Figure 6.11: Left: evolution of the radius of the forward (solid line) and the reverse (dashed
line) shock of the SNR in the CSM (black) and ISM (grey) models. Right: the corresponding
velocity of the blast wave and the reverse shock (relative to the upstream velocity).

Figure 6.12: Spectra for protons (solid) and electrons (dashed) for CSM (black) and ISM
(grey) models with B = 10 µG.

spectrum in the CSM model, represented as p2 F (p), is slightly concave. This arises
because of the higher fraction of ‘old’ particles in the CSM model compared to the
ISM model. On average, these older particles have a higher energy and (for Bohm
diffusion) a larger diffusivity. Low-energy particles on the other hand are more rapidly
swept away from the shock. This simulation shows the differences that arise in a time-
dependent calculation with respect to the results at a steady (unchanging) shock.

In Fig. 6.13 we show the maximum energy of the particles as extracted from the
simulations. Since the slope of the overall spectrum in this case is about q = 2.15,
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Figure 6.13: Emax for protons (solid) and electrons (dashed) for CSM (black) and ISM
(grey) models with κB and B = 3 µG. The analytical solution for the CSM (ISM) model
(without radiation losses) is plotted with dash-dot-dots in black (grey).

we define Emax as the e-folding energy, where p2.15 F (p) for the cumulative spectrum
decreases to a value smaller than 1/e times the value at lower energies. The higher
average velocity of the blast wave when it evolves into a CSM increases Emax by
a factor 2 − 4 for the CSM models. Due to the low magnetic field strength, the
synchrotron loss time for this model is significantly longer than the running time
of the simulations (∼ 4 × 104 yr versus 1500 yr). Therefore there is no significant
difference between the proton and the electron spectrum. In Fig. 6.13 we overplotted
the maximum energy as calculated analytically in Sect. 6.4 for protons (since, because
of the low magnetic field strength in this particular model that for electrons is about
the same).

There is a clear difference between Emax derived from the analytical estimate with
that from the simulations. For the CSM, the analytical model underestimates this
value, whereas for the ISM the analytical estimate is significantly larger than the
value we derive from the simulations. This conclusion holds when we calculate Emax

as the e-folding energy for the spectrum at the shock, but also for the spectrum of all
particles in the SNR. We attribute this to the different age distributions in the CSM
and ISM models, as explained above.

6.6.4 Results for different magnetic field strengths

In the previous section we showed results for a magnetic field strength of 3 µG. While
this value is too low to induce significant differences between proton and electron
spectra in these models, differences arise for stronger magnetic fields. The maximum
proton energy increases as Emax ∝ B in the radiation loss-free case that applies here.
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Figure 6.14: Maximum energy as a function of blast wave radius for relativistic electrons
(dashed) and protons (solid). The left (right) panel shows the case for the SNR in a ISM
(CSM), for values of the magnetic field of B = 3, 10, 20 µG, assuming Bohm diffusion. The
dotted lines show the steady-state solution for electrons by Zirakashvili & Aharonian (2007)
for the different magnetic field strengths.

The electron energy decreases roughly as Emax ∝ 1/
√

B for electrons if synchrotron
losses are important.

In Fig. 6.14 we compare the maximum particle energy for three different magnetic
field strengths (3, 10, and 20 µG) for the case of a CSM (dashed curves) and the ISM
model (solid curves). Bohm diffusion is assumed in both cases. For clarity, we plot the
energy divided by the magnetic field strength to scale away the loss-free Emax ∝ B
behaviour. From Eqs. 6.13 and 6.14 we find typical synchrotron loss timescales of
7 × 103 yr for B = 10 µG, and 2 × 103 yr for B = 20 µG for the ISM models. For
the ISM model with B = 20 µG we see a significant difference between the maximum
proton and electron energy. For the ISM models with lower magnetic field strengths,
synchrotron losses are not very important for the energies reached in the simulations.
For the CSM models, however, the maximum cosmic ray energy at a given shock
radius is higher due to the larger shock velocity. The higher energies decrease the
synchrotron loss timescales for electrons. As can be seen in Fig. 6.14 (both for the
B = 10 µG and the B = 20 µG case) the maximum electron energy is essentially
determined by synchrotron losses for a shock radius R > 4 pc.

When electron acceleration operates in a regime where the synchrotron losses
roughly balance the acceleration, we can compare Emax to the exact asymptotic so-
lutions for the cut-off region of the spectrum in the case of a steady, plane parallel
shock, as derived analytically by Zirakashvili & Aharonian (2007). In our notation:

Emax =

√

9πe

σTB

mecVs

(q + 2)
. (6.31)

At early times, when Emax is age-limited, this solution is not valid. Later (typically
for a shock radius R > 3−4 pc) we find this steady-state result slightly underestimates
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Figure 6.15: Cosmic ray protons (left) and electrons (right) for the CSMκB20 model for a
SNR age of ∼ 1300 yr. The diagonally shaded area indicates the region > 4.6 diffusion lengths
upstream of the shock, as calculated with the advection timescale. The horizontally shaded
area shows the region limited by 4.6 diffusion lengths when the timescale is determined by
synchrotron losses. The dotted line shows the evolution of pmax as a function of radius and
the thick black dot indicates pmax at the shock.

Emax for electrons. Asymptotically, our value for the electron Emax seems to converge
to the steady state result.

We illustrate the difference between age-limited and loss-limited cosmic ray ac-
celeration in Fig. 6.15. There we show the cosmic-ray distribution of in energy-
radius phase-space for a SNR with an age of ∼ 1300 yr, using the CSM model with
B = 20 µG. The relativistic particles are accelerated at the forward shock, where the
particles reach the highest energy. The maximum energy of protons is limited by the
age of the remnant, and therefore still increases at the end of the simulation.

Sufficiently far downstream from the shock, the ‘older’ cosmic rays are located
that have been advected away from the shock. The maximum energy of this older
population is lower, as reflected in the distribution of particles. The dotted line in the
figure shows the cut-off energy as a function of radius, and the thick black dot marks
the intersection of the shock location with the cut-off energy in the energy-radius
plane. The majority of cosmic rays is located between the forward shock and the
contact discontinuity.

Upstream, cosmic rays diffuse ahead of the shock over a typical distance set by
the diffusion length Ld ∼ Vs/κB(E) ∝ E. The diagonally shaded area is the region
more than 4.6 diffusion lengths ahead of the shock, in which 99 per cent of the
particles should be located (F (p) = F (p)0

∫

e−∆x/x0 = 0.01F (p)0). In this model the
attainable electron energy is limited mostly by synchrotron losses, and considerably
less than the proton energy at an age of ∼ 1300 yr. The high-energy electrons therefore
diffuse over smaller distances compared to protons. The horizontally shaded region in
the electron plot shows the region more than 4.6 loss-limited diffusion lengths ahead
of the shock, (Lloss,d =

√
2κtloss, with tloss = 6πm2

ec
3/σT B2E).
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In Fig. 6.16 we follow the population of protons that were injected during the
first 300 yr of the simulation, and track their distribution in the energy-radius plane
as the simulation progresses. At the end of the simulation (at t ≈ 1500 yr), they
constitute about 10 per cent of the total proton population. The maximum energy
in the distribution of these protons turns out to be similar to that of the entire
proton population. This is due to the fact that for this particular model (ISMκB10p),
the Sedov–Taylor time is roughly equal to the time at which we start tracking the
population of particles. As we discussed earlier, the acceleration efficiency is highest
around the Sedov–Taylor transition, after which the maximum energy of the particles
only increases by a factor of a few.

We have determined that the overall spectrum is somewhat steeper than the canon-
ical q = 2 power law. We attribute this to the losses that are not taken into account
in the analytical calculations for planar, steady shocks. It is therefore interesting
to look at the spectrum at the shock, one diffusion length Ld(Emax) upstream and
downstream, and compare it to the spectrum of all particles in the SNR. In Fig. 6.17
we show these spectra for the CSMκB10 model for electrons and protons. It becomes
apparent that the spectrum at the shock follows the analytically predicted power
law slope quite closely. Upstream of the shock only the most energetic particles can
be found. Since we probe the region upstream at a diffusion length for Emax, this
is where the peak of the upstream spectrum is found. At the same distance down-
stream, the slope of the spectrum is slightly steeper than at the shock. The spectrum
is loss-limited for the electrons, as is evident from the sharper cut-off.

In (semi-)analytical models, the spectrum at the shock in the presence of losses is
often described by (e.g. Malkov & O’C Drury 2001):

F (p) ∝ p−q e−(p/pmax)α

, (6.32)

with α = 1 for protons and α = 2 for electrons. We find that the simulated spectra
quite nicely follow this exponential cut-off prescription for the cumulative particle
spectrum. At the shock, the cut-off for protons is slightly sharper than usually as-
sumed: we find α ≈ 1.2− 1.3. For electrons, the cut-off is less sharp, but still sharper
than for protons: it closely follows α ≈ 1.7. This will depend on to what extent the
electron spectrum is terminated by synchrotron losses.

6.6.5 Re-acceleration at the reverse shock

At the forward shock, the magnetic field is likely amplified by the Bell-Lucek mech-
anism. Whether a seed magnetic field with values as low as to be expected at the
reverse shock from an expanding SNR would be sufficient to trigger magnetic field
amplification, and whether this amplification ultimately leads to a field strength that
is high enough to confine particles at the reverse shock, is still a matter of discussion
(Ellison et al. 2005). Some studies require higher seed values for the field strength,
while other studies observe magnetic field amplification from an almost zero field
(Chang et al. 2008). We explore what happens when the magnetic field in the ejecta
is strong enough to confine cosmic rays when Bohm diffusion is assumed. For a
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Figure 6.16: The evolution of the proton distribution in the energy-radius plane as a func-
tion of time for the ISMκB10 model. The filled contour plots the total particle distribution
for times (top to bottom) 381, 635, 953, and 1587 yr. The contour lines track the popula-
tion of particles that is injected up to time 381 yr, after which the particles from this early
population are still subject to diffusion and acceleration.
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Figure 6.17: Proton (left) and electron (right) spectra (CSMκB10 model) at the shock and
at locations of one diffusion length (for an energy Emax) upstream and downstream of the
shock, with ∆xdiff =

√
2κtadv and tadv = κ/V 2

sh. The thin solid line shows the cumulative
spectrum.

stronger magnetic field, the particles can undergo many shock crossings because of
their smaller mean free path, and effectively can be re-accelerated at the reverse
shock. A small mean free path also makes the expansion losses in the flow relatively
less important. For simplicity, we consider the case where the magnetic field strength
in the ejecta is equal to that in the CSM/ISM.

In our simulations we observe that very energetic cosmic rays diffuse far enough
downstream into the remnant to reach the reverse shock. Re-acceleration can then
occur if the local magnetic field is sufficiently strong. Fig. 6.18 shows that the distri-
bution in the energy-radius plane now has two peaks in energy. The highest energy
(around 1014 eV) is still attained at the forward shock, but acceleration at the reverse
shock now causes an additional peak in the energy spectrum at its location (R ∼ 3
pc for t ∼ 700 yr).

If magnetic fields turn out to be indeed high enough to confine cosmic rays at the
reverse shock, the picture sketched here is over-simplified. Apart from the cosmic rays
that have diffused far into the SNR from the forward shock, an additional cosmic ray
component may arise if higher-Z elements from the supernova ejecta are accelerated
at the reverse shock. Figure 6.19 shows the influence of re-acceleration on the shape
of the spectrum. The proton spectrum is slightly flatter, and extends to a slightly
higher energy. The electron spectrum is hardly modified as synchrotron losses lead
to a cut-off around 1013.5 eV.

Figure 6.20 shows that when re-acceleration takes place, the maximum proton
energy increases compared to the situation without re-acceleration at the reverse
shock. For electrons this initially is also the case, as long as the particle energy
is limited by the time spent in the source. However, in the loss-limited regime, the
maximum electron energy is less compared with the case of weak fields near the reverse
shock as the larger volume with a high magnetic field leads to more synchrotron losses
that are apparently not compensated by re-acceleration at the reverse shock.
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Figure 6.18: The distribution of protons (right) and electrons (left) for a SNR in a ISM
(top) or CSM (bottom), when the magnetic field at the reverse shock is amplified to the
same levels as at the forward shock. We assume a magnetic field strength of 20 µG, and the
distribution is plotted for a remnant of an age of about 700 yr. The location of the shock is
indicated at the location of Emax with a black dot.

6.7 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have calculated diffusive shock acceleration through the first-order
Fermi mechanism, using stochastic differential equations. We treat the cosmic rays as
test-particles and follow their acceleration and propagation along with the evolution of
a supernova remnant. We have extended the model as described by Achterberg & Krülls
(1992) (and used by e.g. van der Swaluw & Achterberg 2004) to account for spher-
ical geometry, something that is relevant when using this model to simulate cosmic
ray acceleration in supernova remnants. The model is set up generically so it can
use local magnetic field strengths to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the test-
particles. However, in this paper we employ a constant magnetic field strength in the
ISM/CSM. The ejecta magnetic field is parameterised in such a way that it either
decays as expected for an expanding field that is frozen into the plasma, or we fix the
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Figure 6.19: Spectra when the magnetic field at the reverse shock is equally strong as at
the forward shock for the CSMκB20r model (grey). The solid (dashed) lines show the proton
(electron) spectrum for a remnant age of t = 1587 yr. The black curves show the spectra
when there is no re-acceleration at the reverse shock.

Figure 6.20: Maximum energy as a function of time for both relativistic electrons (dashed)
and protons (solid) in a SNR where the magnetic field at the reverse shock is 20 µG, as it
is in the rest of the remnant (grey), compared to the model with negligible magnetic field
in the ejecta (black). As in the case of no re-acceleration, the energy the particles obtain
in the CSM models (left) is higher than in the ISM models (right). While for protons the
energy is higher in the ‘re-acceleration’ models, for the electrons this turns out mostly not
to be the case. Since the added magnetic field induces synchrotron losses also downstream
of the contact discontinuity, the maximum energy in these models in fact turns out to be
lower when the SNR is in its loss-limited regime.
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magnetic field at the same strength as used for the ISM/CSM. This is because the
numerical method that we use is not applicable in cases where strong gradients of the
diffusion coefficient that may result from gradients in the magnetic field are present.
The unique set-up of the calculation of the acceleration of the cosmic rays concurrent
with the evolution of the SNR allows us to model the time- and location-dependent
spectrum more accurately than other models. The disadvantage of our method is that
it does not (yet) include feedback of the cosmic ray pressure onto the local plasma.
Our calculations show the following results.

Energy spectrum and spectral slope:

With our method we can accurately model the spectrum of particles, where the slope
is close to q = 2 for an adiabatic index of 5/3, and to q = 1.5 for an adiabatic
index of 4/3. The slope of the spectrum depends on the location: near the shock
the slope of the spectrum is closest to the analytically predicted value for steady
and planar shocks, while the slope of the cumulative spectrum (all particles in the
source) is steeper. The cumulative spectrum is steeper than that at the shock because
it also contains particle populations from downstream of the shock, for which the
particles were in the acceleration process for a shorter time and hence have lower cut-
off energies. We also find that in spherical geometry the overall spectrum is slightly
steeper when compared to a simulation in slab geometry. The main reason for this
is the inclusion of adiabatic expansion, which causes the acceleration process to be
slightly less effective: particles lose a fraction of their energy in the downstream part
of the shock crossing cycle, reducing the mean energy gain per cycle. The analytical
solution for the steady state parallel geometry where adiabatic losses are excluded
therefore does not strictly apply in spherical geometry. The detailed shape of the
spectrum also depends on the injection rate of particles as a function of time, which
differs in the ISM and the CSM models that we employ.

Maximum particle energy:

There are additional differences between the results of our approach and those ob-
tained using steady-state analytical models. The cut-off energy Emax is different from
that obtained analytically from the balance between acceleration and losses. For pro-
tons the Emax is determined by the age of the source. The CSM simulations show a
higher Emax than the analytical estimate, whereas for the ISM models the trend is
the other way around. We attribute this to the difference in cosmic ray age distri-
bution, where, since we assume the injection rate to be proportional to the amount
of swept-up mass, the fraction of ‘older’ particles, which are accelerated for a longer
time, is relatively high in the CSM model and relatively low for the ISM model. For
Bohm diffusion, the high-energy end of the spectrum shows a distinct cut-off, either
caused by the finite age of the SNR or, in the case of electrons, by synchrotron losses.
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Shape of the cut-off in the energy spectrum:

The shape of the cut-off region for the cumulative spectrum follows quite nicely the
quasi-exponential drop that is often assumed. However, if one looks at the spectrum
in the close vicinity of the shock, the proton spectrum falls off slightly sharper than for
the overall proton spectrum, while for electrons in the loss-limited regime the cut-off
of the spectrum at the shock is more gradual than the cut-off in the overall spectrum.

CSM versus ISM:

The strong dependence of the acceleration rate on the shock velocity causes the cosmic
ray distribution to become sensitive to the surrounding medium. The density profile
of the environment into which the supernova explodes determines the shock velocity
and its evolution. The shock velocity (together with the magnetic field) therefore de-
termines the acceleration rate and the maximum particle energy that can be attained.
Because in our models the average shock velocity is much higher for a SNR expanding
into a CSM, and because the average cosmic ray age in the remnant is larger in the
CSM case, Emax is larger in our CSM models than in the ISM models.

This suggests that core-collapse SNe in dense environments, such as expected
around a red supergiant, may be the most efficient particle accelerators and therefore
the dominant contributors to cosmic rays up to the “knee”-energy. In the absence
of a significant magnetic field in the ejecta, the particles are mostly located between
the blast wave and the contact discontinuity. The distance between those is also
sensitive to the velocity-evolution of the SNR and therefore the surrounding medium,
and determines how long electrons are subjected to synchrotron losses.

Re-acceleration at the reverse shock:

If the magnetic field is sufficiently amplified at the reverse shock, cosmic rays that
are advected away from the blast wave can be re-accelerated at the reverse shock.
This has important consequences for the maximum energy and the distribution of
the cosmic rays. The maximum attainable energy for protons becomes significantly
higher if re-acceleration at the reverse shock takes place, whereas for electrons the
additional synchrotron losses in the now strongly magnetised SNR interior can have
the opposite effect. In reality it is conceivable that due to localised magnetic field
amplification, the net effect is a higher maximum energy for electrons, too.

Overall, we conclude that a time-dependent calculation of diffusive shock acceler-
ation in SNRs shows significant differences compared with steady-state plane-parallel
analytical models. The environment of the SNR has a large impact on the maximum
attainable energy of the cosmic rays. The age distribution of the cosmic rays deter-
mines whether a time-dependent approach yields higher or lower maximum attainable
energies.
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6.8 Appendix: SDEs in spherical geometry

In the equation for the distribution function of relativistic particles we need to take
account of geometrical effects in order to describe adiabatic losses in a spherical shock
geometry. The advection-diffusion equation (Eq. 6.15) can be written, in spherical
coordinates (R , θ , φ) with axial symmetry (∂/∂φ = 0), as:

∂

∂t
F (R , θ , p , t) = −SR − Sθ − Sp, (6.33)

with

SR =
1

R2

∂

∂R

[

R2

(

VRF − κ
∂F

∂R

)]

, (6.34)
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R sin θ
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[

sin θ
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)]

, (6.35)

and

Sp =
∂

∂p

[

dp

dt
F

]

, with
dp

dt
= −p

3
(∇ · V) (6.36)

and

∇ ·V =
1

R2

∂

∂R

(

R2 V
)

+
1

R sin θ

∂

∂θ
(sin θ V ) . (6.37)

We assume isotropic spatial diffusion: κ = κI, with I the unit matrix in configuration
space. The magnetic field orientation is not taken into account for the diffusion rate,
and diffusion in momentum space (Fermi-II acceleration) is neglected.

In order to be able to apply the Itô method (Eq. 6.18), we have to re-order the
differential operators in SR and Sθ, such that they conform to the Fokker-Planck
standard form (cf. Eq. 6.16). We substitute F̃ = R2 F into Eq. 6.33 to get:

∂F̃

∂t
= −S̃R − S̃θ − S̃p. (6.38)
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The operator of S̃R = R2SR can be rewritten to the standard form as follows:

S̃R =
∂

∂R

[

VRF̃ − R2κ
∂

∂R

(

F̃

R2

)]

(6.39)

=
∂

∂R

[(
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1

R2

∂(R2κ)

∂R

)

F̃ − ∂

∂R

(

κF̃
)

]

.

This now conforms with the standard form with an effective radial velocity

V eff
R = VR +

1

R2

∂(R2κ)

∂R
. (6.40)

This is the velocity that enters the equivalent SDE.
In a similar fashion, S̃θ = R2Sθ can be rewritten by changing the independent

variable to µ = cos θ (so that ∂/∂θ = − sin θ∂/∂µ):
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1

R sin θ
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[
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= − ∂
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.

In short, this gives us:

S̃θ =
∂

∂µ

[

V eff
µ F̃ − ∂

∂µ

(

DµF̃
)

]

(6.42)

with

V eff
µ = −Vθ sin θ

R
+

∂

∂µ
Dµ

and
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R2

)

κ =
κ sin2 θ

R2
.

For S̃p we substitute u = ln(p/mc) and dp = p du to obtain the equivalent equation
for u:

S̃u = pS̃p = − ∂

∂u

[(

1

3
∇ · V + λsB

2
√

1 + e2u

)

F̃

]

. (6.43)
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We have added on the right-hand side the effect of synchrotron losses, with λs given
by Eq. 6.8. As stated before: synchrotron losses may be neglected for protons but are
important for electrons.

We now have the advection-diffusion equation in the standard form of the Fokker-
Planck equation to which we can apply the Itô method to calculate the particle distri-
bution function in a stochastic manner (Eq. 6.18). We solve the following equations
numerically to update the position of the particles in phase space:

du = −1

3
(∇ · V) dt − λsB

2
√

1 + e2u dt ,

dR = V eff
R dt +

√
2κdt ξR

=

(
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1
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)

dt +
√

2κdt ξR , (6.44)

dµ = V eff
µ dt +

√

2Dµdt ξµ
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If we revert from µ to θ the last equation becomes:

R dθ =

(

Vθ +
2κ

R tan θ
+

1

R

∂κ

∂θ

)

dt −
√

2κdt ξµ. (6.45)

The stochastic terms ξi should satisfy 〈ξi〉 = 0 and 〈ξiξj〉 = δij , where i, j stand for

R and µ. Note that these equations solve for F̃ = R2F rather than for F . In a
slab geometry with flow velocity V (x , t) along the shock normal the corresponding
equations simplify to Eq. (6.20) of the main paper.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Kosmische straling zijn hoog-energetische geladen deeltjes uit het heelal. Op Aarde
meten we ze over een enorm bereik in energie. In het voorwoord zijn reeds een
aantal bronnen van deze kosmische straling genoemd: de lager energetische deeltjes
zijn meest afkomstig van de zon. De hoger energetische deeltjes zijn afkomstig van
bronnen als supernovaresten in ons melkwegstelsel, gammaflitsen, of actieve kernen
van melkwegstelsels ver buiten dat van ons.

In dit proefschrift worden supernovaresten beschouwd en bestudeerd als bronnen
van kosmische straling. De deeltjesversnelling vindt plaats in de schok die zich naar
buiten beweegt door de explosie van een ster. Het ijle gas om de ster heen wordt
opgeveegd en verhit tot vele miljoenen graden, wat de karakteristieke verschijning
van een supernovarest sterk maakt in het gebied van Röntgenstraling. De snelheid
van de schokgolf en het magneetveld in de buurt van de schok zijn bepalend voor de
maximale energie tot waar kosmische straling kan worden versneld. Het is daarom
van belang om, naast het proces van de deeltjesversnelling, ook een goed beeld te
krijgen van de evolutie van de supernovarest.

De eerste paar hoofdstukken gaan over de evolutie van een supernovarest. De snel-
heid en het magneetveld in de schokgolf bepalen de effectiviteit van deeltjesversnelling
en de stralingsprocessen. Sterren staan typisch ver van elkaar. De directe omgeving
van de supernova, het circumstellaire medium, is gevormd door de ster voordat ze
explodeert. De evolutie van een supernovarest is afhankelijk van de voorafgaande
sterwinden die de omgeving vormen, en van of de explosie al dan niet symmetrisch
is. In de latere hoofdstukken wordt het proces van deeltjesversnelling in de schokgolf
beschreven en bestudeerd.

Hoofdstuk 2: De jets van Cassiopeia A

In hoofdstuk 2 kijken we naar hoe de asymmetrie van een supernovarest afhankelijk is
van de voorgaande ster. De supernovarest Cassiopeia A is asymmetrisch en laat twee
tegenovergestelde ‘jets’ zien. Met computermodellen kunnen we berekenen hoeveel
asymmetrie overblijft in de supernovarest afhankelijk van zijn omgeving. Hiermee
hebben we bepaald dat de supernovarest Cassiopeia A afkomstig is van de asymme-
trische explosie van een rode superreus, en waarschijnlijk niet van een zogenoemde
Wolf-Rayet ster. Een zware ster gaat door verschillende levensfasen, waarin, afhan-
kelijk van de massa, de fase van rode superreus kan worden gevolgd door de fase van
“Wolf-Rayet ster”. In de Wolf-Rayet fase heeft de ster een snelle sterwind die de lang-
zame wind van de voorgaande superreusfase opveegt in een dichte schil. Naarmate
deze schil meer massa bevat is het moeilijker om de asymmetrie van de explosie te
behouden. Voor Cassiopeia A kunnen we hieruit concluderen dat een eventuele Wolf-
Rayet fase niet langer kan hebben geduurd dan een paar duizend jaar (veel korter
dan karakteristieke sterevolutie tijdschalen). Rond dezelfde tijd is een overeenkomsti-
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ge bevinding gedaan door een andere groep, op basis van waarnemingen van de echo
van de supernova.

Hoofdstuk 3: SPEX koelingscurve

Een schil van gas, zoals gevormd door een langzame wind die wordt gevolgd en opge-
veegd door een snelle wind, heeft een hoge dichtheid. Stralingskoeling gaat sneller als
de dichtheid hoog is, en verhoogt de dichtheid daarbij nog meer, waardoor een zeer
dichte, koele schil wordt gevormd. Het is daarom belangrijk om stralingskoeling in
beschouwing te nemen in simulaties van de omgeving van een ster. Te meer omdat
een dunne schil ontvankelijk kan zijn voor instabiliteiten die in een dikkere schil niet
voorkomen. In hoofdstuk 3 bereken we nieuwe waarden voor stralingskoeling, met
behulp van de SPEX code. Gebaseerd op ionisatie evenwicht wordt berekend hoeveel
energieverlies er optreedt, afhankelijk van de temperatuur en de samenstelling van
het plasma (gëıoniseerde gas). Dit is getabelleerd in een koelingscurve. We vinden
hogere energieverliezen met de SPEX code vergeleken met andere gepubliceerde waar-
den. De nieuwe koelingscurve geeft hogere waarden omdat meer lijntransities worden
meegenomen. De koeling van een schil, bijvoorbeeld een Wolf-Rayet schil zoals ge-
vonden in hoofdstuk 2, wordt bekeken voor verschillende koelingscurves, waaronder
de nieuwe SPEX-curve. De Vishniac dunne-schil instabiliteit vindt plaats als koeling
wordt meegenomen in de hydrodynamica, en de details van deze instabiliteit variëren
voor verschillende koelingscurves.

Hoofdstuk 4: Het ontstaan van Keplers supernovarest

In hoofdstuk 4 kijken we naar wat we kunnen leren over Type Ia supernova’s aan de
hand van de supernovarest ‘Kepler’. We detecteren veel meer Type Ia explosies dan
dat we kunnen voorspellen op basis van sterevolutiemodellen. Een Type Ia explosie
is afkomstig van dubbelstersystemen, waarin tenminste één van de sterren een witte
dwerg is die materie accreteert van zijn medester. Type Ia supernova’s worden in de
kosmologie gebruikt als ijkpunten om afstanden te bepalen, en zijn daarom van enorm
belang voor het begrijpen van het ontstaan en de vorming van het heelal. Keplers
supernovarest laat ons zien dat de explosie wellicht het gevolg is van massa-accretie
door de witte dwerg van de wind van zijn medester. Dit zou alle waarnemingen, zoals
de asymmetrische interactie met een stikstofrijke schil, en de locatie van deze schil,
kunnen verklaren. Deze methode om een Type Ia explosie te krijgen wordt niet veel
beschouwd, maar kan mogelijk helpen meerdere Type Ia verschijningen te verklaren.

Hoofdstuk 5: De evolutie van magneetvelden in supernovares-

ten

De stralingsverliezen van relativistische elektronen zijn afhankelijk van onder meer de
sterkte van het magneetveld. Polarisatiemetingen van jonge supernovaresten geven
aan dat de magnetische veldlijnen bij voorkeur radiëel lopen. Dit is in tegenstelling
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tot wat näıef verwacht zou worden als het magneetveld van de omgeving gecompri-
meerd wordt in de richting van expansie. De magnetische veldlijnen zouden zich dan
bij voorkeur langs de schok oriënteren in plaats van haaks daarop. Een radiële voor-
keursrichting kan ontstaan in het gebied waar de materie van de ejecta van de ster dat
van het geschokte circumstellaire gas raakt, doordat dit gebied onstabiel is voor de
zogenoemde Rayleigh–Taylor instabiliteit. Deze vervormt de contactlaag waarbij vin-
gers van de ejecta doordringen in het circumstellaire gas en hiermee het magneetveld
meetrekken in radiële richting. Deze contactlaag komt doorgaans niet in de buurt
van de externe schok. We bekijken in dit hoofdstuk hoe dit feit verandert als de
gastoestand verandert, iets wat verwacht zou kunnen worden als een groot deel van
de gasdruk de vorm aanneemt van kosmische straling. Hierdoor komt de contactlaag
en daarmee het radiële magneetveld veel dichter bij de voorwaartse schok te liggen.

Hoofdstuk 6: Deeltjesversnelling in supernovaresten

In dit hoofdstuk bekijken we de tijdsafhankelijke deeltjesversnelling in jonge super-
novaresten. Tot dusver was het gebruikelijk het spectrum van kosmische straling te
berekenen in een onveranderlijke schok in vlakke geometrie. In zo een situatie kan het
spectrum analytisch worden berekend. Onze numerieke methode maakt het mogelijk
om het spectrum dynamisch te berekenen in sferische geometrie waarbij de gehele
evolutie van de jonge supernovarest en de invloed daarvan op het spectrum worden
meegenomen. Het spectrum wijkt af van de analytische bevindingen, deels door de
geometrie, die het spectrum steiler maakt, en deels door de verschillende tijd die
deeltjes doorbrengen in het versnellingsproces. We concluderen dat het daarom van
belang is om in gedetailleerde berekeningen ook de tijdsafhankelijkheid mee te nemen.
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